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Executive Summary

The North Carolina Community College Study: Mission, Enrollment
and Staffing Patterns, Funding Procedures, and

Administration and Governance

The Tasks

In the 1985 Legislative session, the North Carolina General Assembly asked the
State Board of Commnnity Colleges to determine, through an outside, indepen-
dent study:

(1) proper staffing patterns for the System institutions;

(2) appropriate methods of calculating the FTE;

(3) the impact of more part-time students on needs for administrative and
support personnel;

(4) the effectiveness of current governance and administration;

(5) whether technical institutions should convert to community colleges;
and

(6) whether tuition for college transfer courses should be increased to
University System levels.

Procedures

In a consequent study begun in November 1985, the Research Triangle Institute
examined certain information of public record maintained by the Department of
Community Colleges, with emphasis on enrollment, staffing, and budget alloca-
tion data since 1978-79; conducted an extensivs study, including on-site in-
terviews, with senior administrative staff at 12 representative institutions;
requested; from all 58 institutions, information on mission, special consti-
tuencies, staffing, adequacy of allocations by line item, developmental prior-
ities, intra-term enrollment trends, and transfer credit agreements; surve7d
students' interest in and use of special services and facilities; and conduct-
ed interviews with the State President, the members of the State Board, and a
sample of local board members and their presidents. Focus group interviews
were also held with small groups of students, prospective students, and local
community and business leaders.

Eindings iniegaud_to Staffing

o Staffing patterns across the 58 institutions vary considerably, as a
function of institutional size, student and staffing markets, and under
allowable options, local solutions in assignment of personnel allocations
to positions and salaries. It is apparent as well that the institutions
are operating under extreme budget stringencies.

o Although the System trend is toward increased numbers of part-time stu-
dents, there is considerable variability among the 58 institutions and
among curriculum programs in current mix of full-time and part-time

vi
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students. For example, in 1984-85, the proportions of curriculum students
who were full-time varied from 16 percent to 58 percent; and, while three
institutions had the same or larger proportions of full-time curriculum
students in 1984-85 than in 1978-79, three institutions at the other ex-
treme had less than half the proportions of full-time curriculum students
in 1984-85 than in 1978-79.

o Differences among the institutions appear with equal clarity in terms of
numbers of students (the unduplicated headcount, or UDHC) relative to FTE
(the index based on student contact hours used in budget formula alloca-
tions): institutional UDHC/rat ratios in 1984-85 ranged fran 3.2 to 1, to
8.6 to 1, with median value of 5.1 to 1. The comparable values in 1978-79
were from 2.9 to 1 to 6.6 to 1, with median value of 4.7 to 1.

o No clear association between staffing patterns, or between perception of
staffing needs, and enrollment mix, were found. It was concluded that
under the circumstances of budget stringencies and allowable local flexi-
bilities, institutions develop their own relatively unique responses to
cover the most urgent operational needs, emerging with varying solutions
(e.g., replacing full-time with part-time staff, deferring lower priori-
ties, requiring overtime work, using administrators as instructors, etc.).

o A number of administrative and instructional support positions were iden-
tified by the °residents as controlled by numbers of students rather than
FTE. These include such positions as counselors, financial aid officers,
registrars' staff, librarians, testing specialists, placement and follow-
up staff, and accounting clerks. Part-time students--and in particular,
those taking slightly less than full academic loads--confirm their in-
terest in and need for the various instructional support services.

Findings in Regard to Methods of Calculating the_FTE

o The FTE was found to be the most generally appropriate basis for allo-
cating operating funds to the institutions, in terms of its capability to
reflect the instructional staff work load. It does not recognize, how-
ever, certain real variations in costs due to differences in local labor
markets; differences among programs because of going rates in industry for
professionals who are recruited to staff positions; varying capabilities,
because of particular program demands for small classes as well as size of
institution, to meet the 22 to 1 student/teacher ratio; the actual costs
of occupational extension instruction; and other factors unique to some
but not all institutions.

o Although curriculum FTE enrollments as presently calculated are estimated
to shrink by the end of the quarter in varying degrees dependent on pro-
gram (by a median value of 15 cr 16 percent), commitments to teaching
faculty and students for course offerings must be made by the end of the
drop/add period following registration each term; instructional costs
remain relatively fixed after this point, regardless of attrition. The
end of the drop/add period for most institutions is very close to the 20
percent point now used for calculating the FTE.

vii
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o A fairly significant variation in enrollments, by institution as well as
for the System as a whole, does exist across the four quarters of the
academic year. This variation is greater for curriculum than for exten-
sion programs, as summer quarter enrollments in the curriculum programs in
particular tend to be lower than in the three other terms.

Einslingsinnegaffectiveness of Goverance and Administration

0

0

O

The governance and administrative structure of the Community College
System is relatively unique when compared with other states.

The tradition of local control through the institutional boards appears to
be working well and in accordance with current statutes and regulations.

At the same time, there is a general perception of the value of a true
"confederation" of the institutions into a System, with the State Board
serving as the overall policy agent and as the prime representative to the
General Assembly on overall fiscal needs. The special allocation tradi-
tion is seen by all parties--i.e., at both the State and local 1.1vels of
governance and administration--as undermining both equitable assignment of
funds to System priorities, and the proper authority of the State Board
under the statutes.

o Mile the State Board is seen as the proper authority for governing aid
repres.mting the System as a whole, there is mixed opinion concerning its
effectiveness.

o The institution presidents are found to be, in general, a cadre of diverse
individuals operating with considerable integrity, with their prime re-
sponsibilities to their boards, and with their boards to the needs of
their communities.

FindingainReggxKLICLEDlueraisalgCannundlyfal1544a5tatua

o A variety of issues, same discrete and some overlapping, are involved in
conversion of technical institutions to community college status.

o The "community college" is viewed, by the communities and prospective
students, as of higher educational status than the "technical college" or
"technical institute." This may account in part for the tact that the
last ten institutions to convert have not only met the minimum college
transfer enrollment requirements in the two years following, but also have
generally experienced increased enrollment in technical and vocational
programs at higher rates than for the System as a whole.

o It is highly likely that the college transfer program appeals primarily to
those for wham other academic higher education options are restricted, and
the net effect of conversion on nearby four-year colleges appears to be
one of increasing, not decreasing, their enrollment.

viii
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o It is generally believed that the addition of a college transfer program
strengthens, not weakens, the vocational/technical programs. The voca-
tional/technical mission appears not to be jeopardized by conversion.

o Virtually all of the System institutions have contractual arrangements
with one or more senior institutions to accept transfer credit for general
education, vocational, or technical programs. Yet, for courses outside a
college transfer program in particular, acceptance by senior institutions
for credit toward a baccalaureate degree is not assured.

o Conversion to community college status will result in increases in costs
to the State, although these costs will probably be lower than recent
worst-case estimates.

Id, Zz-.9r; it* 4,71.:- 10 I
System Levels

4:"

o Increases in college transfer tuition to the lowest of the current four
University System tuition rates would result in an increase in tuition of
about 129 percent for the community college students involved. Based on a
conservative estimate of all costs associated with community college at-
tendance, the increase in total cost to the student would be only about 17
percent.

o A change in tuition for college transfer courses is vigorously opposed by
the institutions, not only on grounds of threat to educational opportunity
for many constituents, but also because of difficult policy and operation-
al issues involved in determining what fees to charge wham, discrimination
against college transfer students, inverse relationship to program costs,
etc.

o General fund revenues would probably increase if the lowest University
System level tuition were changed, and if there were no changes in enroll-
ment in college transfer courses from the 1984-85 levels. An upper limit
to this increase would be in the neighborhood of $3 million.

o Modest increases in tuition across the board are not viewed as potentially
significant deterrents by students and prospective students contacted.

Recommendations

Some 29 specific recommendations are made in the full report. The most impor-
tant are:

o Base the additional allotment for administrative and instructional support
positions on the Unduplicated Headcount rather than FTE; determination of
the per-UDHC unit cost may be established through audit of current costs.

o Base allocation of instructional costs, for the present, on the Fib.
Consideration should be given to increasing the per-FTE allotment, how-
ever, because of the stringencies imposed by present values in terms of
number of positions and salaries.

ix
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o Calculate the FTE for budget allocation purposes at the end of a sten:lard
drop/add period, when financial and enrollment data of audit quality are
available and when institutional commitments to students and staff are
made. Operational simplification should be accomplished by making this
count a part of the Prime system.

o Conduct a detailed study of the actual costs of instruction over the var-
ious programs with the objective of establishing revised budgeting for-
mulas to reimburse institutions for actual costs for their program and
student configurations.

o Maintain the present governance and administration structure of the
System. The State Board should be strengthened to permit more effective
discharge of its responsibilities delegated by the basic legislation,
through more forceful assumption of existing responsibilities, or possibly
through structural changes by the General Assembly.

o Re- examine the tradition of special allocations by the General Assembly,
in terms of its potential deleterious impact on equity among the institu-
tions, and on the strength of the State Board to operate the System as a
System.

o Continue to permit applications from institutions Jesiring to convert to
community college status, as their constituents and boards declare in-
terest and readiness. It is not recommended--nor believed likely--that
all technical institutions should be converted at one point in time to
community college status. Neither is it recommended that no further con-
versions be considered.

o Require institutions desiring to convert to community college status to
provide additional information in regard to program content, costs, accep-
tance by area colleges and universities, and impact on the vocational/
technical mission.

o Include carefully established estimates of net costs to the State with
recommendations by the State Board to the General Assembly for conversion
to community college status.

o Maintain tuition for college transfer courses at the same level as for
other curriculum courses. While increase in tuition for college transfer
(or other) courses to University System levels is not recommended, this
does not rule out consideration of modest across-the-board increases in
tuition rates for the Community College System.

x
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THE NORM CAROLINA CCMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDY: MISSION,
ENROLLMENT AND STAFFING PM'IERNS, FUNDING PROCEDURES,

AND ADMINISTRATIal AND GOVERNANCE

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Omermiew

This is a report of an inquiry, by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI),

into the staffing patterns, funding allocation formulas and procedures,

enrollment trends, and System mission and Governance of the North Carolina

Cagnunity College System and its 58 institutions. The study was mandated by

the North Carolina General Assembly in 1985, and conducted under contract with

the State, through the North Carolina Department of Carmunity Colleges, for

the State Board of Community Colleges and for the North Carolina General

Assembly.

B. EtudyDesigaandaxcifsma
In the 1985 legislative session, the North Carolina General Assembly

passed a provision that:

"The State Board of Community Colleges shall have an outside, independent

study conducted to determine the following:

(1) Proper staffing patterns for institutions within the Community

College System with special emphasis on the implication for base and

enrollment formula allotments;

(2) An analysis of methods of calculating the number of students with

emphasis on the most appropriate census date for collecting enroll-

ment data and the use of traditional academic quarters for determin-

ing curAcultun enrollments;

(3) The impact the shift to more part-time students has had on the need

for Administrative and Instructional Support Personnel;

(4) Whether the current System's governance, administration and programs

are effective in fulfilling the System's mission;

(5) Whether the System's mission and its effectiveness in fulfilling its

mission is best served by permitting technical colleges to convert to

community colleges; and

(6) Whether tuition for college transfer courses should be comparable to

tuition charged by the constituent institutions of the University of

North Carolina."
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The General Assembly further provided that the Board report the findings

of this study to the chairmen of the Appropriations Base and Expansion Butnt

Committees of the Senate and the House of Representatives and the Fiscal

Research Division prior to the convening of the regular 1985 session of the

1985 General Assembly.

C. The National and Regional Context

Nationally, the role of the public two-year institutions is changing in

important ways. The impacts of enrollment decline evident in elementary/sec-

ondary schools since the 1970s can be expected to continue to affect higher

education in the 1980s. Growth in postsecondary participation of women, older

students, and part-time students is projected to continue in the remainder of

this decade. According to the National Center for Education Statistics, the

increased enrollment of older students is expected to offset about half of the

decline in the FIE enrollment of traditional age students. It is anticipated

that the smaller rural institutions may experience greater difficulties in

attracting students than larger institutions, or institutions in metropolitan

areas .1

¶L year institutions are essential to the provision of saleable skills

relevant to occupational employment in a swiftly changing and increasingly

technological workplace. Current Population Survey data for 1982 on educa-

tional achievement suggest that median years of schooling for those employed

is less than 13 years. Less than 25 percent of the workforce has college

degrees, which in other words means that over 75 percent of all jobs currently

require less than four years of college for employment. ¶E year postsecond-

ary institutions are therefore not only in the mainstream of educational

consumer demand, but are critical to the nation's econanic and technological

future. The ability of two year institutions to pursue flexible admissions

policies and scheduling, as well as provide low tuition costs for students,

makes thempotentiallyhi4dy appropriate for serving the needs of increasing

=doers of parttime students who combine education with work.

1/ The Condition of Education. Washington, DC: National Center for Education
Statistics, 1984.

2
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In North Carolina, postsecondary education and training are crucial to the

continued economic development of the state. Recent studies2 emphasize that

work uhich formerly called for "skilled labor" now calls for "technologists."

Accelerated automation is changing the characteristics of work in manufactur-

ing occupations.3 S.:aditional low wage labor on which Southern manufacturing

industries have in the past relied is now provided by overseas competitors.

EVidemce now indicates that, contrary to past patterns, local industrial

growth in the US is beginning to be associated with levels of educational

attainment.4 It follows therefore that educational quality is functionally

related to regional economies. As industrial and occupational technologies

change, education must be ready to respond.

Not only are new skills required in today's workplace, but new adapt-

ability is increasingly necessary on the part of all of us to keep pace with

job changes. The relatively low levels of educational attainment in North

Carolina ensure that two year postsecondary institutions are uniquely placed

to provide an indispensable public service in the interface between student

needs for education and training and the demands of the workplace. A strong

public commitment to this essential component of higher education in North

Carolina is necessary to prevent future economic growth in the state from

being compromised.

2J See, for example: Looking Forward: Visions of the Future of the South.
Research Triangle Park, NC: Southern Growth Policies Board, 1985.

a/ Lawrence, J. E. S., and Drewes, D. W. "Characteristics of Work." Paper
presented to the Southeastern Psychological Association Convention,
Orlando, Florida, March 27, 1986.

4J Rosenfeld, S. A., Bergman, E. M., and Rubin, Sara. After the Factories:
. Research Triangle Park,I I 011 DII 1/11 I 41-

NC: Southern Growth Policies Board, 1985.

3
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D. The North Carolina carmunity College System: Brief History and Current

Opposition

1. Originmillismion

The North Carolina Community College System evolved out of a concern,

soon after Vbrld War II, that new arid generally accessible training programs

were needed to respond to the rapid shift from an agricultural to an indus-

trial economy. Accordingly, the North Carolina General Assembly enacted in

1963 General Statute 115 A to:

provide for the establishment, organization, maintenance, and
administration of a system of educational institutions
throughout the State offering courses of instruction in one or
more of the general areas of two -year college parallel,
technical, vocational, and adult education programs... The major
purpose of each and every institution operating under the
provision of this (legislation) shall be and shall continue to
be the offering of vocational awl technical education and
training, and of basic high school level, academic education
needed in order to profit from vocational and technical
education, for students who are high school graduates or who are
beyond the carpulsory age limit of the public school system and
Itto have left the public schools. (1963, c.448; s.23, as later
an by 1969, c. 562, s.1; 1979, c.462, s.2; and 1983, s.1).

Building on a base of several public junior colleges and industrial educa-

tion centers, 24 institutions were initially organized in 1963. Rapid expan-

sion followed, as local communities authorized tax and bond support for the

establishment of their own institutions; by 1969 there were 54 institutions.

The System currently contains 58 institutions, with enrollment, in the 1984-85

academic year, of 624,351 individual students, or a full-time equivalent (FIE)

of 121,261. This FIE reported is based on N.C. budget formula conventions;

for definition, see Subsection I.C.5 following.

2. GovernmentandAdministnation

The original legislation placed the System uncle: the State Board of

Education, whose chairman at that time was a vigorous advocate for the new

vocational and technical training as well as for the right of the individual,

whatever his station or economic means, to basic and general education. A
separate State Boar of Community Colleges was established by the General

Assembly in 1979, whose 19 members assumed full responsibility for the System

on January 2, 1981. Under the current legislation, the State Board has

authority to adopt and administer all policies, regulations, and standards

that it may deem necessary for the operation of the Department of Community

4
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Colleges, which is a principal administrative department of State government.

The Department is headed by a State President, elected by the State Board, who

acts as the chief administrative officer of the System, with staff nominated

by the State President and approved by the State Board. The individual insti-

tutions are, through the enabling legislation, governed by 13 member boards of

trustees with 12 members selected by the local Boards of Education, the Boards

of County Commissioners, and the Governor, and with an ex-officio non-voting

student member. The local boards have the authority to elect the institu-

tional president (subject to the approval of the State Board) and serve as a

body corporate with powers to acquire, hold, and transfer real and personal

property, to enter into contracts, to institute and to defend local actions

and suits, and to be generally responsible for the management and administra-

tion of the institution as provided under the general statutes.

3. 11 f _..t .; soke kg, r4dmgiqr:m

TWenty-four of the 58 institutions are, in 1985-86, "community

colleges," or are authorized to provide college transfer programs leading to

the associate in arts, associate in fine arts, and associate in science

degrees. Of these, 11 were established as connunity colleges under the 1963

legislation or came into the System as such under prior legislation; 12 were

created through conversions from technical institutes (the last in 1983) and

one was a private junior college admitted to the System in 1973. While other

curriculum programs are established on the basis of justified need with the

State Board being the final authority, college transfer programs require

approval beyond the State Board; and, transfer of funds frau other areas to

college transfer programs, unlike most other budget transfers, requires

specific approval by the State Board. Of the 24 institutions offering college

transfer credit, 18 are located in counties that have no other colleges.

4. .1 gm- .11, U1.01 ..1gp. .04 II 1111,6;4", ft

In the most recent year in which enrollment data are camplete

(1984-85), the 59 institutions ranged in size from unduplicated headcount

enrollments of 1,437 to 49,990. Programs are offered in two general areas:

credit-bearing curriculum programs, consisting of college transfer (where

authorized), general education, special credit, vocational, and technical

programs; and continuing education or "extension" programs, providing non-

credit special cammunity service courses in occupational areas, adult high

5
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school, adult basic education, other academic areas, in-plant training, train-

ing for new or expanding industries, avocational areas, and practical skills.

For the System as a whole, the 1984-85 unduplicated headcount and FTE enroll-

ments were distributed amongrthese programs are shown in Table 1.

Tuition charges, set by the General Assembly, are minimal ($4.25 per

credit hour or $51.00 per quarter for students taking 12 or more credit hours

of instruction), and more than 90% of the population of the State reside with-

in 25 miles of a Systan institution; thus, the System has been and is a signi-

ficant force in providing access to educational and training opportunity for

all citizens of the State.

5. ElaaalSgpport

Under the enabling legislation, state financial support is provided

by budgetary action of the General Assembly through the State Board for

(1) the Plant Fund (furniture and equipment, library books, and other items of

capital outlay for administrative and instructional purposes), and, on an

equal-rmat.dling basis, funds for purchase of land and the construction and

remodeling of buildings; (2) current operating expenses (salaries and other

costs for general administration, instructional staff, and instructional

support staff); (3) additional support for institutions serving residents from

three or more assigned counties; and (4) funds for lawful premiums of

liability insurance. The State Board is also authorized to accept, receive,

use, or reallocate any federal funds or aids designated for purposes within

the mission and programs of the System institutions.

Local financial support, through the tax-levying authority of each insti-

tution, is provided for (1) the Plant Fund (land acquisition, erection of all

buildings, alterations and additions to buildings, purchase or rental of

vehicles and all equipment necessary for plant maintenance and operation, and

purchase of furniture and equipment not provided for administrative and

instructional purposes); (2) plant operation and maintenance (e.g., utilities,

janitorial supplies, maintenance of grounds and buildings, and equipment for

plant operation and maintenance); and (3) support services (e.g., costs of

insurance, tort claims, bonding of employees, legal fees, and elections held

for providing local funds in accordance with the Statutes). The local boards

may also apply local public tax funds provided and private funds to supplement

state-financed its in the current expense budgets.

6
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Table 1

Distribution of 1984-85 Students Among Programs
in the NC Community College System: Unduplicated

Headcounts and FTE

Curriculum Programs.:

Numbers Enrolled
UDHC % of

Total
FIE % of

TotalNo No

College Transfer 31,722 5.0 8,561 7.1
General Education 16,362 2.6 2,942 2.4
Technical 124,158 19.9 43,722 36.1
Vocational _33,964 5.4 _18,663 15.4
Curriculum Subtotal 206,206 (33.0) 73,888 (60.9)

EXtension Programs:*

Academic 132,853 21.3 4,165 3.5
Occupational 226,728 36.3 19,775 16.3
Practical Skills 32,385 5.2 2,746 2.3
Avocationel 56,718 9.1 6,104 5.0
Recreational 548 0 N.A.
Adult High School (NA) 3,607 3.0
State ABE (NA) 7,786 6.4
Other Non Budget Extension (NA) 3,190 2.6

418,145 47,373Extension Subtotal (67.0) (39.1)

Total 624,351 (100.0) 121,261 (100.0)

* Individual extension programs include some UDHC students also counted in
other extension programs; the UDHC Extension Subtotal is correct.

Source: 1984-85 Annual Enrollment Report, North Carolina Department of
Community Colleges.
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State funds, generally constituting 85-90 percent of the annual budgets

for the individual institutions, are provided to the institutions on the basis

of a unit of instruction (a full-time equivalent student, or "FTE") based on

student rembership hours. Student membership hours are calculated on the

basis of contact time in scheduled classes, shops, or laboratories for which

the student is enrolled. Sixteen student membership hours per week for 11

weeks or 176 student membership hours for each quarter enrolled constitute a

quarterly full-time equivalent student; 704 student membership hours (176

hours per quarter times 4 quarters) constitute an annual FIE.

Counts of student membership hours are required each quarter at the 20

percent point in the class schedule (thus allowing for attrition between the

close of registration and this point, but not for attrition after this point).

The FTEs generated are used by the Department to establish enrollment projec7

tions for each institution; institutional budgets are derived by assigning

values to the FTEs on a formula basis. The formulas assume one instructor per

22 FTE at the currently appropriated salary unit value with other associated

instructional costs based similarly on appropriated levels; instructional

support and administrative costs are also driven by assumptions as to numbers

of staff and appropriate salary levels required per FIE (beyond a base ant-

merit reflecting minimal administration and instructional support regardless of

institutional size). Other major state budget line items (e.g., equipment;

library books), with the exception of the president's salary (based on a

separate schedule), are also based on the FTEs generated by each institution.

For purposes of determining instructional costs, FTEs generated by extension

programs (other than Adult Basic Education, which is funded at the curriculum

program level, and certain courses required to be self-supporting) are

assigned per FT" values at a lower rate (currently, about 34 percent of the

value established for the curriculum programs).

E. Organization of the Study Activities and Research Questions Addressed

The study reported herein was organized in six tasks corresponding to the

six specific objectives of the legislative mandate. These tasks, and the

major research questions, are briefly presented as follows:

1. Task 1: Proper Staffing Patterns

As noted in the prior subsection, institutional staffing allocations

in all but a few custodial or maintenance positions are determined on the

8
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basis of class membership hours; this essential determinant has been in effect

since 1978. However, since that time, a number of changes have occurred that

may raise questions as to the appropriateness of the procedure. Most

importantly, the number of less than full-time students relative to the number

of full-time students has increased, with relatively little change, and recent

decline for the System as a whole, in the FIE based on class membership hours.

But also, certain new positions have been required or recarnended without

specific provision in the allocation formulas (e.g., compliance officers;

institutional research specialists; computer system specialists and increas-

ingly, development officers, and public information officers and institutional

marketing personnel); and, program mix (which may have staffing implications)

has changed. The general issue of proper staffing patterns may thus be broken

dawn into the following more specific tasks:

Analysis of existing staffing patterns in the 58 institutions, with
detailed study of the twelve institutions in our sample;

Examination of the forces affecting staffing distributions across
institutions; and

The appropriateness of the current formulas for allocation of state
dollars for institutional staffing.

2. Task 2: Methods of Calculating Student Membership Hours

Student membership hours calculated at the 20 percent point each

quarter are the basic ingredient (or variable) reflecting units of instruction

for the budgeting and allocation procedures; and, this value determines speci-

fic line item allocations for all state budget items except the president's

salary and some special purpose allocations. In general, the question is

raised as to the appropriateness of the basic' variable, the degree to which it

is affected by the time and manner in which it is assessed, and the impact of

other circumstances or situations on the adequacy and cross-institutional

equity of this base for budgeting and allocation. The specific questions

addressed are:

What is the most appropriate time during the quarter to count
enrollment?

What is the best way of measuring annual enrollments?

What is the financial impact of choosing one census date versus
another?

9
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at is the impact of census date choice on program accessibility?

What control mechanisms are needed to assure the timely reporting of
accurate enrollment data?

What is the mast appropriate basis for incorporating enrollment data
into the budgeting process?

3. Task 3: Impact of the Shift to More Part-Time Students on Admin-

istrative and Instructional Support Personnel

This issue, a part or extension of the basic issue in Task 1, is

concerned particularly with the impact of a larger number of students, which

may affect certain administrative or instructional support needs. This

question has to do with the adequacy and appropriateness of FIEs based on

class membership hours (which have not increased correspondingly to numbers of

students) to determine the support needed for administrative and support func-

tions. More specifically, such research questions as the following are

raised:

How does the shift to more part-time students impact overhead costs
in terms of personnel and money?

To what extent do part-time students need, use, or desire student
services?

Are the changes in full-time/part-time student mix consistent or even
across programs and institutions? If not, what are the implications
for adequacy of funding, or, more specifically, for the impact of
funding on the kind and quality of programs and services provided?

Are the perceptions of particular staffing needs affected by the
institutional condition in terms of full-time/part-time student mix?
In terms of the ratio between numbers of students (the unduplicated
headcount) and the FIE generated?

Is failure to recognize any associated costs in the changes in
studentimixaktrimental to the effective fulfillment of system
mission?

4. Task 4: Effectiveness of the System's Current Governance, Admirl-

istration,and Programs in Fulfillrrnt of s Mission

The System was managed over its first 18 years by the administrative

and governance authority of the North Carolina Department of Public Instruc-

tion and the State Board of Education; each institution has had, in Addition,

its own responsible governance and administrative authorities. Yet, there
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have been changes over time in the structure of the local boards, and, more

particularly, there has been the major change in system governance with the

assumption of full responsibility for the System, in 1981, by the new and

independent State Board of the Community College System. In particular, the

following research questions may be raised:

Does the new State Board have sufficient authority, as outlined in
G.S. 115 D, to administer effectively a well-coordinated system of
vocational, technical, and general education throughout the State?

Tb what extent is the State Board exercising its role and authority
in the governance of the system? That actions has it taken, and what
are the emerging priorities of the State Board members?

Tb what extent are the local boards effective in their roles? Tibet

kinds of actions are they taking, and what priorities do they
perceive? Are they operating effectively as authorized by G.S. 115 D
on behalf of their institutions?

Sibat is the appropriate division of authority between the State Board
and the local boards? 'lbw do the members of each perceive the actual
and ideal roles of the other?

at is the relationship between the State Board and State President,
and the local boards and institution presidents, and how does this
affect System functioning? How may the State Board and State Presi-
dent, in particular, improve the orderliness and effectiveness of the
overall governance process?

5. - 11i dt: I o $ . ..01111, I 01

Since the initiation of a tw-class system,5 in 1963, of technical

institutes offering vocational, technical, and general or basic education

courses, on the one hand and community colleges, on the other, offering in

addition courses designed for transfer as credit toward a baccalaureate degree

at four-year institutions, there has been question and controversy as to

whether particular or all technical institutes (or colleges) should also offer

general college transfer courses, or, in same quarters, as to whether the

5/ Initially, three classes of institutions were recognized: technical insti-
tutes, community colleges, and industrial education centers. There have
been no industrial education centers since 1968, and the statutory
provision for them was repealed in 1979. Technical institutes were
authorized in 1979 to change their name to technical college but without
any change in function; most have elected to do so.
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aystem should provide collage transfer courses at all. The questions to be

addressed through this task are:

Has adding college transfer detracted from or enhanced the major
mission to provide vocational and technical training?

Hho has designation of an institution as a cc*mnmity college affected
enrollment in the primary program areas?

To what extent is some liberal arts education an asset to the indivi-
dual in preparing for an education?

Does the System carcete with senior institutions or does it serve a
population that would otherwise go unserved?

What would be the fiscal impact of adding the college transfer
program?

Tb what degree does the System's college transfer program permit more
individuals to obtain a four-year degree than would otherwise be
possible?

To what extent are most institutions, through their general education
offerings, in reality functioning as community colleges?

6. . 14. z%.- !vv. .0 *- zt:

Currently, there is no distinction in tuition charges for students in

college transfer, vocational, cr technical courses. The basic questions

addressed in this task include:

Should tuition for college transfer courses be comparable to that
charged by constituent institutions of the University of North
Carolina? Hhat would be the impact on educational opportunity and
enrollment? On mission? On operational procedures required? On
other institutions? On revenue?

F. Organizatjanafliejkmnder of this Report

The remainder of the report is organized as follows: first, a brief

description of study procedures, sources of data, and research strategies and

mechanisms is provided in Section II. This is followed (Section III) by the

statement of findings in each of the six areas of inquiry. Section IV

provides a summary of the findings and conclusions across the six areas,

together with the associated considerations the findings prompt. Section V

provides reccumendations drawn from the findings for the State Board. Copies

of instrumentation used have been provided separately to the Department.
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II. PROCEDURES

A. General Approach

At the outset, it was recognized that the issues involved in the six basic

tasks are of substantial significance, sensitivity, and complexity. They are

significant, for the action taken will affect not only established institu-

tions, their faculty and staff, and their community, local student and

business enterprise constituents, but in the broader prospective, budget deci-

sions at the state level on the one hand and the State's conauy on the other

The issues are =skims, because of the inevitability of vested interests at

each of the several levels of decision- making involved: the General Assembly;

the State Board, President, and Department; and the local institutional boards

and presidents. The issues are complex, because actions taken (or not taken).

affect a dynamic system of interrelated components, where adjustment of one

component will affect others, and where concern needs to be given not only to

impact of a particular decision but also to long term consequences which may

outweigh immediate and more predictable impacts that may be the concerns

prompting the issues.

At the sane time, the very real time and cost limitations imposed on the

overall study imposed procedural restrictions. Of the variety of approaches

that might have been used to provide relevant evidence for the decisions to be

made, we were necessarily restricted to those that could be accomplished in a

relatively shrxt tine span and within the constraints of the project budget.

In response to the importance of the issues and the time and cost limita-

tions, we attempted to recognize, first, that as a third party, the research

team must be essentially concerned not with the particular unique vested

interests of any one of the involved parties but with the larger elements that

all parties involved must share--that is, the refinement in practice of the

essential mission of the System in benefiting the State and its citizens, and

in improving viable benefits within the realities of fiscal restraints.

Accordingly, in our general approach, an attempt was made to:

Capitalize, to the maxim= extent possible, on the insights and
experience of those involved in th-, evaluation of the education and

training enterprise--through assigruent of educational specialists to
the research team, and through recourse to the appropriate post-
secondary education literature.
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CapitAli7e, to the moan= extent possible, on data already collected
and assembled by the Department, the institutions, or other parties;

Seek recourse, in the inquiry, to the experience and recamendations
of the principal agents at each level, but in a process that demands
not only preferred solutions but also the nature of the evidence
those agents can present to support those solutions, and :hat makes a
deliberate examination of the similarities and differences among the
agents, toward explication of biases that maybe expected to exist;
and

Verify tentative conclusions through in-depth or personal contact
with the principal agents in the context in which they operate.

Within this framework, study strategies included: a search of the relevant

literature; collection of relevant data of record fray the Department, involv-

ing statistical, statutory and regulatory prescriptions, and special reports

or position papers; intensive study of 12 institutions, involving formal site

visits; solicitation, through a questionnaire directed to all institution

presidents, of standard information on each institution for which data of

record do not exist; and, a questionnaire survey of a sample of students, to

determine their interest and utilization of systemprcgrams and ser-ices; and,

personal contact with representatives of the several parties, including legis-

lative staff, the State President, the members of the State Board, key Depart-

ment staff, the institution presidents and key institutional administrators,

institutional board members, current and prospective students, and represen-

tatives of business who have employees trained or in training by the System.

Tb encourage frankness in responding, each respondent was carefully assured

that no information or opinion not already a matter of public information

would be identified with the particular individual or institution in any

formal or informal report to 'the Department or to others without their

specific written consent. Each of the study strategies or procedures, are

briefly described in the following subsections.

B. Literature Search

An initial search using the ERIC System and other relevant catputerized

document services, and searching on the labels "community colleges," "asso-

ciate degrees," and "technical institutes" revealed a total of 121,940 docu-

ments. These were further culled by restricting documents to those dated

1980-85, yielding 2686 documents, and by identification of documents on North



Carolina of any date (yielding 128 titles). Further search of the basic file

focused on the 1980-85 period and such specific topics as staffing, enroll-

ment, administration, governance, costs, cost effectiveness, resource alloca-

tion, organizational effectiveness, planning, mission, student char-

acteristics, and public support yielded 322 documents. Abstracts were

reviewed for all these 322 studies, and complete copies of those relevant, as

well as copies of North Carolina studies with relevant titles, were procured.

In addition to general studies, state system studies fran California, Florida,

Illinois, Maryland, and Washington were included among those procured and

reviewed.

No formal summary of these documents was attempted, but the information

contained was reviewed by senior project staff where relevant to their project

responsibilities, together with other reports in Department or RTT general

files. References are cited in the text of this report when they are directly

relevant to the statements of findings or conclusions.

C. Data of

Data of record assembled by the research team included the following

items:

animalEnrsalnimitRepnrts, 1978-79 through 1984-85.

Data of departmental record, from the Class Registration Reports, on
the numbers of students in each of the curriculum programs (and in
each of the 58 institutions) who were enrolled, in each of the years
fran 1978-79 through 1984-85, for one-quarter, one-half, three-
quarter, or full-time credit loads.

The basic legislation (Chapter 115 D of the North Carolina General
Statutes), and the basic policy and regulations (Chapter 2, Title 23,
of the North Carolina jkkainistattmsszje) .

Complete data from the Spring 1985 Departmental Survey of Staffing
Needs.

EnnnulallimlicatignaJztanatinitiDn, for 1984-85 and 1985-86.

Suntaary data on position and salaries, administrative and support
staff, 1984-85 for the System, with zrore detailed information on the
12 institutions in the basic sample (identified in Subsection D
following) .

A variety of position papers or special reports, on such topics as
impact of the college transfer program on participation in higher
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education, interpretations of the Spring 1985 staffing needs survey,
program quality and evaluation, System mission and role of the State
Board, funding issues, etc.

Certain forms and procedures statements from the Department (e.g.,
instructions for the registration and class membership reports).

A variety of institutional data of record on the 12 basic study
institutions (listed in Subsection D.3 following), as well as other
materials volunteered by the group of 58 institutions.

Other recent relevant studies from other states.

Particular analyses were conducted using the statistical data contained in

the enrollment reports, the formula applications by institution, and the

staffing needs survey.

D. Site Visits

1. SalectionathesmpleQLThatitutkna

For intensive, on -site study as well as for serving special addi-

tional data needs, a sample of 12 institutions was designated for collection

of institutional data of record, and for visits involving structured inter-

views and observations by research team staff.

Criteria for sample selection included: two institutions should be drawn

fraa each of the six Trustee Districts; the 12 institutions should reflect the

diversity of size in terms of FIE enrollment; the number of technical colleges

or institutes versus the number of community colleges should be proportional

to their representation in the system; and, fray the list of institutions in

each Trustee District (and classified on the other characteristics consid-

ered), institutions that senior Department staff felt were operating in

exemplary and prudent ways were considered in the final sampling frame.

Through this process, the following 12 basic study institutions were selected:

Beaufort County Community College
Central Carolina Technical College
Central Piedmont, Community College
Cleveland Technical College
Davidson County Community College
Haywood Technical College
James Sprunt Technical College
Lenoir Ccratunity College
Roman Technical College
Mike Technical College
Western Piedmont Community College
Wilson County Technical College
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2. Site Visit Instrumentation

The site visits were structured in that particular interview targets

and kinds of local information of record were pre-specified. Interview

targets specified in particular were: the chief administrative officer (the

president); the chief academic officer; the chief business officer; the chief

student affairs officer; the registrar; and, a sample of students. Also

frequently contacted, as well, were the directors of the curriculum and exten-

sion programs; the admissions officer and/or recruiter; the development

officer or institutional foundation staff; and the institutional research

official.

Particular questions for each kind of respondent were developed, and a

summary of these questions was provided to the institution prior to the visit.

Fran the different kinds of respondents, the questions were designed to elicit

the kinds of information sumnarizedbaow, with follow-up questions to

determine the individual's basis for any expressions of opinion or judgment.

Chiefikininiatnativei2Eficev Institutional mission and history; priori-
ties among different kinds of resource allocation criteria; adequacy of
staffing and salary allocations; the local budget-making process; ade-
quacies and inadequacies perceived in the allocation formulas, and local
adjustments felt desirable and necessary; effect on FIE if calculated at
difficult points in time, and trends in UDHC/FTE mix; perceptions of the
functioning of the local board, the State Department and Board, and the
General Assembly; the issues involved in conversion to community college
status and in tuition for college transfer courses.

ChieUcadetnicDfficar: Strengths and weakneszcs, trends, and develop-
mental priorities in educational programs; quality of instruction and
staff; adequacy of staffing budget; educational support services provided;
other instructional costs; enrollment trends and implications.

Chief Business Officer: Role performed; areas at State and local levels
where economies can be achieved; adequacy of allotments; necessary budget
tx.Isfers; non-state funds.

Begistatr: Procedures and problems in reporting enrollment and FIE;
records generated; reoaarendations for improvement of procedures; transfer
credit arrangements; data on FTE equivalents if taken after the last day
for drop-add or at the end of the quarter for the fall term, 1985.

Admissians!Qfficer: Current and prospective student markets; student
characteristics; competing institutions.

f 11; it I , - 0.- -# s #

ties relevant to study issues; provision of documents.
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Curriculum /Extension Heads: Program trends; program quality; staffing and
budget issues; adequacy of support services; quality of instructional
equipment; priorities and strategies for new program development.

3. NaterialspfleconilecueatejancLEmmined
Materials of institutional record were requested and, where available

prior to the visit, examined beforehand; other materials were examined or

collected on site. These included: the current catalog and fliers or bro-

chures describing special course or program offerings; the current long range

plan; the most recent accrediting caatission report, and any relevant self-

studies; any institutional studies related to the six basic study areas;

annual reports of the president or senior program administrators; the most

recent audit report; the current staffing chart; and names, occupations, and

addresses of the local board members.

4. Conduct of the Site Visits

Visits of a full day's duration to each of the 12 basic study insti-

tutions were made, by two or three project staff, over the period from

February 10 through March 3. The site visitors were well-received; most

persons contacted hi..1 done their homework in terms of the basic questions

transmitted ahead of the visits.

Although some campus respondents had net formally or informally to discuss

strategy and responses, a healthy diversity of opinions emerged in most

instances. Contrasts and similarities among the several institutions were

felt to be most helpful in interpreting statements of accomplishments or

needs. Even more important, however, was the variety and quality of insights

and suggestions as to how successful programs are contrived, and how improve-

ments may be effected.

5. Other Information Collected

At each of the 12 basic study institutions, group sessions were

requested and held with a representative group of current students. "Focus

Group" procedures, frequently used in market research, were employed. These

procedures involve a structured but informal discussion session, led by a

skilled moderator, to guide a group of individuals through an in-depth

discussion of specific topics. Discussion topics and questions focused on

their perceptions of the institution, faculty, and programs; needs for student

services; costs and reaction to possible tuition increases; and values

perceived in what they were getting from their education and training.
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In 8 of the 12 institutions (one institution at random from the pair in

each trustee district plus two others that volunteered), similar procedures

were employed with a group of local business and community leaders. Attitudes

were solicited in these sessions on the utility and quality of institution

programs for these consumers of students; the broader role played by the

institution in the community; their experience with former and current

students; the importance of basic skills; the representatives' attitudes

toward the college transfer program (or, if a technical institute, attitudes

toward conversion); and suggestions on how the utility and effectiveness of

the institution could be improved.

For the six institutions not designated to provide a group of local

community and business leaders, a major feeder high school in the area was

contacted to provide a group of 6 to 10 seniors interested in continuing (or

likely to continue) their education in a public two-year institution. Focus

group sessions were conducted with small groups of high school students in

five of the six locales. Topics explored included their plans and considera-

tions is selecting a postsecondary institution; the advantages and disad-

vantages in attending a public two-year institution or a four-year college or

university; perceptions of the nearest public two-year institution in regard

to costs, programs, transfer potential, and vocational implications; and

perceptions of actual versus reasonable costs and sources of financial

support.

E. Institutional Cuestionnaire

A formal questionnaire was directed to the presidents at all 58 institu-

tions to obtain information not readily available in data of record at the

Department and to solicit the presidents' perceptions of the several critical

issues. The questionnaire, essentially open-ended in format, requested state-

ments in the following areas: institutional mission; identification of any

"special and significant" student, community, or employer constituencies

served; developmental priorities with respect to programs, courses, services

or special functions, staff development; new constituencies, and facilities;

likely sources of support for these priorities; perceptions of the adequacy of

present funding allocation procedure and formulas, in the areas reflected by

specific elements in the formulas, together with evidence to support any
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inadequacies noted and recommendations for modifications in the funding proce-

dures; identification of faculty and staff positions needed to run the insti-

tution, whatever its size, and identification of positions where needs a:-e

reasonably associated with the FTE or with numbers of students; local action

taken to ease any inadequacies in the budget formula applications by institu-

tion; courses traditionally enrolling fewer than 22 students (the class size

on which the FIE is based), and how the institution compensates for these

tmderenrollments; priorities for assignment of a mythical 10 percent increase

in the State allotment if such increase was completely unrestricted as to use;

estimates of calculations of FIE equivalents if counts were taken at the end

of the drop-add period or at the end of each quarter, as compared with FTEs at

the 20 percent point, in the college transfer program (if applicable) other

curriculum programs, extension ABE, and other extension programs; attitudes

toward change in tuition and fees; and, proportions of curriculum program

students continuing higher education elsewhere, together with specification of

any formal or contractual agreements with senior institutions to accept

transfer credit from the institution. The draft questionnaires were pretested

with two institution presidents, and revised accordingly.

With assurances of confidentially for individuals and institutions, and

with the option to decline or substitute a general statement for all or part

of the questions, questionnaires were forwarded to the 58 institution presi-

dents on February 13. Of this number, 54 presidents responded with relatively

complete answers by the cut-off date of March 21, 1986.

F. Student Questionnaire

Brief student questionnaires were developed for use with a sample of

students frau the 12 basic study institutions, to obtain information relevant

to one or another of the study tasks. Content included personal characteris-

tics that might be associated with particular needs for programs or services,

including reason for enrolling, current credit hour load, etc; the importance

attached to the provision of yarticular facilities or services by the institu-

tion in some 19 areas; the availability and adequacy of needed services; and

evaluation of the institution on a number of qualities (faculty accessibility

and competence, costs, condition of instructional equipment, etc.)

Although the sample of students was not selected to be representative of

the System as a whole (or of any or all of the 12 institutions), responses
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were obtained from students distributed among the various curriculum and

extension programs proportional to their distribution among the System

programs as a whole. Sixty questionnaires were provided to each of the 12

institutions in late February, 1986, with a request for its administration to

approximately 50 students; all institutions responded, contributing a total of

756 questionnaires (156 more than requested).

G. Governance Survey

A special inquiry concerned with perceptions of role and functioning of

the local and state boards was directed to the 19 current members of the State

Board, the presidents of the 12 basic study institutions, and, for these 12

institutions, the local board chairman and one other voting !timber selected at

random.

This inquiry proceeded as follows: each target recipient was provided,

with a cover letter indicating later telephone interview, a list of six basic

questions of concern. These were:

1. Of the actions taken by your board in the last two years, what do you
consider the most important?

2. What other important roles has your board performed, formally or
informally, in the last two years?

3. What, in your opinion, are the most important authorities or respon-
sibilities of the State Board?

4. What, in your opinion, are the most important authorities or respon-
sibilities of the institutional boards?

5. What, in your view, are the priorities for consideration or action by
your board in the next twelve months?

6. Are there ways in which System governance, or the functioning of the
local boards, could be improved? If so, what do you recommend?

The basic letters and questions were mailed on March 21 to the 55 govern-

ance and administrative representatives, with later telephone conversations

with those that could be reached by telephone. Responses to the questions,

and the follow-up discussions, were used to obtain the information required by

the broader questions guiding this task (see Section I.D.4). In a few

instances, written response was provided.
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H. Other Personal Contacts

In addition to the contacts made in the site visits and governance

surveys, formal or informal contacts, in person or by telephone, were made

with many others over the six month course of the inquiry. Several meetings

were held with State President Scott and his senior staff, in particular the

Executive Vice President, the Vice President for Finance, and the Vice Presi-

dent for Planning and Research. Several meetings involved Ms. Charlctte

Ashcraft of the Fiscal Research Division of the Legislature. Contact was also

made with Dr. Dallas Herring, the chairman of the responsible board at the

time the System was established, and with others who had conducted studies of

the System or who had been a part of its history in same significant way.

These contacts were used to acquaint the study team with the variety of

insights into the aspects of concern, and to provide a context for evaluating

the responses of other parties involved in the provision of factual informa-

tion, opinion, and judgment.

I. UtilizatignofInfarmatioLcsalected
Most of the information collection strategies cut across more than one of

these several research tasks. Accordingib research instruments or data

sources and analysis procedures applicable to each task will be specifically

identified in the statement of findings in the next section.

J. Limitations

The procedures used imply certain limitzecions that should be made explicit

it this point in this report of findings.

Each of the questions raised by the General Assembly could have been more

rigorously addressed by other means. For example, Task 1, concerned with

proper staffing patterns, requires for definitive answers a series of job

analyses that ' :ould determine, for noninstructional staff, the responsibili-

ties carried and the tasks performed, against an appropriate criterion of

adequacy of performance in meeting the needs. Task 2, concerned among other

things with the point in the quarter where the FIE is taken, would seem best

addressed by institutional records assigning contact hours to students

enrolled at particular points, such as end of drop/add period or end of tern,

and summation of these alternate FTE enrollments for the System.
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The study team had to face realities of schedule and project budget, as

well as current capabilities of and burden on the institutions and department.

The project schedule allowed only about four months for project planning and

data collection; many desirable activitiese.g., a series of job analyses of

20 or 30 key positions and the necessary jdb evaluations in diverse institu-

tionswere not possible within the available time and budget. The enrollment

records at the close of registrationat the Department and at most of the

individual institutionswere found insufficiently reliable as well as incom-

plete (because of the omission of contact hour specification) for applying

than to a determination of class membership hours at that point, a purpose

with requirements for a kind of precision not built into their assembly, and

too time-consuming for the institutions to bring up to audit quality.

In short: a definitive study of the 6 basic issues would have required a.

period of at least 12 months, and larger resourcea than available under the

prescribed budget for the study.

Accordingly in an attempt to gather relevant and useful information,

recourse was made frequently to estimates and judgments of those involved in

the System. Although our alternate procedures had built-in provisions to

detect and evaluate the biases that can infect soft data, and although there

has been care in specifying the nature of the evidence used in reaching con-

clusions, we are nevertheless confronted with substantial issues but neces-

sarily limited strategies. All findings are consequently tentative, and

subject to verification by more detailed study and/or experience over longer

periods of time.
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III. FINDINGS

Staffing

1. Overview

The legislative charge to the study in regard to staffing is to

determine "proper staffing patterns for institutions within the Community

College Systerawith special emphasis on the implications for base and formula

allotments." line time constraints of the study precluded either collection of

detailed information of job classifications and duties, or conformance of

these specifications to actual tasks performed at the institutions. lib

focused instead on current staffing patterns and variations among the insti-

tutions, and our perceptions as to their adequacy.

The attention of the research team was accordingly directed to an examina-

tion of secondary data fran the Department of Community College records for

information on current staffing patterns, and their relation to institutional

characteristics such as enrollment size, and change in enrollment over time.

In addition, data on staffing patterns, and institutional concerns related to

aspects of staffing were analysed fram the site visits, as well as from the

responses to the institutional survey of the 58 institutions conducted during

the study. In particular, detailed responses fram the twelve institutions in

the study sample were examined for empirical evidence of the degree to which

positions, salaries, and other costs provided by the current allotment

formulas are perceived as adequate. Finally, the results of an institutional

survey of staffing needs, conducted by the Department in the Spring of 1985,

were reviewed and analyzed in more detail to provide additional insights into

these issues.

This section presents the results of our analyses as follows. First,

current staffing patterns across all institutions within the System are pre-

sented, and compared for size of institution, and by aggregate and detailed

position categories. Second, factors associated with variability in staffing

patterns across institutions are discussed. Relationships with enrollment

trends, budget FTENDHC mix, and other institutional characteristics are

examined, with emphasis on non-instructional staffing needs as reported in

results of earlier research. Third, the adequacy of current formula allot-

ments to staffing is examined in light of institutional goals and

requirements.
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2. CUrrentstaffing

Staffing data for the System and for each institution were obtained

from printouts of the staff information files maintained and updated on the

basis of information received by the Department of Community Colleges on Form

DCC 7-8. Data on part-time instructional or other staff are not included in

these tabulations and were not collected for the study. The Department of

Community Colleges obtains annual part-time staff counts from the institutions

each October, which provide a "snapshot" at that point in the Fiscal Year.

Unlike the practice for full-time staff, however, hiring of part-time instruc-

tional staff fluctuates significantly throughout the year, and there is no

State or federal requirement for reporting summary intra-year data. To

assemble such information would place a substantial burden on the

institutions.

For Fiscal Year 1984-85, the total number of full-time instructional
'

faculty and administrative and support staff employed for nine months sr more

at all institutions was 7630. Table 2 illustrates the staffing pattern for

the fourteen staff categories used for reporting purposes by the Department of

Community Colleges. Table 2 also presents the proportional distribution of

total full-time employment across these staff categories. The final column

presents state-tide averages, which is the hypothetical employment by staff

category at the "typical" institution.

Detailed data for individual institutions indicate that the institutions

vary considerably in terms of staff size, as well as in individual staffing

patterns by institution. Total FY 1984-85 full-time employment ranges from 32

at the smallest institution to 455 at the largest. The numbers of security

personnel, for erample, range from eleven full-time personnel on one of the

larger campuses, to zero on forty-two other campuses. Twenty -one institutions

(36%) have total full-time employment of 100 or less, the majority, 33 (57%),

employ between 100 and 200 full-time personnel, and four institutions have

full-time employment of more than 2u0.

The staffing pattern for the System in Table 2 illustrates that, on the

average, the bulk of full-time institutional staffing (31%) is in 11-12 month

Curriculum Instructional positions. However Table 2 also shows that support

staff, composed of Instructional/Administrative Support and Secre-

tarial/Clerical categories, together make up approximately the sane proportion

of full-time staff.
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Table 2

Systemwide Staffing Pe-tern and System Average FY 1984-85
by Staff Category

Staff EMployment
qUilagMlY

Proportion
of Total

Statewide
Average_Fxra=0.5___

President 57 0.007 i

Vice President/Dean/
Director/Business 600 0.079 10

Curriculum Instructor
9-10 months employ ant 795 0.104 14

Curriculum Instructor
11-12 months
employment 2361 0.309 41

Instructional
assistants /Aides 100 0.013 2

Extension Instructor 215 0.028 4

Learning Lab
Coordinator 117 0.015 2

Instructional/
Administrative
Support 1178 0.154 20

Visiting Artist 51 0.007 1

Secretarial/Clerical 1268 0.166 22

Lookkeeper 122 0.016 2

Skilled Craftsmen 260 0.034 4

Service/Maintenance 459 0.060 8

Security 47 0.006 1

Total 7630 1.000 132
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From the summary statistics and overview provided in Table 2 it is possi-

ble to obtain only a general picture of staffing distributions within the

System. There is as already noted considerable diversity apd complexity in

individual position allocations among the 58 institutions. Table 3 summarizes

the variability across the 58 institutions for each staffing category. Total

full-time employment for FY 1984-85 is presented for each staffing category,

with institutional maximums, minimums, averages, and standard deviations. The

greatest institutional variations are in the Curriculum Instructional cate-

gories, specifically in College Transfer and Technical, and in the Instruc-

tional/AdWinistrative Support and Secretarial/ Clerical positions.

Table 4 further illustrates the institutional variability across the

aggregate staffing categories for the twelve sample institutions in the study.

The ratio, for example, of Instructional Administrative Support staff to total

full-time staff ranges fran 14/145 (0.096) for Central Carolina to 31/119

(0.261) for Wbstern Piedmont, as compared with the System average of 0.154

franTeNe 2. Secretarial/Clerical full-time employment varies from 11/104

(0.106 of total) for Haywood, to 99/455 (0.218) for Central Piedmont, compared

with a Systemwide average ratio of 0.17. The ratio of full-time curriculum

instructional staff to total full-time employment ranges fran a high of 72/147

(0.490) at Davidson to a low of 33/119 (0.277) at Wiastern Piedmont compared

with the Systemwide average ratio of 0.41. Additional differences in insti-

tutional distributions of instructional staff are illustrated for example in

the numbers employed 9-10 months as compared to 11-12 month employees. Mane

11-12 month employees predbminate in most institutions in the sample, two

institutions (Davidson and Lenoir) have approximately equal numbers of 9-10

month staff, and in one case (Western Piedmont) almost all full-time curri-

culum instructors are on a 9-10 month basis.

The diversity in staffing reflects the necessary variations under local

autonomy that local institutions make in responding to their perceptions of

staffing labor markets and regional aeeds. It should be noted that the

numbers of staff in the various detailed staff categories at each institution

as a proportion of total staff at that institution vary considerably, reflect-

ing differences in programs, management style, enrollment mix, local needs,

etc. Yet, the capabilty of the institutions to work out, under local

autonomy, unique solutions to fit local situd,ions as well as needs, has been

a cornerstone of the strength of the North Carolina System.
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Tabte 3

Variations in Staffing Patterns Across All Institutions 1984-85



Table 3 (continued)

essessesseloessessessfassiossessessississiosessiossesselossiolosslosesessesposs.....esiooss..................e............. *********** ewe
13 14 16 18 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26
XT XT XT XT XT
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TOTAL EMP 84 7 36 1 0 117 1179 1288 122 280 469 47 7830
MAXIMUM 4 3 8 1 0 6 74 99 8 18 61 11 466
MINIMUM 0 0 e 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 1 0 32
RANGE 4 3 6 1 0 s 71 96 8 18 60 11 423
MEAN 1.10 0.12 0.68 0.02 0.00 2.02 20.33 21.88 2.10 4.48 7.91 0.81 131.66
ST DEV 1.18 0.49 1.29 0.13 0.00 1.41 12.24 18.16 1.46 3.Sfi 7.09 1.87 78.14
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Table 4
Staffing by Aggregate Category for Twelve Sample Institutions,

and Systemwide Averages
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lb accommodate these differences in subsequent analyses using data from

all 58 institutions where possible, detailed staffing information on positions

by institutim were aggregated into four general staffing categories shown in

Table 5. These four general categories were derived fran collapsing the 24

specific catgories in Table 3 as shown in the table.

In further examinations of differences in staffing across institutions of

varying enrollment levels, institutions were also grouped into the clusters

used by the Depart:pent in their 1985 survey of non-instructional staffing

needs as shown in Table 6. These classifications facilitated analysis of

differences in staffing patterns as a function of various system and institu-

tional characteristics while controlling in same way for size of institution.

In addition, use of these size categories permitted direct comparison of

institutional non-instructional staffing needs as a function of other institu-

tional characteristics.

These aggregate staffing and size categories were used to summarize the

staffing patterns of all 58 institutions, as depicted in Table 7. Vhen aggre-

gated this way, the data show same general homogeneity across institutions in

the four broad staff categories. RCM proportions in the table indicate the

relative distribution of employment in each staff category for the institu-

tions in each size group. As expected, the proportion of senior administra-

tors (Staff Category I) decreases linearly as a function of increase in insti-

tutional size. The other three staff categories are not as consistent, but

vary not more than 12 percent across size groups in any one staff category.

The ranges therefore for broad staffing categories based on the current system

configuration in place are as follows:

Senior Administrative Staff: 7 to 15 percent of total employment.*

Instructional Staff: 39 to 51 percent of total employment.*

Instructional and Administrative Support Staff: 27 to 34 percent of total

employment.*

Secretarial /Clerical Staff: 14 to 20 percent of total employment.*

3. Factors Associated with Variability in Staffing Patterns

Extensive analyses were conducted on relationships between enrollment

size, institutional characteristics, and indices of full-time staff

* Full time only.
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Table 5

Description of the Four General or Aggregate Staffing
Categories Used in the Analyses

Detailed Position:

4arggate-CarAPIZI Column Ntmber from Table 3.

Category I

Senior AdMinistrator 1,2

Category II
Instructional Staff

3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17

Category III

Instructional Adminsitrative 7,18,19,21,22,23,24
Support

IVCategory

Secretarial/Clerical 20



Table 6

Institutional Clusters by Size

Group/Size
laamime Institutions

GROUP 1 Bladen, Martin, McDowell, Montgomery,
0-999 Pamlico, Tri-County

GROUP 2 Anson, Beaufort, Carteret, Halifax,
1000-1499 James Sprunt, Nash, Piedmont,

Richmond, Roanoke- Chowan, Sampson

Blue Ridge, Cleveland, College of the
Albemarle, Craven, Edgecombe,
Haywood, Isothermal, Mayland,
Mitchell, Randolph, Rockingham,
Southwestern, Stanly, Vance -
Granville, Wilson

GROUP 3
1500-1999

GROUP 4 Caldwell, Coastal Carolina, Robeson,
2000-2499 Sandhills, Southeastern, Surry, TC

of Alamance, Whstern Piedmont, Wilkes

GROUP 5 Asheville-BuncoMbe, Catawba, Davidson,
2500-2999 Gaston, Johnston, Lenoir, Pitt, Rowan,

Wayne

GROUP 6 Central Carolina, Durham, Forsyth,
3000 UP Wake, Cape Fear, Guilford, Central

Piedmont, Fayetteville
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I.

Table 7

Numbers and Proportions of Staff by Aggregate Position Categories,
for Institutions Grouped by Size

Staff Staff
Staff Staff Category Category

Category Category III IV TotalInstitution I Row II Row Admin and Row Secretarial/ Row Total RowSize Group Senior Admin, Prop Instructors Prop. InIt_$upport frog Clerical Proc. Employment Prop

Group!

(0-999 FTE) 46 0.16 127 0.42 88 0.28 48 0.18 308 1.00

Group2

(1000-1499 FTE) 98 0.10 369 0.39 311 0.34 180 0.17 928 1.00

Group3

(1500-:999 FTE) 181 0.10 887 0.43 493 0.31 248 0.18 1687 1.00

Group4
w
IP (2000-2499 FTE) 104 0.08 686 0.44 410 0.32 197 0.16 1278 1.00

Group&

(2500-2999 FTE) 108 0.08 722 0.61 389 0.27 204 0.14 1423 1.00

Group8
(FTE K 3000) 143 0.07 981 0.48 696 0.28 413 0.20 2112 1.00

All

Institutions 867 0.09 3421 0.46 2284 0.30 1288 0.17 7830 1.00
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requirements. Institutions were grouped by size (as shown in Table 6), and

relationships were examined between such independent variables as institu-

tional status, year of most recent status change, changes over the last five

years in various measures of enrollment by budget FTE and UDHC, and current

enrollment and a number of dependent measures of staffing patterns and needs.

The data fran the earlier Department survey of non-instructional staffing

needs provided an important source of data on recent staffing requirements in

the clerical and administrative support areas, and we found these data helpful

and germane to the present study.

Few simple or unambiguous relationships emerged, suggesting that local

autonomy has led to a variety of relatively unique institutional staffing

arrangements in response to local needs. Table 8 provides a summary of the

earlier staffing survey data, illustrating means by institutional size group-.

ings. The first column presents the six size groups used in the earlier

survey, based on budget FTE for 1983-84. The remaining columns contain

averages, for each size group, of numbers employed in non-instructional posi-

tions, numbers of additional positions needed, and the percentage increases of

needed additional to employed staff.

As might be expected, the average numbers of non-instructional staff

actually employed in 1985, as well as the numbers stated as needed, increased

linearly with size of institution. However, the percent increase (total

needed over currently employed), does not increase in similar fashion, and is

actually largest in the smallest institutions.

In view of the documented concern both in institutions and in the Depart-

ment regarding the problem of non-instructional staff needs, analyses were

conducted in the present study which related the data summarized above to data

on the changes in student populations, in terms of both FTE and UDHC.

Changes in FTE and UDHC, along with other institutional characteristics,

were used as independent variables in regression analyses to explore relation-

ships between quantitative institutional measures and various indices of

staffing patterns and needs. Institutions were classified as "all," "smaller"

or "larger." "All" institutions are defined as a group slightly less than the

universe (N=55; one institution fran each of Groups 1 through 3 was dropped

due to missing data). Smaller institutions are defined as Groups 1, 2, ,.nd 3

with 1983-84 FTE less than 2000, and larger institutions the remainder with
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Table 8

Summary of Staff Needs Survey Data by InstitLaonal Size Group

Institution
Size

Average Tbtal
Noninstruc-

tional Staff

Average
Positions
Needed

% Needed/

E0312.1.0=1._

GROUP1
0 - 999M. 27.15 35.7 131.49
(N=5)

GROUP2
1000-1499 39.55 50.5 127.68
(N=10)

GROUP3
1500-1999 46.5 58.57 125.95
(N=14)

GROUP4
2000-2499 58.27 69.06 118.51
(N=9)

GROUP5
2500-2999 59.51 72.63 122.04
(N=9)

GROUP6
>3000 117.95 141.97 120.36
(N=8)

Source: Department of Community Colleges survey of nonstruc-
tional staffing needs, Spring 1985.
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FTE greater than 2000. It is recognized that such a categorization masks much

of the uniqueness of the institutional characteristics being examined, par-

ticularly among the larger institutions. Several considerations, however,

support this grouping arrangement. The greater number of observations in two,

rather than three groups yielded more reliable statistical properties for the

regression equations. Furthermore, analyses were also performecilwith a

separate, middle-sized grouping, yielding little difference in results fnan

those presented here. Finally, according to the Department's report/survey

results, use of the middle-sized grouping of institutions produced results

that were difficult to interpret.

The results of regression analyses were in almost all cases inconclusive.

Institutional status, defined as either community college or technical insti-

tute/college, appeared to have little relationship with either the results of

the non-instructional support staff needs survey, or with current staffing

patterns. Another measure of institutional status, the year of most recent

status change, was selected as an index of longevity of status. There was

little relationship between this measure and the needs for support staff as

expressed in the survey, but a noticeable curvilinear association in relation

to current instructional/administrative support staffing patterns, particu-

larly in smaller institutions, was found.

In view of the considerable changes that have taken place recently in

enrollments, and the indications in the questionnaires and site visits of

needs for additional support staff, changes in both FTE and UDHC were analysed

for their associations with staff needs. The dependent variables in both

cases were results of the Department survey of non-instructional staffing

needs, and were represented by the absolute number of staff positions indi-

cated as needed, and the percent increase over current staffing complements.

The independent variables were constructed from institutional differences in

FTE and UDHC enrollment data for the two time periods 1978-79 and 1984-85.

The relationships were not particularly strong, but appeared somewhat more

marked again for smaller institutions in terms of numbers of support staff

needed.

In an attempt to determine relationships between current enrollment and

current staffing patterns, moth extension and curriculum enrollment (FTE and

UDHC) were examined for their association with numbers of staff in each of the

four staffing groups. Table 9 presents the results of these analyses.
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Table 9

Associations (r2) Between Selected Enrollment Variables and
Staffing Patterns

Independent
Variables

Total FTE

Dependent
Variables all

r2

smaller larger
institutions

1984-5 GP I 0.453** 0.290** 0.329**
GP II 0.857** 0.401** 0.801**
GP III 0.768** 0.498** 0.692**
GP IV 0.89** 0.261** 0.906**

Extension FIE
1984-5 GP I 0.497** 0.285** 0.417**

GP II 0.343** 0.071 0.161*
GP III 0.362** 0.146* 0.202*
GP IV 0.432** 0.091 0.305**

Curriculum FIE
1984-5 GP I 0.282** 0.132 0.145**

GP II 0.88** 0.592** 0.851**
GP III 0.743** 0.544** 0.666**
GP IV 0.856** 0.298** 0.834**

Tbtal UDHC
1984-5 GP I 0.399** 0.121 0.285**

GP II 0.852** 0.266** 0.818**
GP III 0.736** 0.390** 0.654**
GP IV 0.856** 0.278** 0.847**

Extension UDHC
1984-5 GP I 0.462** 0.115 0.375**

GP II 0.709** 0.181* 0.588**
GP III 0.611** 0.266** 0.474**
GP IV 0.657** 3.234** 0.563**

CUrriculumLUDHC
1984-5 GP I 0.193** 0.067 0.097

GP II 0.688** 0.319** 0.655**
GP III 0.595** 0.464** 0.520**
GP IV 0.762** 0.216* 0.730**

NOTE: The statistic "r2" is the coefficient of determination, and represents
the proportion of total variability in the dependent variable accounted for by
the regression model.

* F. test significant at the p < .05 level.
F test significant at the p < .01 level.* *
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The data indicate that Group I (Senior Administrative Staff) is least

sensitive overall to enrollment patterns across institutions. It is not clear

whether this reflects the current funding base allotment for administrators,

or it, an endorsement of the concept of a basic core of needed institutional

ad6d1-.is- -ation. Total FIE is clearly related to Groups II (Instructional

Staff), III (Instructional and Adbinistrative Support), and IV (Secretarial/

Clerical) staffing patterns, but particularly in the larger institutions.

Extension FTE appears not to be as closely associated with current staffing

patterns. The data suggest however that curriculum: FIE drives current

staffing patterns, especially instructional staff. Curriculum FIE is also

closely related to secretarial support staff in larger institutions, though

much less in smaller ones.

4. 4.1 sat.:, 41, .01; I0

A primary source for information about the adequacy of the present

method of allocating State dollars to the local institutions is our analysis

of responses to the institutional questionnaire. The results of site visits

to the twelve sample institutions provided additional information. In this

section of the rsport are identified the major concerns with current State

funding machanisms as they relate to institutional staffing, and the areas in

which there appears to be some consensus of opinion across institutional

groups (e.g. smaller, larger, or all).

As judged by the results of answers to questions regarding State funding

allocations and procedures, there is a strong indication of widespread concern

about the adequacy of the present funding allocation:procedures, both in pro-

viding for faculty salaries in both curriculum and extension positions and in

numbers of positions allocated for instructional and administrative support.

At least 90% of the institutions responding to the questionnaire indicated

inadequacies in formula allocations with regard to curriculum and extension

faculty salaries as well as administrative salaries.

Several issues were raised in both written and oral responses to study

questions. They revolve primarily around the central concern of how to

preserve institutional quality of instructional as well as administrative

support services under the dual constraints of budgetary limitations and

competitive market forces. In the discussion on institutional staffing

concerns that follows, institutional responses are quoted verbatim where

possible to present directly the perception behind the concern.
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The current (1985-86) operating formula computation allots all instruc-

tional positions to institutions at the rate of one position per 22 FIE. Each

curriculum or ABE extension instructional unit is funded at a unit base salary

amount of $27,770. Other extension faculty units are funded at a unit base

salary amount of $10,202 each. Differences in the employee benefits and

associated "other costs" structure of the allotment to "other extension"

faculty however further compound this disparity to where the "other extension"

position represents $12,136 in total allotment per unit, or 34% of the $35,696

total allotment for the curriculum or ABE extension position.

One element in the allocation formula is the amount of FTEs per full-time

instructional position, and the other is the unit budget amount per position.

Respondents indicated concerns with both elements of this funding structure.

The mandated funding ratio of 22:1 FIE/ faculty 1 while considered appropriate

for some more traditional classroom settings, is felt to discriminate against

technical instructional situations requiring more intense faculty/student

interactions or supervision. In health curricula in particular, =din

providing instruction to the mentally retarded for example, licensing and

accreditation specifications may indicate student/faculty ratios of as low as

8:1 or 6:1. In practice, therefore, as one respondent noted, the current

formula does not recognize the ratio necessary for safe and high quality

instruction in vocational/technical programs." It is also perceived that

smaller institutions in rural areas with necessarily smaller classes maybe at

a disadvantage under the present formula because of their inability to

generate the FIEs per instructor that larger institutions can.

Salaries, particularly for curriculum positions where greater dependency

is placed on full-time faculty, are perceived as the "most critical inade-

quacy" in the current system. Certain substantive areas were emphasized, such

as health and engineering technologies, but the problem is perceived as exten-

sive and serious. Same respondents identified "nationwide" competition for

personnel: "we continue to lose top flight faculty to neighboring states."

The linkage between business and industry and the technical and cammunity

colleges essential to effective instruction is also a double-edged sword in

that faculty with experience in, and the closest ties to, the private sector

are most aware of the comparisons between their awn salary levels and those

for positions with similar responsibilites in industry. "Salaries [are]
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competitive [neither] with business and industry for the limited supply of

qualified people, [nor] with instructors in the North Carolina University

system teaching the first two years of baccalaureate work." Fifty-one of the

54 institutions responding to a question on the institutional questionnaire as

to lama hypothetical unrestricted 10 percent increase in allotment would be

invested indicated they would raise instructional salaries if they could,

representing the highest degree of consensus among respondents to any of the

faculty/staff categories enumerated in that question. There is a clear per-

ception that successfully meting the demands both of students as well as

business and industry requires well-trained, experienced, and competitive

faculty. "Our most important priority is to bring the quality of our instruc-

tional program up to a level that we can be genuinely proud of,"

Of particular note is our observation that the current curriculum faculty

per-position allotment of $27,770 is $4,590 more than the $23,180 that we

calculated as the weighted (to reflect actual proportions of 9 and 11 month

positions) mean salary statewide paid to full-time curriculum instructors.

Data from the Department of Calamity Colleges suggest that, over the last

three years (1982-83, 1983-84, and 1984-85), funding transfers have occurred

in increasing amounts frau instructional to administrative line items.

It should also be noted that although comparison of caamnity college

salaries in North Carolina with national data is hazardoUs because of differ-

eanes in faculty ranking systems, varying nonrespondents for national surveys,

and other factors, our examination of recent national data frau several

sources suggests that North Carolina is sami&Brewithin the bottaa 40 percent

of national distributions for faculty salaries.

The formula salary level for "other extension" faculty is considered

"extremely" or "grossly" inadequate by several respondents. According to our

information frau the State Department, this figure ($10,202) should not be

interpreted as a salary level at all, but a costing unit which is substan-

tially lower than that for curriculum faculty to reflect the number of part-

time faculty teaching "other extension" courses. The reality is, however,

that the figure is interpreted differently at State and local levels. One

respondent noted: "$10,202 works out at $4.90 per hour. Just where does

anyone think I can hire an occupational extension teacher for that?" In
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addition, there is a considerable discrepancy between the unit salary allot-

ment for other extension faculty ($10,202) and the statewide average salary

paid to full-time extension faculty in 1984-85 of $18,887.

One consequence of these perceived inequities noted by many respondents is

"too heavy reliance on part -tine staff." This is seen as a direct result of

budgetary constraints; "the system forces an almost total reliance on part-

time instructors." In one of the larger institutions in the state, 38% of all

courses in the recent fall quarter were taught by part-time faculty. In

particular, u Adult High School/Pre-GED and Occupational EXtension FIE are

inadequately funded to provide quality instruction. Present funding levels

...force the institution to rely exclusively on part-time faculty. Students

in these areas need the best possible instruction because of bad experiences

with secondary education. It should be noted also that the subject matter

taught in these programs is at the same level as the remedial programs now

funded as curriculum. This funding difference must be eliminated."

While it was emphasized by same respondents that part-time teachers repre-

sent an interim solution since they are the only ones "willing to work for

that wage rate", higher administrative costs may result. "The difference

between the actual costs of a curriculum class and an extension class is in

savings gained by employing part-tine people. However, part -tine [faculty)

increase administrative costs thus consuming those savings." Problems can

also arise when full-time faculty teach extension courses. "Men a full-time

instructor teaches an extension course, 60% of that instructor's salary is

lost." Phrased differer. "with extension funded at $0.68 per membership

hour, and curriculum funded at $1.81 per membership hour, the curriculum

instructor has to take a pay cut when teaching that extension course." A

potential catpranise is seen as greater use of volunteer staff, particularly

if current restrictions on generation of FTEs by volunteer faculty were eased.

Beyond the concerns about complete reliance on part-time faculty lies a

deeper issue. In the site visits to the 12 basic study institutions, insti-

tutional representatives--presidents as well as extension program direc-

tors--were particularly vocal about the continually shrinking values of

instructional allotments assigned to extension FTEs as opposed to curriculum

FTEs. While most had been able to secure excellent part-time faculty in terms

of the $5 to $13 per class contact hour paid, and while there were many
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examples of these individuals contributing time with students out of class, it

was clear that the funding formula was acting as a disincentive system for

offering these courses at all. Two deleterious effects were noted. First,

occupational extension is where training for particular industry needs, or for

upgrading job skills, is frequently nest appropriate; the institutions felt

outreach in this important community development regard was unduly and

increasingly restricted. Second: the other extension courses such as

practical and avocational skills were frequently seen as important in can

support: "These students are the ones who really get behind our corn-

munitybond drives and make than effective." While concerns in Raleigh with

cake decorating and poodle clipping courses were almost always recognized

early in the conversations, there were strong advocates for quality of leisure

as an aspect of quality of life These courses serve a more powerful con-

stituent in many instances in terms of the larger community support, and were

felt to serve genuine needs not inconsistent with mission in terms of corn-

munity service.

The issue of funding for administrative and ins. ctional support is seen

as related to faculty salaries, since, as noted earlier, instructional posi-

tion dollars are currently used to ctploy support and clerical staff. "Under

the existing formula DOB are] caught in a real no-win situation. In order to

provide the necessary support services, we must use instructional position

funds... a classic example of robbing Peter to pay Paul." The resulting

curricular problem is perceived as that of insufficient administrative/cler-

ical support dependent upon cutting into already low and non-competitive

faculty salaries. "We have simply taken dollars away fran faculty salaries

because we have had no other choice."

As already indicated in the results of the Departmental survey in the

Spring of 1985, the number of administrative support and clerical positions is

perceived, in almost all institutions, to be insufficient in same way. The

Department's report of the survey also concludes that the formula did not

appear to generate a comparable number of positions relative to the number of

individuals actually hired in these categories, and indicated the need to look

further at this shortfall as well as at budget transfers as an institutional

response.
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Our data fran site visits and institutional questionnaires tend to corro-

borate these earlier survey findings, but present additional information.

Those positions most associated with fluctuations in UDHC by respondents were

counseling, adhdnistrative and registration staff. In a question designed to

identify needs for new or emerging staff positions, institutions mentioned

most often the positions involved in marketing and public information. A
respondent noted: "The formula allocation is well below actual instructional

requirements for needed support staff, and consequently actual salaries must

be below the formula allocation in order to fund the actual positions." An

alternative, of course, is that the local institutions may subsidize these

positions frau other resources. An institution reported, for example: "In

1985-86 the formula provides $13,567 per clerical position earned on the basis

of 0.6 position per 100 FTE. This practice ignores the fact that same insti-.

tutions can employ 1.5 clerical personnel for that amount, while in urban

areas with heavy concentrations of business, the competitive wage for clerical

personnel is considerably higher. In these areas, $13,567 will not even

employ one person. [We] had to subsidize each clerical position 8.22% in

1985-86." The need for more clerical personnel was associated by one respon-

dent with the burden of federal and other administrative reporting require-

ments, but is also perceived as a function of the increase in the number of

part-time students.

The present operating formula provides a base allotment of 10.9 instruc-

tional support and administrative positions regardless of institutional size.

That the operating formula may benefit the smaller institutions can br2; deter-

mined by examination of 1985-86 allotments to all 58 institutions. The data

indicate that in 21 (or 38%) of the institutions the base allotment for 10.9

positions constitutes 30% or more of the total administrative allotment, and

in four cases more than 50%. In the case of the larger institutions, however,

the base allotment represents much less, in one case only 7% of the total

administrative allotment.

Associated with inadequate salary levels in the allocation system are

related concerns about the lack of funds for staff development. Ten out of

twelve of our basic study sample institutions mentioned the need for increased

resources for staff development in their budgets, and many suggested explicit

recognition of these costs in the state formula. Operational definitions of
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staff development costs included, for example, short sabbaticals or paid

leaves "that might include opportunities to return to work in industry or

business to learn the state-of-the-art," to "help instructors update their

skills," or to provide travel costs for professional meetings. These needs

"cannot be met" through the present budgetary allotment system, despite the

assignment to each institution of "other costs" monies, since all sources

combined are not perceived as adequate to meet faculty salaries.

5. &ConcludincLa2serzation

Although it is not surprising that the presidents and senior admin-

istrative staff felt that funds were inadequate, we believe for several

reasons that the institutions are operating under substantial budget strin-

gencies. First, and most obvious, is the unanimity, vigor, and sincerity with

which the unmet needs are described. Although comparison of North Carolina

mean salaries against the results of various national surveys is hazardous,

and produces conflicting statements of the North Carolina position, a second

reason is the low ranking of average salaries in North Carolina among those in

other state systems, and the general austerities noted in the visits. Third,

and most important, are the kinds of compromises that we found have to be made

under local options. As one responsible but troubled president put it: "I'm

constantly faced with a moral dilemma: for example, I can support an occupa-

tional extension course by reclassifying it as curriculum, which is dishonest;

or, I can fail to offer it when it is desperately needed, which is irrespon-

sible." The compromises that we found were, for the most part, not dishonest,

but were compromises that detracted fray the quality of the work offered.

Examples include: combining college transfer introductory English sections to

yield classes generating 100 FTEs to cover shortfalls in instructional budgets

elsewhere, when "our kinds of students need smaller classes;" deferring

instructional equipment purchase or maintenance to accommodate the required

Prime administrative data system; focusing on programs that generate high FTEs

simply as a support venture; replacing full-time faculty, though desirable,

with part-time faculty as noted; imposing over-loads on faculty and adminis-

trators; continual deferring of such priorities as staff development; or

failing to develop a needed new program because of development time required.

There is a folklore that holds that there is too much dishonesty and attempts

to "beat the system;" we found few such solutions. But we did find a large
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number of good men and women with uneasy consciences and deep frustration

because the compromises that had to be made diminished quality, restricted

offerings, prevented needed updating, or failed to provide adequate compensa-

tion for staff. These are signals that should be respected and examined

carefully.

It should be noted that current staffing patterns (and, for that matter,

program offerings) in North Carolina and elsewhere are inevitably the result

not only of mission and market forces, but also of elements built into the

system for allocation of funds. Brenneman and Nelson stated the matter

succinctly in 1981 as follows:

Legislators often overlook the fact that a budgetary
formula is also an incentive system, a set of prices that
will be paid for rendering particular services. For
example, formulas that reward enrollment increases with
payments based on average rather than marginal costs will
give rise to extensive recruiting efforts, since the
colleges may make money on additional enrollments. States
that do not differentiate their payments according to
program cost differences, paying instead a fixed sum, per
student regardless of program, have set in place (perhaps
unintentionally) powerful incentives for a college to
concentrate on low-cost programs. And, where a state seeks
to pay for some courses of study and not for others, it
should not be surprised when colleges redefine courses into
the favored categories.6

If the logic of this statement is not seriously flawed, we must assume

that under allowable options the institutions are placed in a position where

good managanent has to be a process of finding "legitimate" (e.g., allowable)

ways to support the costs found necessary. TO the degree that funding is

stringent, and to the degree that corrective regulations to prevent circum-

vention of unintended consequences of the basic incentive system are not in

place (and such regulations always become a source of friction where funding

is stringent), there will be deviations in staffing, from institution to

institution, in terms of how capable the local management may be in both

utilizing the allocation system to increase revenue, and in redistributing

that revenue to net local needs effectively. And, although there as

6 Breneman, D. W., and Nelson, Susan C. Colleges: An
Economic Perspective. Washington, DC: The Brookings Institute, 181
(p.37).
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necessarily variations in management capability, we believe that by and large

the local autonomy has permitted a high quality of service to the communities

and state. More adequate funding and workable restrictions against abuse, not

simple regulatory solutions, are needed.

B. Methods of Calculating Student Enrollments

The second major task addressed in this study is an analysis of methods of

calculating the number of students with an emphasis on the most appropriate

cezqus date for collecting enrollment data and the use of traditional academic

quarters for determining curriculum enrollment. In conducting this task, we

have engaged in two general types of activities. First, we addressed the two

specific questions listed above. In addition, we extended the scope of the

initial task definition by examining selected issues related to the ways that

the student enrollment data are used in the budgeting process.

Descriptions of the general issues involved in this task are provided in

the following section. Succeeding materials present the task findings.

1. Issues

a. AppmccriateSiensusDate

Student enrollment data are used for a variety of purposes with-

in the Cannunity College System. For example, they provide an historic record

of the numbers of students served and the types of programs in which they are

enrolled. However, for purposes of this study the primary use of student

enrollment data is in the overall budgeting or resource allocation process.

Budgeting within the Community College System is driven by the number of full-

time equivalent (FTE) students at both the system-wide and individual institu-

tional level. Student enrollments are calculated at the 20 percent point of

the instructional process in each of the four quarters of the academic year.

In this context, the number of FTEs serves to measure the workload or

resources required to support instructional and other services provided to

students. At the conceptual level, these workload measures, combined with the

numbers of instructional and other staff per FTE and the salaries for each of

these staff members, provide a basis for measuring the actual costs of provid-

ing instruction and other student services. The budgeting process then func-

tions to assure that institutions are appropriately reimbursed for these

costs.
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Thus, the basic issue with respect to the choice of appropriate census

date is that the student enrollment cal,mlated on that date should provide

appropriate estimates of the faculty and staff workloads throughout the

academic quarter. Since FTEs are aggregated franinstbership hours in each

class, c. significant amount of administrative and clerical resources may be

necessary in preparing accurate and reliable calculations. Therefore, admin-

istrative feasibility and efficiency is a second issue with respect to the

appropriate census date for calculating these enrollments.

b. Use of Traditional Academic Quarters

There are two major issues with respect to use of the tradi-

tional academic quarters for determining curriculum enrollments. The first is

concerned with an appropriate measure of student workload throughout the

academic year and whether a single quarter's enrollment (e.g., Fall Quarter)

can be used as a single estimate of the workload for an entire academic year.

The extent to which a single quarter's enrollment serves as an accurate

estimate of the entire year's workload depends on the variability of the

enrollment across quarters --the smaller the variation, the better the single

quarter's estimate.

The second issue deals with the number of quarters for which enrollment

data are averaged to provide inputs for the budgeting process. At the present

time, for curricuLumtprograms the highest three quarters' enrollment data for

the most recent calendar year are used as the basis for the funding allocation

for the coming academic year. Similar procedures are followed for extension

programs, except that the average enrollment for the four quarters of the most

recent calendar year are used. Therefore, the second issue becomes one of

whether curriculum funding allocations should be based on a four or three

quarter enrollment basis. However, the basic issue remains the same -- which

method of computing average enrollments produces the best estimate of the

student workload and associ?`gd costs of instruction for the camplete academic

year.

c. Use of Student Enrollment Data -n Funding Formula

As indicated above, the student enrollment data are a principal

input to the formula used to determine both total systemwide appropriations

and the allocation of these appropriations to individual institutions. This

workload measure then serves as a basis for determining the costs of providing
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services to these students. Thus, a primary issue with respect to using

student enrollment data in the funding formula is whether the method of

calculating student enrollments provides an appropriate basis and input for

estimating these costs.

More specific issues include whether the student enrollments should be

measured on a membership (contact) hour or a credit hour basis. The former

indicates the amount of time that students actually spend in class, while the

latter reflects the amount of academic credit provided for successfully com-

pleting the course. ALsecond issue with respect to use of enrollment data in

the funding formula is the accuracy of the data and the costs of various audit

and other verification procedures needed to assure that accuracy. Multiple

checks and balances can be incorporated into the procedures for preparing

these enrollment estimates to achieve the highest levels of accuracy.

The third issue is whether an input-based formula, such as the current

FIE based procedure, is the most appropriate basis for resource allocation

within the System. The current procedures do not provide any basis for recog-

nizing the vality of a given institution's program or the subsequent contri-

butions to the state's economy by graduates of their training programs.

Similarly, since it is based on historic enrollment figures, it is difficult

to use this approach for setting priorities or providing incentives for insti-

tutions to pursue new directions that are not reflected in past enrollment

trends.

2. Appropriate Census Date

a. Feasible Alternatives

In developing information concerning the appropriate date for

calculating student enrollments, we initially established three alternatives

to the current practice of calculating enrollments at the 20 percent point:

(1) opening day's enrollment, (2) the end of the official drop/add period for

receipt of academic credit, and (3) the end of the academic quarter. However,

information obtained during the interviews in our 12 site visits indicated

that the opening day's enrollment data could be somewhat unreliable, particu-

larly in some of the smaller, rural institutions. Primarily for this reason,

this alternative was excluded from further consideration and we restricted our

attention to the other two alternatives mentioned above.
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b. Selection criteria
As indicated in the issues section above, the primary criterion

used to select the appropriate census date for calculating student enrollments

is that the date selected should provide a reasonable basic for estimating the

student workload for an entire academic quarter. We recognize that, partic-

ularly with the open -door policy of the Community College System, enrollments

will vary throughout a quarter. For example, counting enrollments for

multiple entry, multiple exit courses on a single date would be infeasible.

However, frame cost efficiency standpoint use of an average daily membership

basis is not judged to be feasible.

The second criterion for selecting the appropriate census date is the

administrative burden on the institution to calculate the enrollments. With

the adoption of the Prime computer and associated software packages throughout

the System, the clerical workload required to calculate enrollments has been

significantly reduced. It should also be noted that the Community College

System has Implemented a comprehensive software system that can be used to

generate financial, enrollment, and payroll information and for a variety of

other purposes. Therefore, given the comprehensive nature of this software

package and the fact that it can be used to calculate enrollments with appro-

priately trained staff at each institution this criterion may have potentially

been met.

Third, since at the present time institutional budget allocations are

largely based on enrollment data, the potential exists for misrepresenting

this information. Examples of this falsification have occurred in the pest

and interviews conducted during this study confirmed that the potential still

remains. Therefore, a thirl criterion for selecting the appropriate census

date is that the enrollment data should be readily amenable to verification

and audit. Finally, the selection of the census date should have a minimal

Impact on accessibility of courses to students and ou the students' academic

progress.

c. Maul=
our first activity in this task was to assess the differences

that would occur in enrollments if different census dates were used for their

calculation. This information was received from two sources. First, during
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the site visits to the 12 institutions we asked registrars to provide informa-

tion on curriculum FTE enrollments at the official 20 percent point and at the

close of term for the fall quarter of 1985. It was anticipated that this

would provide the most reliable estimates of enrollment changes, as the infor-

mation would be based on actual enrollment records.

Our second source was to ask the presidents, through the president's ques-

tionnaire, to estimate quarterly enrollments at the end of the drop/add

period, the 20 percent point, and the end of term. Although this information

was obtained frau a larger number of institutions, in the majority of cases it

was based on the presidents' best estimate and therefore was not judged to be

as reliable as the information obtained frau official enrollment data.

The first source did not yield as much information as we had anticipated.

Only five of the 12 institutions visited were able to provide us with the

information requested during the time period of our field work and without

excessive administrative burden. In the aggregate, these five institutions

reported a total curriculum enrollment of 9,133 FTE students for the fall

quarter 1985 at the 20 percent point. At the end of the fall quarter, the

aggregate FTE enrollment had changed to 7,624, a decrease of 16.5 percent.

Since these data are based on enrollments frau only five institutions, they do

not provide a sufficiently reliable basis for estimating enrollment changes

across the entire System.

It should be noted that information for developing these calculations is

apparently readily available in the information base maintained for the Prime

computer system. Administrative staff at one institution visited were able to

generate the end of quarter FTE enrollments in approximately 30 minutes, using

existing files in the data base. Unfortunately, this institution was visited

relatively late in the cycle and there was insufficient time to provide setup

instructions for generating these data to other institutions included in the

site visits.

The second estimate of changes in enrollments was obtained from responses

to the president's questionnaire. Presidents were asked to provide estimates

of FTE enrollments at the end of the drop/add period and at the end of the

quarter. Estimates were provided on a percentage basis, using a reference of

100 percent for FTE enrollments calculated at the official 20 percent point.

These estimates were provided for four enrollment categories: college
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transfer, other curriculum, adult basic education, and other regular budget

extension.

Summaries of these responses are indicated below in Tables 10 and 11.

Since the responses did not refer to a specific time period, we have applied

the percentage estimates to two separate enrollment periods: fall quarter

1984 and annual average enrollments for the 1984-85 academic year, the latest

year for which complete enrollment data are available. As shown in the

tables, the number of usable responses varied according to the program

category under consideration.

As indicated in the tables, there are only minor differences between

enrollments at the end of the drop/add period and the 20 percent point of the

quarter. This finding is to be expected since, for a large majority of insti-

tutions, the end of the drop/add period and the 20 percent point our at
about the same time during the quarter.

In general, the presidents' estimates of the reductions in enrollments

between the 20 percent point and the end of the quarter are consistent with

the actual percentage changes at the five institutions in the fall quarter of

1985. College transfer enrollments were estimated to decline by approximately

11 percent over this time period, while other curriculum enrollments are esti-

mated to decline by 16 percent. Although it would be possible to canpute a

single percentage decline for all curriculum programs fran these responses, we

did not choose to carry out the calculation. Fran the results in the tables,

the estimated percentage decline in enrollments for all curriculum programs

would probably be somewhere on the order of 13 to 14 percent.

Although these percentage declines may seen significant, it is difficult

to assess their impacts on actual instructional costs. If a student drops a

course that is taught in only one section, there will be little change in

instructional costs, unless a large number drop out and the entire course is

cancelled. In multiple section courses, the number of dropouts maybe suffi-

ciently high that a section is cancelled. In this case there may be same

savings in instructional costs if the instructor is working on a part time

basis and is not reassigned. No estimates of the number of cancelled sections

were developed during this study. However, a general review of supporting

registration data at the 12 site visit institutions indicated that a large

portion of courses are taught in only one section. If this pattern holds
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Table 10

Estimated Variations in FIE Enrollments at Different Census
Dates--Fall Quarter 1984

Curriculum

College

End of
Drop/Add
Period_

20%
Point

Percent
Change
from
20%

Point

Close
of

Quarter

Percent
Change
front

20%
Point

transfer (20)1 7,706 7,510 +2.6 6,670 -11.2

Other
curriculum (50)1 63,380 62,136 +2.0 52,211 -16.0

Adult basic
education (35)1 5,363 5,294 +1.3 4,262 -19.5

Other regular budget
extension (37)1 29,192 28,651 +1.9 24,111 -15.8

Source: Responses cm questionnaires submitted to presidents of
institutions in community college system.

1 Number of institutions for which complete data were available.
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Table 11

Estimated Variations in FTE Enrollments at Different Census
Dates--Annual Average 1984-85

End of
Drop/Add 20%

Percent
Change
fran
20%

Close
of

Percent
Change
fran
20%

Curriculum Period Ea= Point Quarter Point

College
transfer (20)1 6,095 5,949 +2.5 5,292 -11.0

Other
curriculum (50)1 53,075 52,013 +2.0 43,710 -16.0

Adult basic
education (35)1 4,928 4,864 +1.3 3,940 -19.0

Other regular budget
extension (37)1 28,132 27,648 +1.8 23,285 -15.8

Source: Responses frau questionnaires submitted to presidents of
institutions in community college system.

1 Nuirber of institutions for which =replete data were available.
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throughout the System it is unlikely that significant savings in instructional

costs can oocur as students drop a course. Finally it should be pointed out

that the estimated percentage enrollment reductions for curriculum courses

were relatively uniform across all institutions. If these reductions are

stable over time, presidents and academic deans can anticipate the dropout

process during the quarter and avoid starting multiple section courses when it

is anticipated that a single section will be adequate in the latter stages of

the quarter.

Dropout percentages for the adult basic education program were somewhat

higher than for the curriculum programs. This is consistent with the nature

of the instructional process for the former, as students study at their own

pace with some receiving their certificate prior to the end of the quarter.

The dropout percentages for the other regular budget extension programs were

not significantly different from those for the curriculum programs.

A second source of information concerning the appropriate census date for

calculating enrollments was obtained fran responses to an item on the presi-

dent's questionnaire asking for ways in which administrative procedures for

calculating student enrollments could be improved. Responses to this open-

ended question are summarized in Table 12. As indicated, they have been

organized into categories corresponding to the timing of reporting, the basis

of reporting, reporting procedures, and other. The timing category is related

most directly to the specific question under investigation, while the basis

and procedures categories provide insights to the criteria for selecting a

reporting date and the uses of the enrollment data in the resource allocation

process.

As shown in Table 12, approximately 40 percent of the responding presi-

dents were satisfied with the current 20 percent reporting point. Of the 11

respondents who expressed a specific preference for an alternative reporting

date, seven indicated that the reporting date should be tied to either offi-

cial registration receipts or the end of a drop/add period.

Although the question was not phrased to elicit comment on the basis for

reporting students, six presidents provided a response in this category.

These responses indicated minimal support for head count rather than FTE

reporting, full credit for summer quarter FTEs (related to the next issue) and

counting all students who have enrolled.
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Table 12

Presidents' Suggestions for Inproving Administrative
Procedures for Reporting Student Membership Hours

$thggestic4 NUMber of Responsesl
Timing

Satisfied with 20% point 20
Registration receipts/end of

drop/add period 7
Close of qrarter 2
30% point of quarter 1
Beginning of quarter 1

Basiazt3eporting

Headcount rather than FTE
Full credit for summer quarter

FTEs
Any student who has enrolled

2

2

2

Fully integratedintegratedwith Prime
software package 6

More timely reporting 2
Simplicityreport nemicership

hours at 20% point for all
classes 1

Other 4

NO Response _a

TOTAL 59

1 Questionnaires were received from 54 institutions. Number
of responses exceeds this total due to multiple responses by
same presidents.
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Responses in the last category indicated preferences for improving the

administrative efficiency of the reporting process. Six of the nine respond-

ents in this category indicated that the student membership reporting should

be fully integrated with the Prime computer software package. Two respondents

expressed a concern for adMinistrative efficiency by calling for more timely

reporting, while one respondent urged that the entire reporting process be

simplified to report membership hours at the same time (20 percent point) for

all classes.

Additional information in support of the selection of appropriate report-

ing date was gathered during the extensive interviews conducted with presi-

dents and other administrative officials during the site visits to the 12

institutions. In general, all respondents exprassed a strong preference for

an PIE-based resource allocation process. However, they indicated that the

number of FTEs calculated should provide a valid measure of their workload

throughout the entire quarter. In turn, this workload measure should be used

to provide an indication of the actual costs of providing services to the

students.

Respondents indicated that, in considering alternative census dates for

calculating enrollments, one should be aware of two commitments that are made

during the course of an academic quarter's instruction. First, the institu-

tion must make a commitment to instructors and other staff based on the number

of students that are enrolled. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the

institution makes a commitment to the student to provide tilt. instruction for

which the student has registered. The consensus along administrators inter-

viewed was that both of these commitments are essentially finalized at the

conclusion of the drop/add period each quarter. At this time, the number of

classes and, if appropriate, sections are determined and the institution has a

film idea of the instruction that must be provided. Mile sections can be

caMbined, classes cancelled, and instructors added or reassigned prior to the

drop/add period, at this point contractual commitments for the remainder of

the quarter must be finalized. Administrators strongly believe that they must

honor these commitments to attract and retain appropriately qualified instruc-

tional staff.

This same commitment is made to the student at the end of the drop/add

period. At this time, the student has indicated his or her interest in
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attending the course, has paid the required fees, and expects to receive

instruction and a grade for the course. Same administrators believed that the

use of an alternative census date, with potential changes in funding levels,

might lead to situations in which these commitments to the students could not

be honored.

Potential impacts of the use of alternative census dates on the access of

students to educational courses were also discussed during these interviews.

Same respondents believed that use of the end of quarter as a census date

might provide temptations for institutions to retain students on official

class rolls who really preferred to drop a course. The opinion was expressed

that same of these students would not attend the course, thereby receiving a

failing grade whereas now they can drop a course with no academic penalty.

These individuals indicated that receipt of a failing grade might act as a

disincentive for students to continue their education in a situation in which

they need all of the positive reinforcement pcssible to develop self esteem

and overcome reluctance to pursue postsecondary education opportunities.

3. UseofSizaditionallcadenicQuartera

a. Alteruatiyea

As previously indicated, there are two issues to be considered

in the use of the traditional academic quarters to calculate enrollments for

the formula allocation process: (1) whether quarterly figures should be used

at all, and (2) whether the same quarterly basis should be used to provide

enrollment data for both curriculum and extension programs. In turn, these

issues generate two sets of alternatives. The first would be to use a single

quarterly enrollment figure (e.g., Fall Quarter) as a single basis for the

entire year's enrollment data. Corresponding to the second issue, the alter-

native would be to use the same basis for developing both curriculum and

extension enrollments for the budgeting process.

b. Selecti.n Criteria

The principal criterion for selecting among these alternatives

is which provides the best estimate of student workload and associated costs

of instruction throughout the complete academic year. This criterion recog-

nizes the purposes for which the enrollment data are used--to allocate finan-

cial resources to each of the institutions. Asecond, and somewhat less
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Important, criterion is administrative simplicity. The current use of differ-

ent procedures for calculating curriculum and extension enrollments does

introduce additional administrative requirements and complexities into the

budgeting process. TO the extent that these procedures were standardized

these complexities might be eased.

c. Results

Two sources of data were generated to address the issues asso-

ciated with this task. The first was a comparison of quarterly variations in

enrollments across the entire System while the second consisted of responses

to appropriate questions on the president's questionnaire. Each of these will

be examined in turn.

Table 13 presents same evidence on the variation in systemwide enrollments

across quarters for the not recent seven years. A variety of measures of

this variation can be developed (e.g., the range in enrollment totals across

the four quarters of the academic year, the variance or standard deviation in

these enrollments). TO provide a basis for comparing the effects of the

different procedures used to provide curriculum and extension FTEs on the

budgeting process, we have presented summer quarter FIE enrollments as per-

centages of annual average enrollments, since historically the lowest enroll-

ments are experienced in the summer quarter.

As shown in Table 13, summer quarter enrollments are lower than annual

average enrollments for both curriculum and extension programs. In general,

summer quarter enrollments average approximately 60 percent of the annual

average figures for curriculum enrollments and approximately 80 percent for

regular budget extension programs. With the exception of extension enroll-

ments for the 1984-85 academic year, these percentages have been relatively

consistent for the past seven years.

These results indicate that a fairly significant variation in enrollments,

and associated workloads, does exist across the four quarters of the academic

year. In addition, this variation is greater for curriculum than for exten-

sion programs, as the summer quarter enrollments are lower proportions of the

annual average figures for the curriculum programs. Thus it would appear that

an enrollment total based on a single quarterly figure may not provide an

accurate estimate of the workload for the entire academic year.
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Table 13

Relationship Between Sumter Quarter and Annual
Average PTE Enrollments

Curriculum Extension

Year
'Summer Annual
Quarter Average

Summer
Quarter as
a Percent
of Annual
Average

Summer
Ouarter

Annual
ammo

Summer
Quarter as
a Percent
of Annual
Average

1984-85 46,629 73,888 63.1 32,945 47,373 69.5

1983-84 50,556 77,658 65.1 38,764 47,241 82.1

1982-83 48,612 80,356 60.4 41,935 49,012 85.5

1981-82 47,295 77,576 60.9 41,912 50,940 82.3

1980-81 45,012 74,178 60.7 41,362 52,248 79.2

1979-80 44,535 70,303 63.3 41,670 52,188 79.8

1978-79 42,442 68,544 61.9 48,489 56,620 85.6

Source: Annual Enrollment Reports, North Carolina Department of
Community Colleges.
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An additional issue related to the use of a single quarterly enrollment

figure in the resource allocation process was indirectly identified during

discussions with administrators during the institutional site visits. In

discussing the budgeting process in general, several individuals brought up

the topic of the "3% rule" that was initiated this year to adjust budget allo-

cations among institutions with growing and declining enrollments. Same

respondents mentioned intensive recruitment programs that had been undertaken

to increase enrollments for the fall quarter of 1985. Same of these indivi-

duals believed that the decline in curriculum enrollments between the fall and

winter quarters for the 1985-P6 academic year would be somewhat greater than

long term experience. In their opinion, this greater than average decline

would result from these extraordinary recruitment efforts and the fact that

same institutions had insufficient guidance and counseling staff to provide

the necessary support to these students in continuing their education. The

unstated implication was that basing budget allocations on a single quarter's

enrollment totals might lead to similar "one shot" recruitment efforts, with

the resulting imbalances in workloads for both instructional and student

support services.

The issue of different bases for calculating curriculum and extension

enrollments for budgeting purposes was addressed through responses fram the

president's questionnaire and from interviews during the site visits.

Apparently these differences are not a major issue among senior administrative

staff in the institutions throughout the System. As indicated in Table 12,

only two presidents called for full credit for summer quarter courses when

asked to suggest ways to improve administrative procedures for reporting

student membership hours. This topic also received little attention during

discussions during the site visits. The principal issue with respect to

differences in budget allocations between curriculum and extension programs

was the relative dollar values of the instructional units for the two

programs, not the procedures for calculating enrollments. Additional insights

into these concerns are provided in the next section.

4. Use of Student Enrollment Data in Funding Formula

a. Alternative_Aporoaches

Our first task in examining this issue was to assess the appro-

priateness of an enrollment or input-based approach to budgeting within the
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Community College System. As indicated in earlier parts of this section,

there are a number of shortcomings to this approach: it does not recognize

quality of instruction; since it is based on historical data, it is difficult

to use as a basis for change or incentives for new directions; it may not

provide an equitable basis across institutions for allocations; etc. These

issues were addressed through discussions with presidents during the institu-

tional site visits and through a review of relevant literature on budgeting

procedures for Community College Systems in other states.

Although many of the presidents and other senior administrators with wham

we spoke recognized the shortcomings of the FTE-based procedures, none sug-

gested a better alternative. Mile, as discussed below, the details of the

current process can perhaps be improved, these individuals are comfortable

with the basic approach inherent in the FIE-based formula. Respondents stated

that, in general, the FTE-based approach leads to relatively simple and

straightforward budgeting procedures and formulas. In addition, the approach

is conceptually easy to understand, as in general the resources allocated to

an institution ought to be consistent with the institution's size, as

reflected in its enrollment.

Confirmation of this general concensus was obtained by reviewing recent

studies and reports on budgeting processes employed by similar systems in

other states. During the past few years, both legislative bodies and compar-

able Community College Systems in a number of these states--California,

Illinois, Florida, Virginia, and Maryland--have conducted numerous studies of

the budgeting process. While same of these states are changing the ways in

which they use the student enrollment data for budgeting purposes, all of them

continue to allocate their funds to institutions on the basis of enrollments.

b. Basis of Calculating Fps

Given the concensus to retain the basic structure of the

FTE-based budgeting process, we next addressed the most appropriate ways for

calculating and using the FTE data in this process. Both sound management

principles and the opinions of several institutional presidents indicated that

a basic premise of the budgeting process should be to reimburse institutions

for the actual costs of providing instructional and other services to their

students. In turn, this premise leads to the introduction of two additional

concepts: the workload that the institution faces and the costs of providing
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instructional and supporting services to that workload. Since the basic

purpose and mission of educational institutions is to provide learning oppor-

tunities to their students, enrollment data are the logical choice as a

measure of the institution's workload. Different methods of calculating

enrollments would of course lead to different measures of the student work-

load. Thus, the choice of calculation procedure should be that which provides

the most valid estimate of the workload for faculty and administrative staff

within the institution.

In general, a different basis can be used to measure the workload for

instructional and support activities. With respect to the workload for

instructional services, two choices are available: (1) class membership or

contact hours or (2) credit hours. If credit hours were directly related to

instructional time spent in the classroom, there would be little reason to

select one of these measures over the other. Interviews during this study

indicated that this was not the case, as there is widespread variation in the

amount of class hours required for different levels of academic credit across

the institutions in the Community College System. The Department of Community

Colleges is currently in the process of standardizing the number of credit

hours awarded for each curriculum across institutions. However, the results

of this effort are not yet available. Therefore, at the present time, contact

or membership hours provide a more appropriate measure of the workload than

credit hours. Issues with respect to valid measurement of the workload for

instructional support and other services are addressed in the findings for

tasks 1 and 3 of this study and are presented elsewhere in this section.

c. Budgeted Costs of Providing Services to Students

Within this budgeting framework, the process is completed by

estimating the costs of providing services to students. As indicated in the

findings from task 1 of this study, at the present time procedures for

assessing and reimbursing the institutions for these costs are seriously defi-

cient. Student/faculty ratios and dollar values for instructional units that

are input to the budgeting process are not closely related to actual operating

conditions currently faced by the institutions. These costs can vary by

factors such as instructional program, size of institution, and conditions in

the labor markets from which faculty and staff are hired. Single values of

student teacher ratios and values of instructional units used for programs
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across the institutions, which face a wide diversity of operating conditions,

fail to capture adequately these variations.

It should, however, be noted that the current budget allocation formula

implicitly recognizes some differences in the costs of serving the workload.

These are reflected in the differential values of the instructional units for

curriculum and regular budget extension program and the recognition of a

higher number of contact hours to complete technical and vocational versus

college transfer curricula. However, the current formula fails to consider

adequately issues such as restrictionb on the student teacher ratios for

instructional courses requiring certification, which occur primarily in the

health area, and the effects of changes in instructional technology on costs.

As a result, respondents interviewed during the site visits believed that

the factors currently used in the budgeting process serve primarily as

"balancing factors" that are used by the staff of the Department of Community

Colleges and the General Assembly to match total appropriations with projected

FTE levels. Respondents also stated that the current procedures did not

represent a meaningful budgeting process in the sense that institutions are

not able to develop realistic estimates of their costs of instruction, with

the expectation that they will be reimbursed for these costs. Respondents

also stated that the relative prices used in this process do not reflect

reality, leading to less than optimum patterns of resource allocation and to

the expenditure of excessive amounts of admInistrative costs to overcame these

inefficiencies.

C. Trends in Mix of Full Time and Part-Time Studenta,macangea
1. Overview of Task

The third concern raised by the General Assembly has to do with the

impact the shift to more part-time students has had on the need for Admin-

istrative and Instructional Support Personnel. The basis for the question

lies in a number of observations and logical interpretations. First, whilt

the FTE values for the System as a whole have remained relatively constant,

the numbers of less than full-time students have increased over the last seven

years, as is readily apparent from the annual enrollment reports showing both

the Unduplicated Headcounts (representing the actual numbers of students), and
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the FIEs, representing under budget formula conventions a measure of instruc-

tional load based on student-instructor contact hours. Because student-

instructor hours have different credit hour equivalents from program to

program (with vocational and technical programs generally involving more

student contact hours per credit hour than college transfer courses, for

example), the FTE is non-equivalent but nevertheless related to the more

conventional credit FIE, which is a measure of aggregate enrollment weighting

credit hours for which enrolled. Thus, the observation that institutions are

in current markets requiring larger numbers of students to generate a specific

number of FIEs is reasonable.

Second: budget allocations in the administrative and instructional

support areas are, as in instructional areas, based on the FIE. Mile the FTE

is logically a goad measure of instructional time required, and while the .

administrative and instructional support allowances may have been reasonable

at the original point when the relationships between FIE and support needs

were calibrated from analyses of costs, it is also logical to assume that any

positions not driven by FTE but by numbers of students would be affected by

the increase in parttime students. While same administrative or instruc-

tional support positions are required regardless of institutional size (e.g.,

presi&nt, business manager, librarian), need for other positions may be more

closely associated with numbers of students than with FTEs. For example, a

registration clerk or financial aid officer needs as much time to process a

part-time student as a full-time student.

2. Sources of Data Employed

In addressing this task, four data sources were used (in addition to

the Department's 1985 Staffing Needs Survey analyses reported in subsection A

cf this section). First, the enrollment reports for the years frau 1978-79

through 1984-85 were examined, together with statistical data for the same

period, mars tained by the Department of Community Colleges, or the numbers of

students registering for various credit hour loads in each of the several

curriculum programs (these data were drawn from the quarterly registration

reports).

Second, selected data were drawn from the institutional questionnaires, in

particular the president's report of adequacy of the current formulas for

covering numbers of positions and salaries for various positions, as well as

.,
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their responses to the direct question as to what positions are affected by

the numbers of students rather than the FTEs. The first questionnaire data

element provides a means for determining if differences among institutions in

current mix (or in the rapidity of change in mix over the areas since 1978-79)

of 11-time versus part-time students are associated with perception of

adequ y of formulas in specific areas where it is logical to assume a rela-

tionship. The second questionnaire data element provides an opportunity to

obtain the judgment of the presidents which, in spite of the possibility of

bias, must have same relationship to experience in fitting allocations to

needs as permitted under allowable local options.

A third data source was the questionnaire administered to a sample of full

and part -tine students in the 12 basic study institutions, which inquired

about their interests, needs, and utilizations of special services and facili-

ties. This effort permitted a determination of the extent to which less than

full-time students maybe affected, in comparison with full-time students.

A final source of information was the direct response, iii personal inter-

views, of various administrative and instructional support staff in the 12

basic study institutions, who were asked about deeds in this regard (as well

as about economies or efficiencies used in meeting the demands of their

positions or positions supervised). These questions were guided, of course,

by awareness on the part of the interviewers as to current mix and trends in

mix fran pre-visit examination of enrollment data.

3. altallnalyseBcmdEindinga
a. Enrollment Trends for the System as a Whole

It is appropriate, first, to examine the precise data on the

enrollment experience of the System over the 1978-85 period. Figures 1

through 5 present, for the System as a whole, and for each of the seven years,

the numbers of students in the several curriculun programs (and in the

caMbined curriculum programs) who registered for one-quarter, two-quarter,

three-quarter, or full credit hour loads (1-5 hours, 6-8 hours, 9-11 hours,

and 12 or more hours, respectively).

Figure 1 shows the numbers of all curriculum students registered for the

four levels of academic load. While numbers of full-time students increased

somewhat fram 1978-79 through 1982-83, the full -tine numbers have been

decreasing since that time. Although much smaller numbers of students
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generally register for half-time or three-quarter time loads, there have been

slight and generally continuous increases in the numbers registered at these

levels. The sharp, continuous, and significant increase has been in the

numbers registered for one-quarter loads, moving from about 57,000 students in

1978-79 to almost 100,000 students in 1984-85, with the numbers in one-quarter

etatus first exceeding the numbers in full-time status in 1980-81, but reach-

ing a point in 1984-85 where the number of one-quarter time students is almost

twice the number of full-time students.

Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the System enrollments by academic load in the

College Transfer, General Education, Vocational, and Technical programs. Each

progrmn has its own distinct pattern of change is this regard. In the College

Transfer program (Figure 2), the majority of students have been full-time, and

the trends relatively even, until the mist recent year, when there was a

significant increase in the number of one-quarter time students. This recent

increase is primarily a result of a change made in 1984-85 in coding: to

reflect more accurately the intent of students, they were classified in terms

of program by assigning they to the program category in which most of their

courses fell. In the Vocational program (see Figure 4) full-tim students

have always, over the period examined, been in the majority, though beginning

in 1983-84 the numbers of one-quarter time students have been increasing and

the numbers of full-time students decreasing. For the Technical programs

(Figure 5), the number of quarter-time students, which was less than half the

number of full-time students in 1978-79, has increased continuously, with the

substantial apparent increase in 1984-85 probably precipitated in large part

by the change made by the Department in coding enrollment for 1984 - -85.

Another way of illustrating the changes in FT/PT mix is to examine the

proportions of students, in each curriculum program or in the curriculum

programs as a whole, who registered for each of the four levels of academic

load. Such data are displayed in Table 14 for 1978-79 and for 1984-85.

Fran this perspective, it is readily apparent again that the proportions

of half or three-quarter time studeats have not changed very much; that

general education is largely a program for quarter-time students then and now;

but that the increase in proportions of part-time students and corresponding

decrease for proportions of full-time students is largely a phenomena of the

College Transfer and Technical programs (where in 1984-85 only about one in
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Figure 1. Numbers of Students by Academic Load, in All Curriculum Programs,1978-79 through 1984-85

Source: Enrollment records taaintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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Figure 2. Numbers of Students by Academic Load, in All College Transfer
Programs, 1978-79 through 1984-85

Source: Enrollment records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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Figure 3. Numbers of Students by Academic Load, in All General Education
Programs, 1978-79 through 1984-85

Source: Enrollment records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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Figure 4. Numbers of Students by Academic Load, in All Vocational Programs,
1978-79 through 1984-85

Source: Enrollmen, records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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Figure 5. Numbers of Students by Academic Load, in All Technical Programs,
1978-79 through 1984-85

Source: Enrollment records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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Table 14

Proportions of Students Registering in
Each of the Several Curriculum Programs Who Were

One-Quarter, One-Half, Three-Narters, or FUll-Time Students
in 1978-75 and in 1984-85

Enwrita

Proportion Who Were:

Year la 2J4 a/A la TOtal

College Transfer 1978-79 31% 12% 11% 46% '00%
1984-85 58% 10% 8% 24% 100%

General Education 1978-79 74% 12% 5% 8% 100%*
1984-85 69% 11% 6% 14% 100%

Vocational 1978-79 19% 14% 10% 58% 100%*
1984-85 32% 16% 8% 44% 100%

Technical 1978-79 22% 17% 13% 48% 100%
1984-85 47% 17% 9% 27% 100%

All Curriculum 1978-79 36% 15% 10% 39% 100%
Programs 1984-85 48% 15% 8% 29% 100%

* Row entries do not add up to 100% because of rounding.

Source: Enrollment records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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four students were enrolled full-time). The Vocational programs also echo

this trend of increase in proportions of part-time students, but with still

almost half their students enrolled full-time in 1984-85.

While the basic question raised by the General Assembly is focused on

changes in full-time/part-time student mix, it would seem more appropriate to

deal with the Unduplicated Headcount, or UDHC, which may affect position

requirements where the cumulative number of students, not their credit or

classroom contact hours, determines necessary work time. Figure 6 shows, for

the Curriculum programs for the System as a whole, the trends from 1978-79

through 1984-85 in contact FTEs (as drawn frau the Department's annual

enrollment reports) and in UDHCs. Also shown is the "credit FTE," a statistic

representing the number of equivalent full-time students if credit hours at

the close of registration were used to compute FTE (e.g., where four one-

quarter time students equal one FTE, etc.).

While contact FTE (and credit FTE) increased from 1978-79 through 1982-83,

there have been continuous declines since that time; yet, the UDHC has con-

tinued to increase. (The increase was markc from 1979-80 through 1981-82,

but there has been a tendency toward leveling off since then.) This suggests

that if adjustments in administrative and instructional support positions are

needed to be made as a function of sharper increases in Unduplicated Head

Count than in FTE, the brunt of this pressure would have been felt in the

1978-82 period.

b. Enrollment Trends for the Individual InstitutionE

Before proceeding to determine if System staffing needs are

associated with System enrollment trends on the several indices, it is appro-

priate to note haw accurately the current System status or trends on these

indices reflect individual institution status or trends.

First, it should be noted that the proportions of curriculum students who

were full-time in credit hours of registration varied substantially among

institutions in 1978-79 (from 18 percent for Central Piedmont Community

College to 74 percent for Haywood Technical College), and in 1984-85 (from 16

percent for Central Piedmont Community College to 58 percent for Bladen Tech-

nical College). The distributions of institutions on this variable (propor-

tion of full-time students) in 1978-79 and in 1984-85 are provided in Tables

15 and 16.
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Figure 6. Curriculum Enrollment Trends for the System in Terms of the
Contact FTE, the Credit FTE, and the Unduplicated Headcount: 1978-79
through 1984-85

Source: Enrollment records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges,
and the Annual Enrollment Reports of the Department.
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Table 15
Numbers of Institutions with Various Proportions of

Full-Time Students in 1978-79

Proportion of FT Curri-
culum Students, 1978-79

Numbers
of Institutions

Identities of Institutions
in Top and Bottom Categories

10-19% 1 Central Piedmont
20-29% 3 Stanly; Surry; Wilkes
30-39% 14
40-49% 18
50-59% 13
60-69% 6 Bladen; James Sprunt; May-

land; Richmond; Sandhills;
Wayne

70-79% 1 Haywood

No. of Institutions: 56 (Data not available for Brunswick and Johnston)
Median Value on Index: 43.5%
Range: 18% to 74%

Table i6
Nuru ors of Institutions with Various Proportions of

Full-Time Students in 1984-85

Proportion of FT Curri- Number: Identities of Institutions
u1um Students, 1984 -85 cf Institutions in Top and Bottom Categories

10-19% 5 Central Piedmont; Isothermal;
Stanly, TCA, Wilkes

20-29% 14
30-39% 21
40-49% 14
50-59% 3

60-69% 0
70-79% 0

Blaalen; James Sprunt; Wayne

No. of Insti.tutionst 57 (Data not available for Anson)
Median Value on Index: 33%
Range: 16% to 58%
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While the data in Tables 15 and 16 show the general decline in proportions

of full-time students, they show also the move toward greater homogeneity in

this regard.

System institutions also vary from ore to another in the extent of change

between 1978-79 and 1984-85. Table 17 shows the distribution of institutions

on a change index defined as the ratio of the proportion of full-time students

in 1978-79 to the proportion of full-time students in 1984-85. On this index,

a value of less than 1.0 indicates an increasing proportion of full-time

students; a value of more than 1.0 indicates a decreasing proportion of full-

time students; and a value of 1.0, no change.

Table 17

Distribution of Institutioas as an Index of Change in

Proportions of Full-Time Students from 1978-79 to 1984-85

Ratio: Proportion FT, 1978,79
Proportion FT,_1984-85

Numbers
of Institutions

Tdentities of Institutions
in Top and Bottom Categories

.81-1.00 3 Montgomery: Randolph; Sampson
1.01-1.20 13
1.21-1.40 13
1.41-1.60 13
1.61-1.70 9

1.71-2.00 1 Southwestern
2.01-2.20 1 Wake
2.21-2.40 1 Durham
2.41-2.60 0
2.61-2.80 1 'ICA

No. of Institutions: 55 (Data not available for Anson, Brunswick, and
Johnson)

Median Value on Index: 1.37
Range: .95 to 2.61

While three institutions have the same or larger proportions of full-time

students in 1984-85 than in 1978-79, three institutions have less than half

the proportions of full-time students in 1984-85 than in 1978-79 (values of

2.01 or more in Table 17). The median institution has about 28 percent fewer

full-time curriculum students in 1984-85 than in 1978-79.
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One other index may he useful in describing student mix. This is the

ratio between UDHC and contact FTE for selected years. For this descriptive

analysis, the unduplicated headcount includes both curriculum and extension

students. On this index, for example, a ratio of 3.0 would indicate three

times as many actual students as their FTE equivalent. Table 18 shows the

distribution of institutions on this index for 1978-79 and for 1984-85.

Table 18

Distribution of Institutions on an Index of Student Mix
Expressed by the Ratio of UDHC/rrE, for 1978-79 and for 1984-8

No. of
Institu-
tions,

UDHC/FTE 1978-79

No. of
Identities of Insti-Institu-
tutions in Top and tions,
Bottan Categories 1984-85

Identities of Insti-
tutions in Top and
Bottom Categories

2.1-3.0 1 Jamas Sprunt 0
3.1-4.0 8 Cape Fear; Durham; Hay-

wood; Lenoir; Montgomery;
6 Bladen; Cape Fear;

Haywood; James
Sandhills; Southeastern; Sprunt; Mayland;
Southwestern Montgomery

4.1-5.0 25 19
5.1-6.0 18 22
6.1-7.0 5 Blue Ridge; Cleveland; 7

Fayetteville; Martin; Nash
7.1-8.0 0 2 Sampson; Stanly
8.1-9.0 0 2 Coastal Carolina;

Pamlico

No. of
Institutions 57 58
Median Value
on Index 4.7 5.1
Range 2.9 to 6.6 3.2 to 8.6

In 1978-79, the median institution had 4.7 times as many UDHC students

than their FTE equivalent; by 1984-85, the median institution had 5.1 times as

maw UDHC stude--s than the FTE equivalent. Four institutions, however, had

at least 7 times as many UDHC students than their FTE equivalent in 1984-85

(Coastal Carolina, Pamlico, Sampson, and Stanly), and none had fewer than 3

times as many UDHC students.

c. Analysis of Staffing Needs as a Function of Enrollmnt_Mix

The Institutional Questionnaire provided a list of 14 elements

in the budget formula computations, aid asked the presidents to rate the
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extent to which the present general allocation formulas generate adequate

fiscal support for each element. If those institutions with higher numbers of

students relative to the FTE react differently on some budget formula elements

from those with lower numbers of students relative to the FTE, this would

suggest that the formula has differential adequacy as a function of numbers of

students required to generate an FTE.

Institutions with 5.2 times as many students as the FTE equivalent, or

less (N=30) were compared with institutions with 5.3 or more times as many

students as the FTE equivalent (N=25), in the responses of the presidents to

the adequacy of the formulas for the various budget elements. The hypothesis

is that institutions with larger numbers of students relative to FTE will more

frequently perceive formula-generated support to be inadequate for administra-

tive and instructional support elements than those with smaller numbers of

students relative tc FIE. Table 19 presents the proportions of institutions

in each enrollmaittrAxgroup that responded through the Institutional Ques-

tionnaire that budget elements were funded adequately, inadequately, or if

they were uncertain. Those institutions with higher numbers of students per

FTE perceived budget formula elements inadequate more frequently than those

institutions with lower numbers per FTE on salaries for curriculum f,culty,

other curriculum costs, salaries for extension faculty, other extension cc ts,

salaries (but not number of positions) for administrators, and library book

costs. Although the differences are not large, it is interesting to note that

formulas are perceived more frequently as inadequate by these institutions

with high numbers of students relative to FTE: number of administrators,

number of positions and salaries for instructional support, and numbers cf

positions and salaries for clerical staff, in addition to numbers of curri-

culum and extension faculty and costs of equipment. We also note that, in

general, those with high numbers relative to FTE are more likely to perceive

the formula support generally as adequate.

Another index of student mix that is reasonable to explore in the same way

is the degree of change in the proportion of full-time students from 1978-79

to 1984-85 (this is the index reported in Table 17). Institutions that have

been relatively stabl in this regard should be less likely to perceive budget

support elements as inadequate than those with an increase in part-time

students over this period. Table 20 presents the ratings of adequacy of
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Table 19
Ratings by Presidents of Adequacy of Support for Budget Formula
Elements, in Terms of Proportions for Institutions with 1984-85

UDHC/FTE Ratios S 5.2 (L) vs. Those with UDHC/FTE Ratios 2 5.3 (H)

ItenleSZSX2Et Grog

Present Procedure:

Uncertain
No

ResponseWeggate Inadequate

No. Curriculum Faculty L 17 76 7 0

H 36 64 0 0

Salaries, Curriculum L 7 86 7 0
Faculty H 0 100 0 0

Other Curriculum Costs L 28 62 10 0

H 28 72 0 0

No. Extension Faculty L 28 62 10 0
H 48 44 8 0

Salaries, &tension Faculty L 3 86 7 3
H 4 96 0 0

Other Extension Costs L 34 52 10 3
H 36 72 0 0

No. Mninistrators L 34 62 3 0
H 56 44 0 0

Salaries, Mninistrators L 3 93 3 0
H 4 96 0 0

No. Instructional L 10 86 3 0
Support Positions H 20 80 0 0

Salaries, Instructional L 3 93 3 0
Support H 12 84 4 0

No. Clerical Staff L 3 93 3 0
H 16 80 4 0

Salaries, Clerical Staff L 3 93 3 0
H 20 80 0 0

Costs of Eguipment L 14 83 3 0
H 16 76 8 0

Library Book Costs L 45 52 3 0
H 40 60 0 0
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Table 20
Ratings by Presidents of Adequacy of Support for Budget Formula

Elements, in Terms of Institutions with Low Change in Proportion
of Full Time Students Between 1978-79 and 1984-85 vs. Those with

High Change Over that Period

IbmnsffIllpporL

No. Curriculum Faculty

Salaries, Curriculum
Faculty

Other Curriculum Costs

No. Extension Faculty

Salaries, Extension Faculty

Other Extension Costs

No. Administrators

Salaries, Administrators

No. Instructional
Support Positions

Salaries, Instructional
Support

No. Clerical Staff

Salaries, Clerical

Costs of Equipment

Library Book Costs

Grgup

Present Procedure:

Adequate Inadequate Uncertain
No

Response

L 19 73 8 0

H 28 72 0 0

L 4 88 8 0

H 4 96

L 38 58 4 0
H 20 72 8 0

L 35 58 8
H 44 48 8 0

L 0 88 8 4
H 8 92 0 0

L 42 50 4 4
H 32 60 8 0

L 46 50 4 0
H 36 64 0 0

L 0 96 4 0
H 4 96 0 0

L 12 85 4 0
H 8 92

L 0 92 8 0
H 12 88 0 0

L 8 85 8 0
H 8 92 0 0

L 12 85 4 0
H 8 92

L 12 77 12 0

H 20 80 0 0

L 42 54 4 0
H 36 64 0 0
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budget elements for 26 responding institutions when the (% FT 1978-79)/(% FT

1984-85) ratio is equal to or less than 1.40, in comparison with 25 responding

institutions when the ratio is equal to or greater than 1.41. Of the 14

elements, ten are perceived more frequently as inadequate by the group with

higher increase in part-time students. These are Curriculum Faculty Salaries,

Other Curriculum Costs, Extension Faculty Salaries, Other Extension Costs,

Number of Ackainistrators (but not salaries), Number of Institutional Support

Positions (but not salaries), Number of Clerical Support Positions, Clerical

Salaries, Cost of Equipment, and Library Costs. Differences between the two

groups are not, however, very great.

d. ? 4 it ;I: : ot !tit: $ z...1 A \L n i .". it=

Rather than the FIE

The Institutional Questionnaire also specifically asked the

presidents to name the faculty, staff, or support personnel positions where

staffing needs, in their experience, are most closely and reasonably asso-

ciated with Marberssestaxientstheunduplicatectheasbaunt). (This

question followed similar questions asking for basic positions needed regard-

less of institutional size, or for positions where needs were associated with

the FTE.) Responses are shown in Table 21.

Although differences between the two groups of institutions are not

marked, the kinds of positions believed must frequently determined by numbers

of students rather than the FEE were, in the presidents' experience, in the

areas of professional (non teaching), technical/paraprofessional, and clerical

positions.

The positions reported as dependent on numbers of students rather than FTE

are, for the most part, plausible. The failure to find striking differences

in perception of the adequacy of the formulas associated with institutional

difference in mix or change in mix, given substantial institutional variations

in that regard, seems surprising at first.

Yet: we believe, with the principal supporting evidence to be probing in

the site visits for explanations, that two basic factors exist that, working

together, obscure more definitive findings. The first is the conviction that

all institutions are very substantially pressed to net operating costs within

the basic allocations. Although we expected few if any presidents to state or

imply that funding was adequate, we are convinced--fran the salary schedules,
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Table 21
Positions Associated with Numbers of Students: Institutions

with Law and High FUll-Time Changes in the Proportion
of Part-Time Students

Position
Code Title

Institutions in
"Low" Change
Group (W26)

% of
Responding

No. Inst.

Institutions in
"High" Change
Group (N=25)

% of
Responding

N2t. Inst.

Total (N=51)
% of

Responding
No. Inst.

Senior Administrators

Senior Admin., Unspec. 2 7.7
1103 Chief Business Officer 0 0
7107 Chief Evening Progams

Officer 1 3.8
All Positions in Category** 3 11.5

Administrators of Instructional Programs

1

1

0

2

4.0
4.0

0

8.0

3

1

1

5

5.9
2.0

2.0
9.9

Adrin. of Instructional
Programs, Unspecified 2 7.7 3 12.0 5 9.9

3115 Administrator- Continuing
Education Programs 2 7.7 1 4.0 3 5.9

2116 Adkin.-Other or Combined
Instructional Areas 1 3.8 0 0 1 2.0

All Positions in Category** 5 19.2 4 16.0 9 17.6

arillani=atOrSsg1101InSt=knalgraM

Adhinistrators of Non-
Instructional Programs,
Unspecified 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0

5122 Again.- Student Svcs. 2 7.7 0 0 2 3.9
All Positions in Category** 2 7.7 1 4.0 3 5.9

professional (Non Teaching)

4335 Librarian 8 30.8 9 36.0 17 33.3
4336 Manager- IIC/Learning Lab 3 11.5 3 12.0 6 11.8
5337 Counselor 21 80.8 18 72.0 39 76.5
5338 Financial Aid Officer 8 30.8 11 44.0 19 37.3
5339 Placement/Follow-up 8 30.8 9 36.0 17 33.3
5340 Registrar 13 50.0 11 44.0 24 47.1
5341 Testing 6 23.1 10 40.0 16 31.4
5342 Manager-Veterans Affairs 0 0 2 8.0 2 3.9
7344 Computer systems Admin. 1 3.8 1 4.0 2 3.9
7348 Public Inform. Officer 2 7.7 2 8.0 4 7.8
7360 Other Professional

(Non-Teaching) 3 11.5 1 4.0 4 7.8
All Positions in Category** 73 280 77 308 150 294
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Table 21 (continued)
Positions Associated with Nuirbers of Students: Institutions

with Low and High Full -Time Changes in the Proportion
of Part-Time Students

Position
cade Title

Institutions in
"Low" Change
Group (N=26)

% of
Responding

No. Inst.

Institutions in
"High" Change
Group (N=25)

% of
Responding

Inst.

Total (N=51)
% of

Responding
No. Inst.

Technical/Paraprofessional

Tech./Paraprofessional-
unspecified 0 0 3 12.0 's 5.9

1552 Accounting Technical 1 3.8 0 0 1 2.0
2553 Instruc.Asst.Curriculum 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
3554 Instruc.Asst.-Extension 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
4555 Library Assistant 1 3.8 1 4.0 2 3.9
4557 Audio-Visual Technician 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
7560 Computer Oper./Programmer 2 7.7 2 8.0 4 7.8
8563 Bookstore Manager 1 3.8 0 0 1 2.0
8564 Other Technical and Para-

professional 2 7.7 0 0 2 3.9
All Positions in Category** 7 26.9 6 24 13 25.5

$ervice/Maintenance

6765 Maid/Janitor 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
6766 Security Guard/Watchman 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
6767 Maintenance Sibrker 0 0 1 4.0 2.0
All Positions in Category** 0 0 3 12.0 3 5.9

Clerical

Clerical-Unspecified 8 30.8 10 40.0 18 35.4
7470 General Insti. Support 1 3.8 1 4.0 2 3.9
9471 Accounting Clerk 8 30.8 10 40.0 18 35.4
9472 Secretary 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
9474 Clerk/ Typist (Instruc-

tional Programs) 1 3.8 2 8.0 3 5.9
9475 Other Clerical 1 3.8 0 0 1 2.0
All Positions in Category** 19 73.1 24 96.0 43 84.3

Instructional

Faculty-Unspecified 11 42.3 9 36.0 20 39.2
Faculty-Curriculum 0 0 1 4.0 1 2.0
Faculty-Extension 5 19.2 6 24.0 11 21.6

All Positions in Category** 16 61.5 16 64.0 32 62.7

Other: Student Services 2 7.7 3 12.0 5 9.9
Positions

* Of 25 institutions in the "High"
the basic question.

** Percents may exceed 100% because

change group, 4 made no response to

of multiple responses in the category.
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frau the =premises made to meet the most urgent needs, etc.--that most if

not all of the institutions are operating under extremely stringent budgets.

Second, under allowable local flexibilities in assigning budgets--and in

working out economies or stringencies :Li one area to support costs felt or

found necessary in another--we believe that the institutions have generally

acquired the particular administrative and support staff needed to handle the

particular configuration of students, which represent pressures and additional

staff time requirements that simply cannot be ignored. We fear, however,

that, if this be so, it is at some price exacted elsewhere.

e. Needs for Services byiDiLlAudJart-Time Students

The Student Questionnaire included a listing of certain facili-

ties and services that are reasonable components of a public two-year institu-

tion, and asked than to rate the degree of importance to them that their

institution provide each of the facilities or services. Table 22 provides

selected representative results for students reporting themselves enrolled in

the Curriculum Program for 1-5 credit hours (one-quarter time), 6-8 credit

hours (half-time), three-quarter time (9-11 hours), and full-time (12 or more

hours). The numbers in these four subgroups were, respectively, 71, 46, 32,

and 432 (or a total of 581).

In general: fewer one-quarter time and half-time students (then full-time

students) report that they perceive the various services listed as important,

but it is clear that substantial portions nevertheless express need for the

services listed. Greater proportions of the three-quarter time group than the

full-time group, however, not infrequently appear to have needs for the

services. This may be a function if the small sample sizes or of unknown

biases in the sample (e.g., institutions focused on particular classes in

program areas specified by the research team, and may by chance have obtained

responses frau a particular program group of students in this enrollment

category that would for other reasons give greater importance to the ser-

vices). The results could also be a function of inherent characteristics of

this three-quarter time group: e.g., they are less likely to be employed

full-time, or by enrolling for less than full-time are reflecting needs for

special assistance.

In sunnary, it is reasonable to state that support services such as those

described are of interest to part-time as well as full-time students; students
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Table 22

Responses of Quarter-Time, Half-Time, Three-Quarter-Time, and
Full-Time Students to Importance of Selected Services or Facilities

Proportions of Students by Academic
or Facility asLoad Rating Service

"Vary Important"

Item 1/4 2/4 3/4 4/4

Access to Student Store for Books
and Supplies 59% 57% 78% 67%

Access to Student Accivity Center 30 30 38 33

Access to Library or Media Center 65 65 91 75

Access to Places on Campus for Study 44 57 69 65

Help in Getting Financial Aid 34 41 38 54

41 43 31 42Help in Finding Temporary Work

Help in Finding a Permanent Job 59 48 75 80

Help in Transferring Credit to a
4-Year Institution 45 57 69 57

Help in Improving Basic Skills 54 54 50 55

Help in Learning limbo Study 49 48 59 52

Help in Career Planning 55 67 63 75

Help in Planning Program of Studies 58 63 66 71
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taking a class or two appear somewhat less likely to feel that the services

are important than are full-time students, but others taking slightly less

than a full academic load may more frequently (than full-time students)

perceive the services as important. It should be noted as well that the

student constituencies to which the System is dedicated in its mission Lclude

high school dropouts, economically and educationally disadvantaged, racial and

ethnic minorities, hard core unemployed, etc. Such students are more likely

to have needs for special instructional support, help in finding jobs, and

financial assistance for example, than are more conventional students in four-

year colleges and universities.

f. Findings and Interpretations fran the Site Visits

In the site visits, contacts were made with administrators who

must make institutional budget decisions, as well as with individuals whose

workload could indeed be driven by numbers of students as opposed to FTE.

Several observations are important to note.

First and foremost: many of the instructional support needs of students

are sufficiently imperative that they cannot be ignored. The student's

registracion and payment of fees must be processed; the student requesting

special basic skills assistance or help can hardly be turned away. As a

result, needs associated with numbers of students for services that the

institution must provide (or traditionally provides) to full-time students are

or tend to be met for pare-time students as well. The impact of these adjust-

ments is variously reflected at any particular institution by a process of

choosing among undesirable alternatives which are considered less undesirable

(or are simply found possible), and using funds frau the less undesirable

alternatives to support the necessary non-instructional costs driven by

numbers of students. Thus, an institution may not invest in a development

officer, may restrain salary increases in a particular sector, may postpone

equipment replacement, etc. The result is not so much depriving the institu-

tion of administrative and support services that are necessary--the institu-

tion must meet these needs -as it is smatter of restrictions elsewhere which

vary as a function of programs, markets for part-tine faculty, special supple-

ments fran local funds, etc. We suspect that the recent budget transfers from

instructional to administration and support categories in 1982-83, 1983-84,
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and 1984-85 (shown in Table 23) were affected not so much in interest in

improving administrators' salaries, but by needs to cover necessary adminis-

trative and instructional support positions.

Table 23

FundiNTransfers in the NC Community College System:
Expenditures as a Percent of Allotment

Expenditures as a Percent of Allotment in:
Budget Category 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Instructional $1..2 84.5 841

Curriculum 84.8 87.7 85.5
ABE EXtension 68.4 78.2 72.6
Other Extension N.A, 69.0 83.3

Pdministrative and Sumcat. 121.5 121,7 134.0

Zatal2sarmulaallskwent 97.7

SOURCE: Undated Departmental Working Paper.

Second: there may be ramifications in the increasing numbers of students

against stable or declining FTEs for instructional costs as well. One presi-

dent whose institution had experienced a dramatic shift from full-time to

largely part-time students noted, for example, that particular courses of

interest to full-time or day students had to have additional sections now for

evening or Saturday offering, with consequent reduction in class sizes, and

less efficient aeneration of FTEs.

Third: the operation of a more diverse program which is an inevitable

consequence of larger numbers of part-time students involves a longer instruc-

tional as well as instructional support day. With part-time students more

likely to be evening students (because of full-time work or day-time family

responsibilities that a working spouse cannot assume), libraries, telephone

receptionists, extension directors needing more time to hire part-time

faculty, and the like, are also affected.

Finally, we note that the trend to more part-time ztudents--at least for

the majority who are in FTE-relevant classes--is entirely in keeping with the

traditional mission of the System. Many students involved are enrolled for
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such purposes as upgrading job skills, or credit toward a degree through

reeding at the same time to support a family through work. North Carolina has

an increasing number of individuals who can only benefit from part-time

enrollment, and/or such individuals are applying in increasing numbers. The

impact of the FTE as the basic and single component of the allocation formula

can only put stress on the effective accomplishment of mission if it does not

accommodate, or permit without other sacrifice, this trend.

D. Current Governance Administration, and Programs in Relation to Effective-

of

1. Overview

As noted in the introductory section, the governance structure, as

the System itself, has been a continuously evolving process. In addressing

the question of whether the current System's governance, administration, and

programs are effective in fulfilling the System's mission, we are confronted

primarily with the mission, as specified in the legislation and administrative

code, and the degree to which the new evolving State Board, the Department,

and the local boards and administrations are functioning effectively in their

own right and in relationship to or interaction with one another. And, of

course, the programs actually fielded are not only an interpretation and

expression of mission but also a bottom line function of the governance and

administrative process.

The several discrete parties with continuing responsibility for the

creation, financing, maintenance, and revision of the System are:

The North Carolina General Assembly

The State Board of Community Colleges

The Department of Community-Colleges

The Board of Commissioners of the county or counties which constitute

the administrative area of the institution

The local boards of trustees

The institution presidents and administratim

The basic task requires a determination of what is required by the North

Carolina General Assembly of each of the other responsible parties, and then

what is actually done, and what appears to be accomplished by those parties.

It must also be concerned with the perceptions of each of the parties of their
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roles and the roles of the other parties, and of any conflicts, or bases for

conflicts, in practice. FUrther, it must be concerned with what is not done

that needr to be done, and with what responsibilities and roles are appro-

priate at each level (or for what parties), as associations between function-

ing and impacts are noted.

2. scurcesstInfsanation
The basic specification of the governance and administrative struc-

ture is the current legislation and administrative code pertaining to the

North Carolina Community-College Sysben. These documents constitute the

authority and specify the structures and mechanisms by and through which the

System is operated. Accordingly, the analysis of governance, administration,

and programs in terms of their effectiveness for assuring mission fulfillment

must start here.

Of the new information collected for this study task, the most important

came fran the structured telephone interviews with the members of the State

Board, the chairpersons and one member at random from the local boards of tne

12 basic study institutions, and the presidents of those institutions, as

described in Section II-1G of this report.

Other direct and contextual information was drawn fran the discussion with

the Department staff (and fran working papers prepared for the State Board),

with the presidents of the 12 basic study institutions, and with a few other

key individuals. Institutional interpretation of mission and appropriate

student constituencies was drawn from the Institutional Questionnaire. The

student questionnaires, and the focus group discussions with students and with

community and business leaders, also contributed to the observations reported

on mission, governance, administration, and programs.

3. Findings

a. The State Board

(1) Perceptions of State Board Members About the Role and Func-

tioninggftheatateBoard

The members of the State Board who were contacted were, for

the mos.. part, open and articulate; they reflect a variety of depths and kinds

of insights, degrees of involvement with Board activity itself, and concerns

about aspects of the System, the presidents, and the institutions. Yet, there

were same areas of general agreement or strong consensus.



Board members are aware of their legislated authorities; they have done

their homework in this regard. They are in strong agreement that their

function is to make policy for and operate the Oysten as a system; one put it,

"We now have a confederation; we need to make it a federation." They accept

and support the legislated role and responsibilities of the local boards, and

see a role of delegation of certain powers to these boards (e.g., to select

and evaluate the presidents; to interpret local needs; to operate the

institution).

Although expressed in various ways, and although there were same who did

not volunteer any comments in this regard: there is strong concern about the

real strength and power of the Board to manage System affairs vis-a-vis the

power of the General Assembly. Stated' more precisely, this is not a challenge

to the duly constituted authorities of the General Assembly, but a concern to

achieve acceptance as a policy body for the administrative and educational

affairs of the institutions, and as an advisory body on fiscal needs and

priorities to which the General Assembly will be attentive. This concern is

expressed in different styles and ways, but is a frequent and overriding

theme: viz., "Me have somehow to be a strong leader;" "the legislators seem

to fear the authority of the Board;" "we're trying to convince the General

Assembly that we're knowledgeable ;" "the key to running anything is power, and

those in power use it; we don't have it;" "we're treated generously, but on

their terms;" and "who the hell are we--It's frustrating." For the most

part, these comments appeared to empress more a sense of frustration than of

hostility or disagreement, and most indicated that a high priority is to

improve the credibility and relationships of the Board with the General

Assembly.

Perhaps one of the strongest and most pervasive concerns among the Board

members are the special appropriations to individual institutions. This

tradition is seen as a matter of encouraging the individual institutions to

by-pass the Department and State Board, to operate independently, and to

present a very basic handicap to the State Board in its capacity to assure

that available funds be put to System needs rather thin to individual institu-

tional or area interests, or, in effect, that the System can operate as a

System rather than as a collection of 58 separate institutions.
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Thereamrs of the State Board also see a stronger role than has been

permitted or attained by that body in determining fiscal priorities for the

System. One member said, "We don't need to make a lot of rules; we just need

leverage in one or two areas." The Board renters are aware of same of the

problems: for example, a manufacturer noted that the equipment in his local

institution was so far behind the equipment in his plant that training poten-

tial was vitiated; many echoed concerns about faculty salary levels. But most

of the members feel strongly that the Board must be given or achieve a

stronger role in determining needs, assigning priorities, and holding the

individual institutions accountable. Another said: "To the degree that there

is going to be a State Board - the General Assembly should allow the State

Board to make decisions."

One said: "We have budget authorities - but it's a paper tiger kind of

authority." In all of these reactions, the prevailing und.',:nne was not power

of the Board for the sake of power, but for a chance to operatc: the System as

a system.

There seemed to be less agreartent on the role and capability of the Board

to function as a Board in these regards. Most agree that the Board has to be

stronger, but there is variability in the confidence that this strength can be

achieved. Several see the Board operating chiefly as a rubbe stamp to

recammendations growing out of Department concerns rather than Board concerns:

one said, "W don't really do much of importance." Others see the input of

the Department, and the BoardIDTaVatent relationship, as strong and positive.

And, at least one concernedmEmberwas sufficiently troubled by a growing

conviction that the Board would not or could not achieve its proper authority

that he was considering resigning fran the Board.

The Board members are concerned about their limited interaction with the

State Board of Education and the University System Board of Governors, and

express constructive interest in better articulation with these authorities on

matters of mutual concern.

While there is general uniformity on the perception of the local boards as

responsible and capable for the management of the institutions as required by

the legislation, the Board members' perceptions of the presidents, separately

and collectively, vary. One said, "We have 58 presidents running in 58
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different directions." Another said, "One of our problems is that the presi-

dents feel they run the System; our job is to run the 58 - their job is to run

their own institution." Others, however, felt more positive, viewing the

presidents as valuable sources of experience and advice, with the view that

"AG need to grant as much autonany to the presidents as we can."

That the Board is, in its own development, moving in appropriate direc-

tions is attested by the belief of many members that their important recent

accaiplishments include establishing curriculum standards, defining geographic

areas of responsibility, intervening in a local situation where governance and

administration needed assistance to avoid serious legal problems, and in

determining current priorities for assisting local boards in evaluating their

presidents or in the articulation of vocational education roles between the

carmunity college and the public school systems. There were no instances of

disagreement or conflict between the individual board members and the State

President. The ca meets sugges'c that the Board and State President are in

good camunication and agreement on System needs and areas of priority for

Board action.

(2) ?exceptions of the State Board by the Local Board Members

The local board cheirmAn and members reacted with consider-

able agreement on the role the State Board should play. Key elements in their

perceptions are: setting broad policies and providing leadership for the

System; developing budget priorities and assuring equity in the distribution

of State support; exercising econanies (e.g., preventing unnecessary program

duplication); representing the System to the General Assembly and informing

this body as to needs and opportunities. Although there were occasional

disagreements with actions and policies seen as controlled by the Department,

there was no conflict with Board responsibilities and actions, either as

specified by the legislation or as manifest in Board actions. This extended,
significantly, to frequent volunteered canment that the -tate Board must some-

how be a force that would moderate, deter, or eliminate the special allocation

process. It was clear that although sans of these individuals had had recent

spacial allocation requests approved or were planning to lobby for a special

allocation in the near future, there were no dissenting, and many assenting,

votes for reducing the purely political elements felt to control special allo-

cations to individual institutions by the General Assembly. The State Board
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was felt to be the body that must, over the long run, be sensitive to all

needs in the System.

One thoughtful board =tuber with considerable integrity and experience

stated that the role of the State Board is the achievement of a consensus

between the State leadership (i.e., General Assembly; Governor) and the local

leadership (e.g., county ccundssioners, local board, and presidents) by the

creation and exercise of judicious and proper guidelines; to interpret to the

General Assembly the needs of the constituencies of the institutions and to

keep the General Assembly and the public informed as to the accamplishments of

the System in this regard; and, to achieve and maintain effective responsi-

bility for the operation of the System by securing the authority to control

allocations to the institutions and setting restrictions to curb excesses.

This individual also concurred that "special appropriations mist give way to

the collective judgment of the State Board and its consensus with the

presidents."

(3) I a cft Is z.

tortheinStitilisaireaisienta

From the Institutional Questionnaires as well as frat the

site visits, the research team was constantly aware of the considerable varia-

tion among the presidents in administrative style and in the focus of concerns

outside fiscal needs. The 12 president respondents for the governance task

are too few to represent adequately the vigorous and varied viewpoints that

are surely extant among the 58 presidents.

Yet, there was generally good agreement among the president respondents on

the role of the State Board and its need to be stronger in the exercise of

this role. That is, the State Board should set broad policies for the System

as a whole; should represent the Systeu needs to the General Assembly and to

the general public; should oversee in a general and appropriate way the State

President and the Department; and should assure an equitable distribution of

State funds. Although cautions were expressed (i.e., one respondent stated

that the Board must recognize the difference between administrative and

governance actions) there was no conflict with the role of the State Board to

represent and provide policy and fiscal management for the System as a whole.

Views were more positive of the Board than of the Department, as might be

expected fran the fact that the Department is the point of contact between the
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institution and the application of policy. For exanple, several presidents

stated agreement with the Board responsibility to monitor program quality, but

noted that 'the bureaucratic extension of this process is extremely burden-

sate." One was concerned, also, that the Department had vetoed a new program

because it considered superfluous an extra time requirement by a professional

accreditating organization in one course. The Presidents generally believed

that the Department (and Board) should recognize that other competent bodies

and criteria for determining quality exist, and incorporate these considera-

tions into their review process.

mile seldom was anything said by the presidents in these very private

interviews about appropriate role and function that any of the State Board

members themselves would take exception to, there were mixed reactions as to

the capability of the Board to exercise these roles and functions effectively.

For exanple, one president said: "the Board needs to exercise its budget and

program controls, but it is tippy-toeing in using the authority it has."

(4) *1114111; ft .z: VI. 4- t 4 ."1 :..

We believe it is significant that although there is varia-

tion in the confidence that the new Board can effectively set and assure

achievement of the basic policies for the System, there is a uniformrecogni-

tionby the presidents, the local hcercimembers, and the State Board

membersof the need for the "federation" of the institutions, for the locus

of power and control in one body responsible for the educational operation of

the System as a whole. (References to the University System Board of

Governors were frequent.) Mile local autonomies are appreciated by the local

boards, and guarded somewhat more zealously by tLe presidents, all concur that

there is strength and ultimate benefit to each institution in the vestment and

exercise of responsibility for all institutions in a body responsible for all

the institutions. There is the conviction that the System needs should be

determined by the Board through its achieving a consensus an the local

boards and presidents. But, stronger action by the State Board in determining

needs of the System as a whole is perceived not only as beneficial to each

institution in the long run, but as a necessity whose time has came.
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b. The Local Boarda

(1) Perceptions of the Role and Functions of the Local Boards

by_theirLbainienaniiiiettera
All incumbents in the local boards who were contacted were

deeply enmeshed in the affairs of their institution and ccafortabae about the

effectiveness of their operation. Mile they differed in their attitudes

toward the Department, and in their confidence that the State Board could

provide the leadership needed, these were deeply committed and capable people

reflecting, whatever their tenure, the years of tradition of local control,

and the necessary exercise of the responsibility for their institutionits.

president and staff, its buildings, its program, and its constituencies.

They were also, without inconsistencies among themselves, ccvfortable with

a nutually acceptable set of roles and functions. These are: the selection.

(and monitoring) of the president; the review and approval of budget deci-

sions; the formulation of institutional policy in a context of local needs;

particular attention to facility and maintenance needs; the support of their

president, and advising him on matters of personnel; keeping the calamity

its leaders and the general public--aware of the needs, capability, and

promise of the institution and its programs; and articulation, with the county

caanissioners, school boards, and local businesses. Although same expressed

concerns with the way the boards are now constituted (e.g., too many members;

the length of the terms; ineffective :members contributed by the appointment

system; inability of some who were also school board members to recognize

their responsibility to the institution), they have in same ways developed

moderate and judicious lobbies to get good new appointees, or have by group

process controlled those they consider potentially injurious.

Perhape as a function of their non-paid status and responsibility, they

frequently tend to be more vigorous than their presidents in dissenting with

practices by the Department they consider deleterious for their institution.

One, for example, used very plain and succinct language in expressing displea-

sure with quality, capability, and cost of the Prime system that had been

"imposed" on his institution; another was frustrated with the Department red

tape on a construction project in the planning stage, where no State fiscal

support was involved.
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But, they were comfortable with their role as prescribed by the statutes;

they were knowledgeable in ways that could only facilitate good, policy making

and oversight if their institution; they were dedicated to the institution and

its mission as an extension of their remarkable dedication to their community;

and they, too, look to the State Board for System leadership.

(2) Perceptions of the Role and Functioning of the Local Boards

by the State 2oardi4embers

The State Boandrmedbers, though with varying experience or

association with the local boards, tended to agree strongly with the percep-

tions of the local board members as to the proper role and functioning of the

local boards. The role of the local boards, the State Board members report,

is to select and monitor the president, set institutional policies, maintain

community support, and handle the institutional natters supported by local
.

funds. They were particularly concerned about exercise of the local boards

responsibility to oversee functions required by the General Assembly and the

State Board, and the need to tenure aggressive in selecting and evaluating

presidents. Same expressed concern that local boards were in same instances

controlled by their presidents, rather than vice-versa, but nothing in the

interviews with the twelve basic study institution trustees suggested that

local board members felt this to be a very large possibility. Satisfaction

with their presidents was manifest; we feel certain that had this not been so,

the mutters would have been vocal. And, since representatives of all boards

and their presidents were not contacted, there are possibilities that situa-

tions exist where there are real problems of local board or president func-

tioning. But in our sample, roles and relationships appeared proper and

effective.

(3) Perceptions of the Role and Functioning of the Local Boards

by the Presidents

The presidents interviewed were also in good agreement with

their board members as to their board's proper role and functioning. They are

acutely aware that the prime role of the Board is to hire (and fire) the

president. They emphasized local policy functions, and value their board's

support of their decisions or actions; they see as critically important the

board members' involvement in local fund-raising and ambassadorship with the

community. The styles of the boards differ somewhat, which appears to be a
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function of the president's =dam operandi and the confidence the board

members have in their president, from advising and approving what the presi-

dent prescribes, to initiating and governing based on the president's input or

advice. Yet, the presidents all appeared comfortable with their current

boards, though some were occasionally apprehensive about community lethargy or

inappropriate new appointees. The majority seemed to be good facilitators of

effective functioning, as attested, for example, by the establishment of

trustee retreats, by the leading than into long-range planning activity, or by

advising than on mobilizing community support. Each party appears to tell the

other effectively what they need, and to get this effectively and willingly.

(4) SuninaryofIsna.1.3=llainatigning

The local boards appear to be functioning extremely well,

from all perspectives, within their legislative mandate and in terms of local

responsibilities. They are guided and led by tradition, and the extended

history of these boards; they are deeply involved and dedicated; they are

aware that their responsibility is to the community, and that their president

is the executive officer on when they must depend. Mile not as active in

seeking interaction with the State Board as are same of the State Board

members in seeking interaction with their.--Derhaps as a function of feeling

more secure in their role--they are not hostile to receiving the kind of

leadership at the State level that they feel they give their institutions, and

appear open in this regard.

c. The Role and Functioning of the Department

The tine available and the research strategies employed did not

permit a valid assessment of the administrative functioning of the Department

and State President. Accordingly, what will be reported is the very general

nature of comments and experiences volunteered by the institutional represen-

tatives who interact with the Department in various ways.

It is fair to say that the pervasive perceptions of Departmental effec-

tiveness--by individuals or by the administrators of indiviennal institutions

as a whole--vary considerably. Complaints or negative attitudes, when they

exist, are usually based on some particular problem or distress for the

respondent where Departmental procedures or rulings has caused him or her some

grief. And, it is clear that the institutions have enjoyed considerable

autonomy and cherish this independence. But, in the field, the reaction
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ranges from positive regard, respect, and campliance to perceptions that if

given adequate money and being left alone, the institution could be more

successful and life much easier. This is no different than what would be

found inmost educational systems operating under a similar administrative

structure.

At the institutional level, however, there is a strong feeling--the

plausibility of which is hard to refute--that the closer and more intimate the

contact with the community and the students, the better the perception of

their needs. Sometimes the Department is seen as remote and isolated from

this front-line experience. This feeling was more frequently expressed in a

positive sense than in a negative sense: e.g., "The State President has

visited us and net with our board," or "Dr. X went to the Department from our

campus, and he knows what were facing." But of the several concerns most

frequently volunteered, one had to do with the lack of on-site experience of

many Departmental staff with local institutions. One president felt that a

prospective exchange program, where a departmental staff member would assume

on-campus responsibilities for a time (and vice-versa) would have tremendous

benefits.

However, there seemed to be a conviction that the Department was more

responsible and tuned to the General Assembly than to the institutions, that

if there were differences they would emerge as between the institution versus

tho Department and the General Assembly as opposed to between the institution

and the Department versus the General Assembly. Some observers can with

reason say this is as it should be (and some of our respondents so noted).

But the impact for the research team was the conviction that institution-

department differences would be less traumatic if each side better understood

the problems and perspectives of the other. As the Department has grown, and

as it has taken on new functions, it is only to be expected that apprehension

or distress can be triggered by those who have operated without first-hand

local campus involvement. As noted variously elsewhere, the time seems ripe

frcxn all perspectives for the displacement of a collection of individual

institutions by a true system of institutions, with common general goals but

with tolerance for diversities that exist for good and sufficient reason.

A second canton concern is with paperwork requirements and burden, or with

"red tape" and delays. This too is not uncannon in other systems, but the
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need for the institutions to understand and accept the need as reasonable,

rather than merely inevitable, is apparent, as is the need for the Department

to be sensitive to paperwork demands Much could be accattolished, for

example, by more two-party involvement in considering how curriculum standards

can be expressed, and monitored and enforced - or by research reports directed

not only to the public record but to needs and interests of the institutions.

These observations are not reported- -nor were they made to us--as any

sweeping criticism of the Department. The press is for a strong Department

that will facilitate the accomplishment of the important aspects of mission of

the individual institutions, and curb the occasional excesses of one party

before it causes grief for all parties involved.

d. The Functioning of the Presidents

The presidentsin our personal contacts, and as revealed in

their responses to the Institutional Questionnaireare an exoeedinglydiverse

group in many waysin training and experience in educational administration,

in particular capabilities and interests, in management style, and in charac-

teristic problem solution strategies. Yet, we were impressed by the integrity

of their dedication to their institution and their conunnity, and their self-

less and consuming devotion to their boards, faculty, staff, and ca munities

and students. We feel that their focus is on the exercise and intensification

of their mission as mandated, rather than on empire, growth for growth's sake,

or becoming a different kind of college from that prescribed by the vocational

and technical emphasis of their mission. We believe that this in turn is a

function of the viability of the enterprise itself: of students who come for

a purpose, of young people and older people caning naturally together and

exchanging insights and experiences in the canton pursuit of a personal goal,

of the recognizable value of the skills learned or of the broader perspectives

of problems gained, of the inevitable screening out of faculty, who cannot

generate sufficient FTEs or who cannot stand muster in this more pragmatic

setting, and of the positive response of the employers of the students to what

the institutions have been able to put together. One has only to talk with

faculty and students, and with consumers, to recognize that what may have

started as simple pride that "our community now has its own college" has been

dramatically replaced by a rewarding involvement in enterprise that is effec-

tive in meeting, through training and education, needs for human growth and
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development that pay off for the community and the State as well as for the

individual.

Thus: though we can understand perceptions of the presidents as "fifty-

eight individuals running in 58 different directions" or as including indivi-

duals who try various ways to "beat the system," we cannot but give them

collectivelyand the structure which has facilitated what they have devel-

oped--a vote of confidence. There seems to be a marked difference between the

way they are viewed on their have turf and the way they are viewed in Raleigh,

where the occasional sins or failures of one may toe easily be generalized to

all.

e. The Accarplishment of Mission as Determined by Perceptions of

Students and Business and Corutunity Leaders

(1) Stacient_Appnaisale

TWo forms of soliciting student reaction and experience

were employed: the questionnaire administered to a sample of 760 students at

the 12 basic study institutions, but representing the various programs in the

System; and focus group interviews with students during the site visits.

The students responding to the questionnaire were selected by mewbership

in a class corresponding to sample specifications to produce a total wWch

would be representative of Systen program mix; they may or ray not be repre-

sentative of other important student chiracteristics.

The male-female composition was 44 and 56 percent respectively. Forty-

eight percent were below 25 years of age; 24 percent were in the 25-32 year

old range; and 28 percent were over 32. Forty-eight percent were primarily

interested in learning or developing new job skills, 24 percent for self-

improvement, 17 percent for credit towards a four-year college degree, and 11

percent for improving current job skills or on the recommendation of their

supervisor. Forty percent were married and living with th it spouse, 36.5

percent were single and living with parents, 15 percent were single and

independent, and 8.5 percent were divorced, widowed, or separated. Eleven

percent had a 4-year college degree or higher; 25 percent, bome credit but

not a degree from another college; 55 percent, a high school diploma; and 9

percent had not graduated from high school. They reported their personal (or

self and spouse or family income, if appropriate) as follows: below $10,000

per year, 22 percent; $10,000-$15,000 per year, 16 percent; between $15,000
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and $20,000 per year, 14 percent; between $20,000 and $40,000, 35 percent;

and, over $40,000, 13 percent.

Three questions relevant to the concerns of this task were asked. The

first was a ranking of the importance of various considerations in their

decision to enroll at their institution. Their responses are given in

Table 24.

Thus: availability of courses or programs of interest, low cost, nearness

to work or residence, the reputation of the school for vocational or indus-

trial training, and the conviction they could handle the work, were rated as

"very' important" factors by the majority of respondents. This appears to the

research team to attest that Systan mission and reasons for involvement by the

students are in good agreement.

The second task-relevant question was thei, _.sing of the institution on.

selected qualities. The third question had to do with the availability of

needed services. Their responses to those questions are given in Tables 25

and 26.

For both of these questions, it is hardly proper to generalize to the

System as a whole; 12 groups of different kinds of students were rating twelve

institutions. But the responses are informative.

Most impressive were the students reactions to individual attention by

faculty and staff. Seventy percent or more stated that special help from

instructors outside of class, help in program planning, help in improving

basic skills, and help in planning a career or learning about job opportuni-

ties, were readily available.

The group discussions with students during the site visits echoed and

extended the questionnaire data, with attractiveness of programs, costs, near-

ness to home, and special help frequently cited. Students also noted the

positive aspects of the opportunity of testing oneself to determine if a field

was appropriate or if they wanted to pursue a four-year degree. Several who

had started at a 4-year institution expressed satisfaction with the more

reasonable pace of work, and the personal attention they now received. Most

commented on the friendly and personal atmosphere generally offered (one

student said "the faculty here gives a damn! "), and valued the association

with students of different ages and perspectives in their classes. They were

comfortable with the quality of their instruction.
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Table 24

Reasons Given by Students for their Decision to Enroll

Reafiffia

1. Availability of courses or programs

Proportion Rating Beason as
Very Somewhat Not Very

Important Important Important

of interest tome 87.9% 10.9% 1.2%

2. Low cost of education 68.4 25.1 6.4

3. Nearness to where I live or work 62.6 27.3 10.2

4. Ability to transfer credit to a
4-year college or university 42.8 29.9 27.3

5. Reputation of school for vocational
or industrial training 58.0 31.6 10.4

6. Recommended or required by my
employer 19.5 23.8 56.7

7. Recamended by a teacher or
guidance counselor 22.6 31.6 45.8

8. Had friends who were enrolled here 18.8 30.6 5C.6

9. Was made to feel "wanted" by the
institution 44.1 38.0 17.9

10. Felt I could handle the work 67.6 26.5 5.9



Table 25

Student Evaluations of Selected Qualities of the Institution

EXcellent GQ1ad Fair EQ1=

1. Ability of instructors to teach 58.1% 36.6% 5.2% 0.1%

2. Instructors' knowledge of subject matter 63.1 33.5 3.3 0.1

3. Instructors' interest in students 57.1 33.6 8.6 0.7

4. Convenience of time when classes are
offered 40.1 42.1 14.3 3.5

5. Efficiency of registration procedures 46.0 38.2 14.0 1.8

6. Comfort of classroan or shop space 41.6 39.5 16.0 2.9

7. Condition and appropriateness of
equipment used in class 40.9 44.7 11.8 2.5

8. Affordability and reasonableness of costs 57.2 32.1 9.4 1.2

9. Quality of student services 41.6 46.5 10.6 1.3

10. Reputation of the school in the community 62.1 32.2 5.2 0.5
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Table 26

Students Perception of Availability of Needed Services

Readily

&reliable

Available,
Needs

improvement
Not

Zurcilable

1. Food services 59.6% 34.31 6.1%

2. Social and recreational facilities 45.7 44.5 9.8

3. Places on campus to study 75.0 23.0 2.0

4. Public transportation services 35.8 25.1 39.0

5. Parking facilities 64.0 34.3 1.7

6. Special help from instructors
outside of class 70.7 25.4 3.9

7. Help in getting financial aid or
work to support my costs 65.6 28.0 6.4

8.. Help in planning program of study 70.9 25.3 3.8

9. Help in improving basic skills
(reading, writing, computational
skills) or study skills 80.6 16.1 3.3

10. Help with planning a career or
learning about job opportunities 73.7 23.5 2.8

11. Help on personal problems not
already listed 51.6 29.5 19.0
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They were, however, frequently concerned with some critical matters.

is
Beyond the essential and expected issues of food service and availability of

recreational facilities, same were concerned with inoperable training equip-

ment requiring that enrolled students take turns on that available, or

insufficient work stations, or having out-of-date equipment. Some were

concerned that small numbers of students meant intermittent course offering

requiring an unexpected wait until next term, or availability of a necessary

course only at an inconvenient day or evening time. The part-time students

were also vocal about needing access to library or other services in the

evening and on weekends.

The discussions with the high school seniors, though producing no sur-

prises, confirmed that the extant image they have conforms with mission. They

are attracted by good technical and vocational programs, low costs, ability to

transfer courses if they go elsewhere, closeness to home, the ease of entry,

the report of good instructors, and the reputation of the institution and the

fact it is a part of their catmunity. Several in one area felt better that

the local institution was now a "Technical Collect" instead of a "Technical

Institute."

(2) Appraisals by Community and Business Leaders

As community and business leaders with wham group discus-

sions were held were selected and invited by the presidents, it is a safe

assumption that local critics, if they existed, were not likely, to be includ-

ed. Nevertheless, the nature of their positive view--the reasons they gave--

are significant. The responses fall in three categories: responsiveness of

institution to their needs, quality of training and equipment used, and

relevance of basic skills.

Although the groups ovmsionally contained a local boandmember or other-

wise consisted of satisfied customers, the institutions were rated as particu-

larly responsive to their needs, and competent in meeting them. Good people,

who knot their subject matter and how to train effectively, were available

.through the institution. Respondents believed that the faculty and staff

spent the needed time to understand the particular requirements of the

employees, many of when had developed plicies of time off, tuition payment,

or travel allowances for employees (one foreman noted "even the [part-time

extension] instructor doesn't get travel costs). Also notable in several
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instances was the report of a representative of a major new industry that they

were attracted to that location by the availability of the labor force and the

capability of the institution to transform that labor force into the skilled

specialties they need. Among the only were occasional observations

about currency of equipment, where training might have to be moved on site.

The consensus was that the schools provide a valuable and needed service, at

better quality and lower cost than the businesses or industries could achieve.

Another carplaint was about the austerity of the extension budget for occupa-

tional courses, which was seen as a larger deterrant to new and needed courses

than was any institutional lack of interest.

The respondents were also unanimous on the relevance and value of basic

skills training. Vie evidence submitted almost always involved job descrip-

tions where technical skill was not enough - and with no job relevant to voca-

tional, technical, or occupational programs mentioned where this was not the

case. Comments were strongest in areas with high illiteracy rates or low

proportions of adults with high school diplomas. Although many of the

respondents would naturally have been concerned about low labor costs, no one

cared to decry the importance of being able to ccumunicate in speaking or in

writing of reading and understanding, of arithmetic skills or handling mathe-

matical concepts involved.

f . AConoludatgobsemtion

The most significant observ.tionthat the North Carolina

Community College System iswadkingexceptionally wellshould be placed in a

context with the uniqueness of the structure when compared with that in other

states. The tradition of community involvement and local control is both

alive and well. The larger context of the legislative mandates, state fiscal

support, and system governance by the State Board, recognize the potential

impact on the State's economic development; the structure established enhances

the necessary mechanisms of local control in the achievement of the broader

objectives. The bottom line is a rather remarkable caning together of a

cross-section of the community population, where individuals of different

kinds find, in their common purpose in enrolling, much to give one another.

Instruction is also sensitive and purposeful. All elements in the structure

are synergistic, and the total impact on the quality of life in the State,

though immeasurable, is substantial.
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E. Conversion of Technical Institutes or Colleges to Community College Status

1. Overview

The matter of conversion of technical institutes or technical

colleges to community college status is one that has been vigorously and

variously debated since 1963 when the distinction was established by the

original legislation and, we suspect, will be for some time to come because of

the caclexity of the issues. Carefully developed arguments in the past, such

as the Sanford Report (which reconnended in 1981 that all public two-year

institutions in North Carolina be changed to community colleges) have not been

accepted; the special hurdles requiring approval above the level of the State

Board remain firmly in place with only one institution converting since 1979.

Yet, the stirring in the ranks continues. A recent (but undated) position

paper of the North Carolina Cannunity Colleges Presidents' Association on

"Community College Status" notes that all System institutions, whether com-

munity college or technical institute, "now provide opportunities for two

years of collegiate study which are transferrable towards the bachelor's

degree at many of the state's senior institutions," and concludes that the

"association of transferrability with cam unity college is based upon a

historical precedent which is no longer accurate or useful." This paper also

notes that the System's regional accreditingragency requires that 25 percent

of work required for an associate degree in applied science (the degree

offered by the technical institutes and colleges) "be comprised of course work

which duplicates many of the freshmen and sophomore courses in a college of

arts and sciences." Also noted is the continuing decline of the proportion of

curriculum students enrolled in college transfer programs (data on the most

recent year reported in Table 1, Section I, of this report shows only 7.1

percent of the 1984-85 FIE System enrollment to be in the College Transfer

program). The Presidents' Association paper concluded:

We recamend that the present requirement that only institutions
offering associate degrees in the arts, fine arts, and the sciences
be designated a "cannunitycollege" be eliminated. Recognizing the
acceptance of the associate of applied science degree as a transferr-
able degree, the growing number of contractual agreements by tech-
nical colleges and technical institutes with senior institutions, and
the need to ensure a broader offering of educational opportunities to
the people of the State, we recannend that all institutions within
the NOCCS be uniformly designated as "community colleges."
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The complexity of the issues, and the fact that the stand-offs between

opponents and proponents are based on different issues that are difficult to

reconcile with one another (that is, each side may have tended to look at one

set of issues not seen as important by the other side), behoove us in address-

ing this task to identify the issues and to look as carefully as possible at

them, toward interpreting fran the apparent perspectives of both the propon-

ents endowments (as well as frau our own) what validity each may have.

Taking two or three of the issues and conducting the research that may

illuminate those issues will not resolve the larger question, for the resolu-

tion is probably a matter of values and what the State maybe willing to spend

to obtain those values.

In addressing this task, we have attempted first to inventory, the issues -

frantImgemeral literature, fran working papers for the Department or other.

groups (such as the position paper just cited), frau several current applica-

tions (filed or holding) for conversion to community college status, and fran

the Institutional Questionnaires. Second, we have examined same Sysbam and

institutional data of record for the 10 institutions converting to carmunity

college status in 1969 or later. Finally, some cannents and data from the

Institutional Questionnaires seems relevant, if judiciously interpreted, and

tbis information is also summarizedwhele appropriate.

2. ErefilmiedliialieratatuegtheCminilzazallffx

An issue that is most frequently believed to be involved has to do

with the perception, by the institution staff and boards or by the general

public, that the community college has higher academic status than the tech-

nical institute or college, and hence is a more attractive and scmehow more

legitimate higher education enterprise. Of the 31 technical institutes or

colleges responding to the institutional questionnaire, 12 (or 39 percent)

specifically cited this as an advantage, although only 3 or 13% of the 23

ccaumnity colleges responding did so. This is more frequently couched in

terms of its value in attracting students, or in contributing to the confi-

dence of the current students that their academic work is of high quality. We

note that the conversations with students and prospective students elsewhere

tended to confirm that the term "technical college" is perceived more posi-

tively by students than "technical institute," and that "cammanity college" is

a term perceived even more positively.
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A, related issue, frequently expressed by representatives of the technical

institutes or colleges (and found in direct conversation with same community

college officials in the site visits), is a concern about a two-class system.

Given the distinction, and the review and approval process required to

upgrade, may help explain why the general public samehow sees the technical

institute or college as inferior to the ccomunity college. This concern

seated to be in the operation of the RTI principal investigator, in no way as

strong as it was in the first seven or eight years of the System, which was

when conversion was more frequent, a period when all "colleges" in the

University System became "universities," and when (perhaps) the Cc unity

College System institutions were less secure and practiced their vocational/

technical mission.

3. EducationallameaandClaxatunitz

A more substantive issue is that of educational access and oppor-

tunity for those who cannot afford to go to a four-year institution, or who

are ill-prepared and therefore appropriate for the more specialized remedia-

tion that the System institutions can provide. Two assumptions are germaine

here: first, that the availability of an accessible public two-year institu-

tion attracts individuals that would not choose to go elsewhere; and second,

that such students either go on to four year institutions, or became more

marketable as well as more literate than would otherwise have been the case.

In regard to the first point, all evidence suggests that most of those in

college transfer programs would not have entered other options. This evidence

is drawn fray such data as the age distribution figures for the System, which

suggest that for older persons, especially housewives or divorcees with

children, the local ccumunity college is accessible; we also note the numbers

of students who work full or part-time. The transfer of senior college

stl......ants into the system, now known generally to be almost as frequent as

transfers the other way (and our conversations with such students) attest to

the more reasonable pace for than that is provided in the personal and caring

atmospheres of the public two-year institutions. it is also clear that many

entering students are apprehensive about their readiness for work at a senior

institution. Most important of all, perhaps, is the affordability attested by

cost differentials, against other options, and the fact that one can live at

hare.
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With regard to the second element (that college transfer students do

continue their education in four-year institutions), the institutiond ques-

tionnaire asked the institutions to report the numbers of curriculum students

known (or estimated) to continue their education in a four-year college. For

the community colleges, 13 reported estimates averaging 22.9 percent of their

total curriculum enrollment, and 8 reported evidences fran follow-up studies

averaging 25.5 percent of their total curriculum enrollment. For the tech-

nical institutions, 16 provideciestimates which averaged 7.7 percent, and 12

institutions with recent follow-up studies reported data averaging 11.7 per-

cent of the total curriculum enrollment. These estimates of the proportions

of curriculum students who continue their education elsewhere are more likely

conservative than optimistic, because same students may "stop out" for several

years following work in the two-year institution. It is clear that the

institutions are providing a college transfer potential that is significant,

but not overwhelming the other functions.

4. CopetitionforatidentsisritbA=yearcaleges,

A twist to the improved access issue is the perception that adding

more community colleges would haire an adverse effect on enrollment in public

and/or private colleges in the area. This may be of particular concern to the

private colleges that have sustained enrollment declines. ADepartment

working paper of 3/17/83 examined enrollment trends between 1967 and 1981 in

North Carolina counties without colleges, in counties with both community

colleges and other public and/or private colleges, and in counties with

community colleges only. This report, which should be examined in its

entirety, properly concluded:

It appears that the community college has had very little, if any,
adverse impact on enrollment in other sectors private and public
senior colleges. Rather, the effect of adding college transfer
programs appears to have resulted in increased college participation.
This may be due to the fact that community colleges attract students
who are older, less prepared, and have fewer dollars to go to
college.

The addition of college transfer programs and converting technical
colleges to community colleges is a mission issue and a matter of
priority. Based upon the college participation data, it appears that
adding more college transfer programs would increase college partici-
pation and have little impact on either private or public senior
college participation.
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We note also that the increase in enrollment in the System is in part-

tine--mostly quarter-timestudents, who are likely to be community bound at

the moment because of work or other situations.

Fran this evidence, as well as frau our own perceptions of the community

college clientele, we suspect that the reverse of the assumption in the basic

issue is true--that is, the college transfer programs serve a unique recruit-

ing function for the four-year institutions, as well as a remedial function

that may improve persistence of those transferring into four-year colleges.

The threat appears to be more an apprehension than a reality, and the larger

issue is one of reduced access in areas where no community college exists

within reasonable driving distance. That this opportunity and higher educa-

tional access is real and is unique is suggested not only by the increases in

total curriculum enrollment that the converting institute almost always

experiences (see Table 27 for relevant data on the conversions since 1968),

but also that enrollment in other area four-year institutions does not seem to

suffer.

5. Effect of Conversion on_the occupational Emphasis of the Institutions

An issue of considerable import is the concern that conversion to

community college status would threaten the exercise of the more traditional

vocational and technical mission. Evidence to the contrary is reflected not

only by particular advantages cited by many of the institutions that have

converted, but by enrollment data on those institutions that have converted

since 1968. This is presented in Table 27.

The burden of this information is that rather than detract from vocational

and technical programs, the provision of a college transfer program has had m

deleterious impact on the FTE enrollment in any of the vocational programs

three years later. Only one of the nine institutions sustained any signifi-

cant decreases in the technical program over that period (while one increased

its technical FTE enrollment by 161.8 percent!). Although the total system

enrollment was variously increasing over the period covered (1969-1981), the

average increases are generally above those for the System, as a whole for the

periods covered.

6. The Belief that a College Transfer Program Would Strengthen the

Quality of Education for Vocational-Technical Program Students

Related to the issue of potential deleterious impact on mission is an

issue that would suggest the opposite: that ia, the belief that availability
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Table 27

Percent Increase or Decrease, in the Third Year of Conversion
in FTE Enrollment in Technical and Vocational Programs, and
in Total Curriculum Enrollment: Institutions Converting to

Community Colleges After 1988

Institutional FTE Percent System FTE Percent
Increase or Decrease, Year 3 Increase or Decrease, Year 3

from Year 1, in: from Year 1
Base Year

Institution

Total

Curriculum
Year of FTE

Conversion Enrollment
Technical

Program
Vocational

Program

All

Curriculum
Programs

Technical
Program

Vocational
Program

All

Curriculum
Programs

Beaufort County CC 1979 814 -3.1% +2.6% +3.3% +13.2% +6.3% +10.3%
Caldwell CC ik TI 1970 360 +62.6% +14.0% +80.8% +30.6% +30.2% +26.4%
Coastal Carolina CC 1989 637 +46.9% +16.3% +41.3% +46.0% +41.2% +44.1%
Craven CC 1972 624 +181.8% +34.1% +96.2% +62.4% +28.8% +43.3%
Guilford TCC 1983 3010 (Not Available) (Not Available)

11.".4
Halifax CC 1976 898 +16.8% +21.6% +24.9% +3.4% +10.6% +4.8%

" Martin CC 1976 472 -18.5% +29.0% +3.4% +3.4% +10.6% +4.8%
Pitt CC 1979 1847 +18.9% +8.2% +21.75 +13.2% +6.3% +10.3%
Tri-County CC 1978 468 +10.6% +19.4% +20.6% +11.9% +4.6% +8.2%
Vance Granville CC 1978 733 -01.1% +63.3% +23.8% +3.4% +10.6% +4.8%

Mean Increase. +20.2% 420.1% +28.6% (Not Relevant)

The mean increese is an index based on the change, in total numbers of soudents in the institutions and program
categories named, between the base year and the second of the two following years.

Source: Enrollment records maintained by the Department of Community Colleges.
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of a college transfer program would strengthen the general education fol. those

in the technical and vocational programs, by providing options for substantive

courses in the basic skills, and in the liberal arts and sciences, that would

contribute to the overall education and cultural level of those in the voca-

tional and technical programs. While in the past same business or industrial

leaders may have been concerned with access to a cheap labor force, and feared

the higher salaries that a more literate group might demand, the business

leaders we interviewed were unanimous in the value they placed on more

literate technical employees. In their case, this was a matter of specific

work demands they cited, not a mere expression of the right of each individual

to proceed as far as ability and interests would take him or her. The cam-

munity colleges responding to the institutional questionnaire, in particular,

noted their college transfer program added to the salability of their voca-

tional /technical students: e.g., "More and more are calling for students with

a good basic higher education," or "our area businesses and industries encour-

age their employees to take college credit courses."

7. Liberal Education for All

A similar concern to that just cited is the broader issue :)f the

availability of general education in areas that thinking people value, for

those who have an interest in self-improvement. There are many, given the

overall education level of the State's population, who are not interested in

pursuing a degree, but who may be interested in, and whose lives would be

enriched by, courses in history, literature, the arts, and other components

that constitute college parallel work. That this is available through the

general education course helps, but the formal college transfer programs,

where offered, provide more options.

8. Transferrabilitv_of Credit

In contacts at all levels - with State and local board members,

presidents, students, etc. - examples were cited of the absurdity of courses

of equal quality being generally acceptable only if the transcript carried the

community college label. Anumber noted a nursing program with classes

offered by a consortium of technical and canwnity colleges, but where only

the community college students were given transfer credit by a particular

senior institution. This situation was not verified, but it does make a

point. 1 note, however, that on the other side only seven of the total group
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of 53 institutions responding to the institutional questionnaire reported no

formal or contractual agreements with one or more senior institutions to award

transfer credit for general education, vocational, or technical programs.

Acceptance of prior work for credit by senior institutions is generally known

to vary Bran institution to institution and, to same extent, from time to

time, but it would seem from the number and date of contractual relationships

the institutions have with senior institutions that senior institutions are

more frequently crediting technical institute or college students for work

taken in that setting.

9. assimadons)LiatierAcademiaaialityof College Transfer York in

CallinitY-0211EWS

Al concern voiced by same academicians in the four-year colleges and

universities - or by their graduates - has to do with the aasumption that

liberal higher education involves certain qualitative aspects (traditionally

reflected by faculty credentials, library holdings, selectivity in admissions,

academic rigor, etc.) that are necessarily limited in the public two-year

setting, and that true college level work is not possible at this level with-

out basic changes in the structure of requirements, staff, and facilities.

This is a different issue to resolve. It is true that, in the University

System for example, what is remedial at one institution maybe honors work at

another, and that the higher education community has generally responded to

the overall population needs by providing a diversity of levels of oppor-

tunity. Our overall society not only tolerates but also demands that colleges

and universities vary in both programs and levels. While the research team is

concerned with the response of same System presidents that college transfer

programs are less expensive than technical programs, because, among other

things, "we can pick up inexpensive faculty from the public schools," we also

note the significant acccuplishments of the System, including the production

of several of its most capable presidents and senior administrators, and the

fact that all institutions are accredited by the regional accrediting agency

(which is where internal efforts at quality receive outside scrutiny and

ultimate approval). We note further that in the years since 1963 the System

institutions, through the open-door mandate placed against the requirement

which all good teachers hold that their students do grow significantly in

their areas of concern, have probably been successful in getting students
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ready for continued work in other colleges and universities. wile we believe

the State and local boards should concern themselves with the nature and costs

of good college transfer work, we cannot believe that this area should be

generally placed off-limits solely, because of the conviction that appropriate

quality can only be available in other settings dedicated entirely to work

leading to baccalaureate or higher degrees.

10. Other Intrinsic Values for the Institution

The responses of the institutions on the Institutional Questionnaire

suggest that they believe that conversion brings other benefits of intrinsic

value to the institution. These are varied, and same probably constitute

legitimate bases for inproved status. For example, a number of institutions

noted that, in addition to permitting service to new markets, conversion

involves new markets that contain prospective students who are more acadenio-.

allyra*-ivated than their current markets. As a consequence, program offer-

ings and options would be broader and richer, faculty "depth" would be

increased, libraries would be improved in important ways, and accreditation of

all programs would be easier to maintain. Some institutions also noted that

the new student markets would generate new fiscal support or equalize an

important inequality in State funding across the institutions that now exists.

11. Costs to the State

We have reserved until last the issue that probably has been and will

be the most critical factor in the ultimate resolution of the issue. That is,

the fact that the addition of college transfer programs may generate signi-

ficant new support needs and demands on the State budget.

In a September 4, 1985 memorandum to the Department's Policy Council,

Dr. Sanford Shugart of the Department has addressed the issue of the addi-

tional cost of permitting all 34 technical institutions "to change their names

to comounity college and, on a local option basis and with adequate demonstra-

tion of need, seek approval to add the college transfer curriculum program."

Under a "worst case" assumption (fran the point of view of those concerned

with State budget) that the minimum enrollment standards of the N.C. Adtin-

istrative Code (NCAC 'title 23, Chapter 2 C.0105(c)) would be precisely net for

first and second year numbers (132 FIE students during the first year, and 220

in subsequent years), assuming the 1985-86 funding allotment ($2,250.95) per

FIE, and assuming that no general education students now served would switch
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to this program (and nest probably would), Shugart reports that the cost per

institution would be about $297,000 for the first year and about $495,000 for

the second year. Assuming further that all 34 technical institutions choza to

apply at once and won approval, the first year cost for the System would be

$10,102,264 and the second year $16,837,106. This, Shugart notes, constitutes

an extreme upper limit for estimated costs.

Under a different set of "worst case" assumptionsthat all 34 will

convert in the same year, that the 1985-86 FIE funding allocations cited will

apply, that occupational enrollment levels will remain constant (our review

reported earlier suggests occupational levels are likely to increase), and

that the 34 institutions will show the same pattern of increase in numbers of

college transfer program students minus numbers in general education that was

exhibited by the last seven institutions to convertShugart estimates that

the additional cost would reach $15,563,068 the third year, representing

approximately a 5 percent increase in the total operating budget for the

System. Again, this estimate sets an extreme upper limit, for we note that

save institutions saw the principal hurdles to be at the local, not State

levels, and that privately some senior representatives of the institutions

stated, flat out, that vocational and technical education was what their

institution did best, and that they would not choose to convert.

Without taking sides on this question at this point, we note the fact that

not all institutions now would convert unless this was mandated and supported

at the State level (i.e., by the General Assembly) and agreed to by the county

ccanissioners. The larger issue remains: adding the college transfer program

to all or save technical institutions will inevitably generate additional

costs to the state, though we believe this cost will be well below the worst

case estimates of the Deparbrent. Even if the decision were made to allow all

technical institutions to convert, time would be required for planning (appli-

cations should outline courses to be offered, faculty to be involved, etc. in

additiol to "making the case" and presenting cost estimates), and schedules

could be set by the proper State authority for phasing in the new programs

consistent with other budget decisions. The decision, for the State Board and

the General Assembly, is one of how much value will be added to the people and

the economy of the State by additional college transfer programs, and how much

the State is willing to spend to obtain that value. It is this issue that

will ultimately decide the matter.
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Before closing this subsection, we note an important concern of same of

the camunity college respondents to the institutional questionnaire: that

is, that the conversion of nearby technical Institutions would probably reduce

enrollment in their college transfer programs. If this concern is well-

fmnaded, and it may be in same areas of the State, the suggestion is that the

interest and concern of one area constituency in having its own countiniini

college:must be considered in terns of whether sufficient state investment is

already being made elsewhere, given the costs of the program. Still another

concern that we draw fran disadvantages noted by students, in small institu-

tions, in the college transfer program: normal attrition may reduce second-

year class sizes to levels that mean costs of providing these classes have to

be drawn fran support otherwise invested in other instructional program areas,

or that two-year programs stretch, for the full-time students, to three years'

duration because of the institution's need to wait for sufficient enrollment

potential to offer later classes.

F. TuitignforConew Transfer Courses

1. Cmermiev

The final task under the contract was to determine "whether tuition

for college transfer courses should be comparable to tuition charged by the

constituent institutions of the University of North Carolina."

Immediately, the issue invokes several kinds of considerations. First, an

increase in cost has revenue implications, which can be estimated by multiply-

ing the increase frau tuition charges times the numbers of credit hours, on

which tuition charges are based, for registrations expected to be "sold" at

the new cost. Second, and implied by the element of how many of the current

or conventional students would register at the increased cost, there is the

issue of credibilty and acceptance by the general public. Third, since

college transfer courses, as general education courses, frequently form

important components of occupational programs, there is a need to consider how

charging would be managed. Fourth, there is the matter of equity--to indivi-

duals and to institutions. Is it fair for the State to provide lower cost

college work only to those in catiLeting distance of a community college, and

not to others? Is it fair to the ELate's senior institutions to undercut, at



State direction, their charges? Finally, what are the implications for access

to the System and for its mission, and for impact on the System institutions?

These are questions primarily for careful and judicious speculation, with

the last issue citedprobable impact on access and mission --of overriding

importance. That issue will be addressed first.

2. Implications of College Transfer Tuition Increase to Mission and

S

The current cost to an in-state student for general education or

college transfer courses in the Community College System is $4.25 per credit

hour, or $51 for students taking 12 or more hours (which is ccnsidered full-

time); the tuition rate is set by the General Assembly. Thus, a full-time

student in a college transfer program in the Community College System would be

charged $153.00 per academic year of three quarters. Other significant costs,

are textbooks, which will average upward from about $300 per year; fees, about

$50 per year, and transportation costs. Assuming a conservative $0.20 per

mile for driving, an average round trip of 20 miles, and attendance five days

a week for three 11-week terms, the transportation cost would be $660 per

year. Thus the college transfer student in the Community College System

sustains costs directly associated with college attendance of about $1163 per

academic year.

An in-state student in a baccalaureate institution in the University

system, enrolled full-time for an academic year, would currently sustain

tuition charges of $350.00 per academic year. For the research universities,

comparable tuition charges are $480, and for a middle range of institutions

the comparable tuition charges are $410. In-state annual tuition at the N.C.

School of the Arts is $732. To these tuition charges are added (institu-

tional) fees, which are usually in the neighborhood of $300 per year.

If tuition for college transfer work were charged at the lowest University

system rates, these costs for the full-time college transfer student would

increase from about $1163 per year to about $1360 per year.

In our sample of students, about 40 percent report personal or family

imams of $15,000 per year or less; for the college transfer students, the

proportion would probably be equivalent or greater. We suspect that increase

of tuition to the lowest University System level would place an additional

burden on about half of the current students.
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The institutional questionnaire asked the respondents to indicate whether

tuition charges should be increased for college transfer, general education,

technical, vocational, and continuing education qualifying for FIE; only four

institutions responded in the affirmative for college transfer courses, and

three of these were institutions that felt tuition should be raised in all

instances (one institution of the four recaarended continuing present tuition

charges for technical and vocational program courses). In the site visits,

the unanimous reaction to the basic question was that increasing college

transfer tuition to University system charges would inevitably and effectively

close out the program, because a sufficient number of students of the kinds

now served could not afford it. V also noted that even if the institutional

representatives' assumptions are not correct, class sizes could still in some

instances drop to the point where it would no longer be feasible for the

institution to offer the program.

1 suspect that the institutional reaction to the question is not one of

whether or not the college transfer program could be continued, but a matter

of challenge to the very foundation of the principle, deeply embedded in the

System from the beginning, of making all programs offered within the means of

those who cannot afford other options. These are the minorities, the workers

displaced by technological advance or seeking to upgrade skills, the

divorcees, the families for whom upwandraloilitythrough higher education for

a chance to satisfy inner hungers for learning, knowing, and thinking, for

wham this opportunity would be made more difficult.

3. I

FairnerataIndividualsmilnatitationa
Charging tuition at University System levels could, as noted in the

prior subsection, prevent some students frau entering college transfer pro-

grams, thus discriminating against these individuals. This discrimination now

exists, however, for those in areas where the State has not provided a college

transfer program. Re aval of this factor would thus put all prospective

aspirants on an equal basis, :lot the equality would be an equality of handi-

cap, not an equality of advantage.

It is also germaine to look at the prospect of charging tuition at Univer-

sity System rates from the standpoint of fairness and equity for the institu-

tions. By offering college-level work in one kind of State institution at
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lower prices when caTpared with the prices in the State's senior institutions,

are we taking enrollment away from the senior institutions? Is it fair for

than to be undercut by the legislative authority responsible for the other

system as well as for them?

This matter becomes more caiplex when the per-student support by the State

is taken into consideration. Without attempting to provide statistical

detail, we hold simply that per-student support is already substantially

higher for University System institutionsand is determined on different

ground rules and allocation procedures. The larger issue bemires: would it

be fair to remove inequities between the two classes of institutions in tui-
tion charges, thus making than seem equal options for prospective students

(or, more precisely, for that portion of the prospective students who qualify
for university system adnission, who do not have to live at hare, and who

would feel cattfortable in the college or university system climate), while not

supporting the tuv classes of institutions at equivalent levels or while using

different allocation formulas and procedures? This is a matter, of course,

for the General Assembly to decide.
4. 11 1111:1 I lot- I 1 «c;,..- I- lest -

ao0aduraiioffleInstitutign
Should the tuition charge implied by the basic preposition be put

into effect, there would be sale difficult decisions that would need to be

made about charging policy and practices. The alternative of the higher

tuition charges for all students enrolled in a college transfer course would

discriminate against and deter to sane extent those occupational program

students fran enrolling in these courses. There would also be sate impact on

a=editation requirements as well as on the concept that such courses are

relevant to or necessary for those pursuing solely technical or vocational

goals. If fewer vocational or technical students enrolled in college transfer

courses, the quality of the occupational programs would, by academic standards

nag generally accepted, be reduced.

On the other hand, charging students not on the basis of the course in

which they enroll but on the basis of their programmatic purpose would, as one

registrar stated, create an administrative nightmare in assessing proper

tuition charges, as well as present to the college transfer student sate
evidence that he or she is, through the higher tuition charges, subsidizing in
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part the costs for the occupational students. Differential charging in terms

of progrmanatic purpose would also press students who are interested in

college parallel work to declare themselves as occupational students. In

accepting transfer credit, senior institutions are concerned with the nature

and content of the course, not with what was charged for it; this practice of

accepting credit on the relevance and merit of the course is not secret, and

higher tuition charges, particularly without higher investment by the State in

these courses, would convince no one that course quality against University

System standards has been or will be improved.

5. The Credibility for the General Public of a College Transfer Tuition

Increase to University System Levels

Although the general public is aware that there are substantial state

cost subsidies for the operation of the Community College or University System

institutions, they also believe that there are important differences in the

total costs of operating the programs. Faculty credentials and salaries, or

instructional support facilities such as libraries and laboratories that are

provided by the University System, are more expensive thart what is provided by
the Calamity Colleges (where indeed the high cost programs are not the

college transfer programs but the "hi-tech" work involving expensive equipment

and faculty salaries cometitive with those in such industries). Charging

equivalent tuition would seem strange to many observers, and place the policy

makers in a position of appearing to penalize those baccalaureate degree

aspirantsdx)would opt for or could only fit into the community college

progrmn

Of course, it is only fair to recognize that effective traditional college

and university level training for those not qualified in traditional terms may

be more expensive in other regardse.g., additional instructional time or

individual attention by the instructor out of class is required, remedial

services or learning laboratory support is necessary for a larger number of

students. The CcamunityCcalege Systen institutions provide these through the

administrative and instructional support allocations. Should an increase in

tuition to University Systen levels require, for public accountabllitypur-

poses, an audit of the cost elements in each system, this, in turn, could lead

to regulations (if not changes in the allocation formulas) restricting some

kinds of instructional support to college transfer support, which would be
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another difficult matter to resolve equitably, creditably, and without dele-

terious consequences for the occupational program students.

6. Revenue Implications of an Increase in College Transfer Tuition to

University System Levels

Taking the simplest approach to this issue: Department records show

that in 1984-85 15,838 credit FTEs were generated by the students enrolled in

college transfer programs in the Community College System. (The credit FlEs

are based on the more conventional concept of credit hour load, which is rele-

vant to tuition charges and revenue therefran, and is not the System FIE based

on contact hours which determines allocations to the institutions.) Assuming

that the numbers in 1986-87 would be the sane as in 1984-85, together with

assuming that college transfer students would be charged at the new rates for

any course for which they register, and that no vocational or technical

students would be assessed the additional charge if they take one or more

college transfer courses, the increase in revenue for the State would be the

difference between 15,838 credit FIEs at $153 per credit FTE and the same

number of credit FTEs at $350 per FIE, or $3,120,086. This, to those con-

cerned with fitting available funds to public needs, is a significant amount.

Yet: unless the logic of the arguments presented in the prior subsections

on this matter is seriously flawed, the impact of the change in tuition rates

could have a depressing effect on the numbers of students who would enroll.

Thus, the additional revenues that would seen immediately in prospect are

optimistic. If, as we suspect fran other data presented in this report that

increase in college transfer program enrollments increase, rather than

decrease, the numbers enrolling in curriculan occupational programs, the

decrease in revenue could be even greater than that provided in our esimate

above.

7. ICancuidingiSbstamtion

It has been noted that the overwhelming majority of respondents to

the Institutional Questionnaire, as well as of the many others with responsi-

bility for the System or one of its institutions and who were contacted, were

not in favor of any tuition increase. Many of these noted that the tuition

charges in North Carolina are among the lowest in the nation, but held firm on

the recommendation that tuition charges (except possibly for self-supporting
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courses, where charges are necessarily a function of actual costs of delivery)
not be increased.

A notable exception seemed to be the students and prospective students

themselves, as well as sane business and industry representatives who cover,

as a benefit, costs for employees who enroll. The numbers and representive-

ness of those we contacted in this regard are seriously inadequate for any

definitive findings, but the vast majority of students and prospective

students indicated that modest increases in tuitioneven doubling, consider-

ing the current low cost would not have serious inpect on their ci.ision to
attend or their continuing attendance. This point was made in instructive

ways. For exanple, students almost always cited the costs of regaired books

and equipment, which seemed to them to be about four tires as much as tuition,

as the significant cost, and while this care as a surprise to sate, others
considered it reasonable, given today's costs of living. Others make such

statements as "Tuition for full-tine work is less than what I'd spend on a

portable cassette player or the price of a good meal in a nice restaurant."

And, we had to take serious stock of the larger consequences implied by the
reports of same resperldents who stated, where queried about attrition rates

and causes, that dropping a course after the drop-add period is of little

consequence - "the student has so little invested in it." We note finally

that of the total cost to the student for tuition, books, and transportation--

estimated crudely in subsection G.2 as about $1163 per year would increase by

only about 13 percent if current tuition charges were doubled.
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Iv. CONCLUSIONS

A. Staffing

This task involved the determination of proper staffing patterns within

the Community College Systen, with special emphasis on the implications for

base and enrollment formula allotments. The essential strategy was to attempt

to utilize associations among current staffing patterns and trends, on the one

hand, and the variations among the institutions in program and enrollment mix

that might require variations in staffing on the other, as an experience-bred

indication of the necessary solutions that the institutions collectively have

made or should make. The conclusions drawn from the findings reported in

Section III are:

to eop gr. au.
$ I 4$

throughout the 58 institutions in the Systn. statewide

averages in each major staffing category give an indication of broad

staffing configuration across all institutions, considerable varia-

tions were noted even when institutions are grouped by size category

or institutional status, or when positions are examined in the

aggregate or by detailed job title.

- .. I . , $ $ 01 $ Olt

andcurrentitaffin. With the exception of clear
statistical relationships (which were especially marked in the medium

to larger sized institutions) between enrollment and all staffing

except senior administrative staff in some instances, there were no

other strong associations with factors reflecting enrollment mix or

trends. This suggests that the institutional staffing patterns tend

to be relatively unique, independent and varied institutional solu-

tions, under local options, for accatplishment of the work required.

There is widespread evidence across institutions in the system con-

cerning the perceived inadequacy of current funding allocation pro-

cedures and formulas as they relate to staffing considerations. At

least 90 percent of all institutions responding to the questionnaires

indicated that current allocation formulas and procedures are

inadequate in regard to salaries for faculty in both curriculum and

extension programs, as well as for administrators. There is less
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expressed concern for numbers of faculty positions generated as a

function of FTE, although there is wide sentiment for some reduction

of the ratio (from 22:1 to 20:1) to reflect the number of courses

taught at less than one instructor to 22 students. Concerns are

particularly strong about the extension instructor salary allotment.

The two values that are used in generating the line item instruc-

salaries paid in the institutions. The number of full-time curricu-

lum instructors, is usually less than the number of positions pre-

scribed (with the difference potentially made up by fluctuating

numbers of part-time instructors), and the average salaries actual4

paid are lower than the formula prescription. For the faculty m3nber

concerned about his/her salary level against the budget formula

"standard," or the legislator concerned about either actual numbers

employed or reasonable faculty salary scales, the formula values are

thus misleading.

I+ S It (OM :1 II A.zi .,11 1 :1 11/4

instructional support staff suggest that the formula provides reason-

ably well for positions in the Senior Administrative category. While

our data tend to corroborate these findings, respondents to our ques-

tionnaire noted that the base allotment of eleven administrative

positions favors small institutions.

The formula allocation is believed to be inadequate in providing for

instructional support positions, and insufficiently responsive to

salary differences among clerical jobs in urban as opposed to rural

mew. Increases in part-time enrollment strain support staff who

must give part-time students the same time as given to full-time

students; and coopetitive salaries for clerical staff are higher in

urban than in rural areas.

B. Methods of Calculating Student Enrollments

This task involved a determination of the most appropriate methods for

calculating student enrollments with special emphasis on the most appropriate
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census date for collecting enrollment data. The findings evoke a number of

implications for the formula budgeting process currently used to determine

State operating formula allotments for the 58 institutions in the CanTunity

College System. The major conclusions, both for the general budgeting process

and for the supporting enrollment data, are as follows:

leo oat- . I !I*: it
Gating operating funds to institutions within the system for covering

ingtnictiQnal costs. This system represents a widely acceptable,

easily understood basis for budgeting funds to institutions. It also

compensates more adequately for the variations in instructional time

per hour of credit that exist in the System institutions' programs.

Student enrollments also form the basis for legislative allocations

to the other two major publicly- supported educational systemspublic

schools and higher educationin North Carolina. Selected weaknesses

of this basic approach (e.g., historical enrollment data provide an

imperfect:basis for establishing new directions or responding to new

opportunities) can be addressed by special incentive programs

specifically established to allocate a portion of total System

appropriations.

Ahesic principle of the budgeting process should he to reimburse

$ :1 z $.1. :1 4 1 - 2 I
services to students. This conclusion reaffirms the basis of the

current resource allocation process, although, as pointed out below,

the factors currently used in this process do not provide an accurate

measure of current costs. Within this system, established audit

procedures assure the legitimacy of claimed costs while continuing

competition for student enrollments, particularly in this period of

declining size of the age cohort that traditionally participates in

postsecondary educational opportunities, assures the continuation of

competitive pressures to lower costs.

Within this basic process, data should be collected to measure the

workloads faced by the institutions and the costs of serving these

workloads. Student enrollments are the obvious choice of workload

measure for educational institutions. Costs of serving these enroll-

ments reflect the time and other resources used by instructional and
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support staff. Due to the instructional technology that is currently

used throughout the System, the time spent by students in actual

classroom/laboratory attendance provides, as noted, the most appro-

priate and comprehensive measure of these time commitments.

8.; - ;41- ,:. 01.z,340 I. .0- 0,. 1,0 : , :0 OS

are currently in place in the institutions throughout the System.

Various data bases and reporting systems--registration, academir

grading, financial--are being integrated at the institutional level

through the Primeminiccoputer and associated software systems.

Institutions are currently using these hardware and software systems

both for their own internal management purposes and for reporting

appropriate data and information to the Department of Community

Colleges.

'; of It: - z. . z- allsztateWerating
budget and, to allocate these funds to individual institutions do not

ent work-

load in the_system. The current factors do recognize certain differ-

ential costs of providing services (e.g., the higher costs of

instructional services for curriculum than for extension programs).

However, the relationships anung,many of these factors were estab-

lished several years ago. The maintenance of certain fixed factors

(e.g., student/teacher ratios) and the granting of across the board

relative increases for others does not reflect changes in underlying

conditions in the labor markets for instructional and supporting

staff or technological changes in providing instructional and other

services. The result is that the current allocations do not reflect

the current costs of providing services, as evidenced by an excessive

lumber of institutional request.; for budget reallocations throughout

the operating year.

VIA ..01 IV it - - 4

C. Impact of More Part-Time Students on Need for Alministrative and Instruc-

tional Support Personnel

This task, related closely to issues raisc,i in the task reported in Sub-

section A of this section, involved the determination of whether the shift

to more part -tine students has had impact on the need for administrative
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students. Students enrolled for three-quarter loads not infrequently

rate the various services as very important more frequently than do

filll -time students .

It was also noted that increasing numbers of less than full-time

students may in practice, elect instructional needs as well. For

some institutions, the change has been one of increasing numbers of

evening students for programs for which there is also a day-time

class demand. This involves a consequent need to offer the courses

in larger numbers of smaller sections, which reduces the adequacy of

the FTE based allotments to meet actual costs.

Our principal conclusions are:

ded. - 411 2.3 4

little relatimillip to their FTE equivalent. Affected are position

:1 51"; 01 - an-

vial aid officers, placement and follow-up staff, registrars, and

teating_amialiata. That no differences were found in the perceived

adequacies of the FTE -based allotment formulas among institutions as

a function of UrfiC/FTE mix is believed to be explained by other

forces. First, the institutions are operating under extreme strin-

gencies of budget. Second, each institution has sate flexibility in

assigning allocations to positions. Third, increase in numbers of

positions that operational necessities impose if the institution is

to operate, such as the accounting clerks that must process regis-

trations and fee payments, are met, but at the expense of other

positions less critical to operation.

than_nnmbers of students

tijOna positions.
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D. The Effectiveness of Governance, Administration, and Programs in Fulfill-

ing the System's Mission

This task involved the determination of whether the System's governance,

administration, and programs are effective in fulfilling the System's mission.

The principal findings and conclusions are:

The State Board:

Thereds, the State Board and among the

statutoryAndregulatoryffithority. It is a new Board, having

assumed full responsibility for the System on January 2, 1981, and is

necessarily still in the process of developing its policies and

strategies. At the institutional level as well as at the Depart-

mental and State Board levels, there is strong agreement that it is

the proper locus for determining and effectively representing the

needs of the System as a whole to the General Assembly, and for

policy and oversight for the System.

However, ,here are mixed evaluations, by those involved and the other

.: t * - et .

Bawd. Some believe the Board does not use the authorities it has;

others see its authority too often pre-empted by the General

Assembly, particularly in the independence with which special alloca-

tions are granted to the institutions; still others feel that there

has been real progress and genuine accomplishment in its recent

formal actions and less formal interactions.

We conclude that the System needs a strong and centralized governance

authority, and that the State Board represents this prospect and has

made good progress toward its attainment. Yet, the Board needs to be

strgagthened. This can be achieved through its own deliberations and

actions, through the judicious selection of matters brought to its

attention by the State President, by the nature of its interactions

with the local boards and presidents, and possibly through structural

changes that are the discretion of the General Assembly. Its respon-

sibility to and credibility with the General Assembly needs to be
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enhanced, noc in any way contrary to the specification of its role

and function, but through enabling the snarpening and maintenance of

its perspectives on the needs of the State relative to the educa-

tional mission of the System, and the policies that would facilitate

the cost and operational effectiveness of the institutions in their

fulfillment of that mission.

The Local Boards:

.0 to their responsi-

bilities for their communities anc institutions, is generally found

tsite. Recent changes in their structure and appointment

procedures may have politicized these bodies more than many current

members and presidents feel is desirable, with particular regard to

the difficulty same local school board members may have in repre-

senting equitably both educational system interests. There is

interest in and need for increasing interaction with the State Board,

toward informing the State Board of local needs and interests, and

toward understanding the policies and requirements that the State

Board establishes to guide their functioning and the institutional

solutions to local needs. On the whole, however, the effectiveness

of these bodies in assuring the success of their institutions in

fulfilling their mission within their designated catntunities attests

to the intrinsic wisdom in their structure, and to their experience

over the course of the development of the System.

The State and Local Presidents:

't find that the State and Local presidents are, in general, operat-

ing 'ive skill. They

represent, on the whole, a devoted, knowledgeaLle, and skilled

rem=

NIC 4 Uft 400

eermtheStatewellinthisregani. Although occasional instances

oftnimmanagiammt or errors in judgment exist as would be expected in

so large and diverse a group as the local institution presidents

represent/ we find such instances rare (though they may frequently be

blown out of proportion by vocal critics), and are problems bred in

most instances by the presidents' concern for their communities and
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students on the one hand, and the fiscal austerities under which they

operate on the other. And although local presidents are seen by same

as desiring more local autonomy than maybe desirable, or as too much

consumed with their own vested interests, they implicitly and

explicitly manifest the need to operate together as a System, and to

be guided by strong though sensitive leadership at the System level.

Our principal conclusion is that the fielding of the educational

per, and the response of the students and local community and

= =1- I = 11" A l 11 6.0/11i .0 11

mission attainment. That the mission is indeed effectively attained

is manifest vividly at the local levels. We find no serious

challenges from the current governance and administrative structure,

to a literal interpretation of the mission as prescribed by the

General Statutes. lit also believe that mission attainment is serving

the State, its people and its economic develbpment, and the quality

of life in North Carolina, remarkably well.

E. Conversion of Technical :nstitutions to Carmunity College Status

This task was concerned with determining if the System's mission is best

served by permitting technical institutions to convert to carmunity college

status. Our principal overall conclusion is that this is a matter that can

only be resolved by the State Board and General Assembly through attention to

the validity of all the issues involved, including the implications for

mission and the support necessary to secure adequate quality of the programs.

The issues found to be relevant are:

The association of higher quality with true community college status

iaarealand pervasive perception of the prospective students, and,

to some extent, the communities. Yet, while the institutions value

this perception for its role in attracting students who may profit

from their services, and although they recognize intrinsic values for

the institution in conversion, their predominant concern appears to

be continued service in the full and honest expression of the

enhancement of educational opportunity without jeopardy to the voca-

tional-technical mission cf the institution.
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Tuition
The matter of whether tuition for college transfer courses should be cart-

parable to tuition charged by the constituent institutions of the University

of forth Carolina was considered, within the time and cost Limits inposed, to

be be ter addressed by informed and logical analysis than by empirical

reseal-1. Our principal conclusions are as follows:

UnimarsaySysten ratejearecbarged. Tuition charges for a full-tire

in-state student in the Systea's college transfer program are now

$153 for a full academic year. Tuition charges for a simi 1 ar full-

tine student in a baccalaureate institution of the UM System are

$350 (which is the lowest of three tuition rates currently charged as

a function of the particular level of institution).

sertatives. Those respondents questioned feel that such a decision

veloule deny access to a large portion of their student or prospective

student constituents, or would remove the incentive provided by the

current low costs for enrolling in this program.

The increase in costs for the student appears less significant when

total costs as_ciated with ccmtiini y college attendance are can -

6idered. Given other fixed costs, conservatively estimated, for a

full-tine student for one academic year, of $660 for transportation,

$300 for textbooks, and $50 for fees, the current total is $1163.

The total assuming the University System tuition rate would be $1360,

an increase of only about 17 percent over current coots.

State to the two systems, and with the other differences between thetinBettingsthatthe. We also note

that many vocational or technical programs are more costly to operate

than college transfer programs, and that a credit hour (for which

tuition charges are assessed) is less likely to express adequately
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the contact time (on which budget allocations are based) that is

required in vocational/technical programs.
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Thesienentlimmiagyzmiefroatheincreasecurcataxad

transfer_prrigonunirem. This should be considered an upper limit

for potential revenue increase because of the possibility that

reduced enrollment in college transfer programs would result fran the

increased tuition rates.

v 111.;-.- ." 0$ 0,0241. ..: 1,1 11 11
Licantlyonenralrent. Students or prospective students contacted

indicated that against the more significant costs of books and

required equipment, and other necessary costs, tuition charges are

relatively insignificant.
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V. RECCt+ENDATIONS

This final section presents the remnnendations that the research team

draws fran the findings and conclusions of the several tasks. Because of the

common concern with staffing of tasks 1 and 3, as these tasks were specified

by the General Assembly, the recommendations in this regard are presented

together in the initial section, followed by the recarrvendations drawn fray

the findings of the other four tasks.

A. =fang
It is reccumended that the State Board of Cannunity Colleges:

1.

2.

fsmmulas. There is same confusion, in particular, in the use of the

salary units for curriculum and extension faculty in the budget

formula. Mile the unit dollar values are perceived, by the Depart-

ment of Community Colleges, as necessarily artificial amounts for

allocation purposes, they are viewed as normative by same institu-

tional staff. The disampux1rtetween these unit salary amounts and

the average salaries for full-time curriculum and extension faculty

(or between the numbers of staff positions prescribed and the actual

numbers employed), are considerable. FUrther analyses are necessary

to determine the impacts of differential formula unit/salary struc-

tures on the overall State Budget, as well as on institutions. It is

important, however, to go further than was possible in this study to

examine the adequacy of salary structures in comparison with can-

petiti-s employment in the state as well as the nation, and the

implications for position and salary allotments in both curriculum

and extension categories of instructional staff.

I
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alldments. Fran the perspective of workload, the FIE is a less

meaningful unit of measurement for administrative and support
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services than headcount enrollment. Student services must be pro-

vided equitably without regard to the full-time or part-time status

of the students. Funding positions on the basis of FTE therefore

results in critical personnel shortfalls in administrative and

instructional support, and particularly clerical, positions. In

addition, the growing number of adults anticipating or participating

in continuing education presents a different population, with dif-

ferent expectations fraa traditionally younger postsecondary stu-

dents. Further analysis is needed to implermt this reccumendation.

Since institutions appear generally to have net these necessary

position requirements under local options for budget assignment,

determination of the per UDHC unit cost may be established through

audit of current costs for such personnel. Basing a UDHC formula

upon accommodation of current staffing levels will ensure a "hold

harmless" provision, thereby guaranteeing no unfair loss of funds to

any institution.

inc full-tine instructors throughout the State. Information is

currently available at the state level on numbers of part -time

faculty by institution. However, these are annual statistics,

caviled for the fall of each year, providing at best a "snapshot"

for state administrative purposes. Little systematic information is

collected however on the institutional ebb and flow of these

appointments during the year, largely because of the reporting burden

such data collection efforts would represent to institutions, and in

addition, because of no clear statutory requirement on which to base

such a requwt. 1 do not want to recattnend unnecessary additions to

the already considerable data burden at both the local and state

level. However, in view of the substantial reliance on part-tine

faculty reported by institutions during our study, Jt seems important

to assess periodically the characteristics of this cartc:onent of

instructional staff across time, and also to look at quarterly trends

for at least a sample of institutions.
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4. Incorporate into budgetary allocation formulas elicit funding set-

asides to be directed exclusively to staff development. Almost all

the institutions in our sample stressed the inadequacy of the present

resources for staff development, and the need for keeping instruc-

tional staff up-to-date on both technological developments and

instructional methods. One way of signalling public commitment to

faculty development is to provide direct incentives through setasides

in the allocation process. These funds should be used at local

discretion under guidelines set by the State Board of Community

Colleges, but only for staff development, and should include but not

be limited to such activities as attendance at technical seminars,

professional meetings, formal graduate training, and brief periods of

experience in private sector jobs related to instructional

responsibilities.

5. A. 11 . If. $ - r; o IS .Z. $ X11 a,-

of budgeted P1 positions. Considerable human resources are poten-

tially available in local carmunities for use in volunteer instruc-

tion. Surromxiingbusinesses may have skilled employees willing to

volunteer their services. Growing numbers of retired people in some

areas of the state constitute awealth of skilled, and in many cases

experienced instructors. Where appropriate, these sources could be

tapped for voluntary participation, and if they were permitted to

generateFTEs, would free up fiscal resources for other positions.

Present policy requires that 60 percent of instructional services

must be supported by state funds in order for those services to

generate FTEs. This restriction should be relaxed to permit use of

volunteers in generating FIEs. A cap should be set on the maximum

amount of Ft's permissibly generated by this means, for example 10

percent of total FTEs.

B. Methods of Calculating Student Membership Hours

It is recommended that the State Board of Community Colleges:

1. Calculate student membership hours on a quarterly basis at the end of

anstficiaLdropladdzeriod. This drop/add period, which should be

incorporated into the instructional process, represents the time at
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2.

which final commitments are made for the quarter to both faculty and

students. As such, it represents the best point in time at which to

measure the size of the teaching workload for the quarter. Although

institutions can be given same flexibility in establishing the

specific date for the end of the drop/add period, in general it

should fall within the first 25 percent of the quarter's instruc-

tional process. Final collection and reimbursement of all tuition

and fees should be tied to this date to provide a basis for subse-

quent audits of both enrollment and financial data. All enrollment

supported by State funds should be reported on this date, with the

exception of multiple entry, multiple exit courses, for which special

procedures should be developed.
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accurate enrollment calculations for allocation formula. purposes.

The basis for this integrated management system has been implemented

at most institutions with the installation of the Prime computer and

associated software. Appropriate refinements to the data management

and systems reporting software should be implemented to support the

improved enrollment calculations. State financial support should be

provided for appropriate systems analysis staff at each institution.

State level financial support for development of appropriate software

systems and staff training is also required.

3. Continue the current definitions for calculatingmquarterlv_FTE

enrallnenta. The principal purpose for using FIE enrollments in the

budgeting process is to develop an accurate measure of the workload

involved in providing instructional and other services to students.

Since the instructional allotment accounts for approximately two-

thirds of the total State operating formula allotment, and since the

FTE-based formula will continue, it is essential that the FIE calcu-

lation provide a valid measure of the workload for instructional

activities. Actual time spent in class, or membership hours, pro-

vides the best measure of this workload. This is particularly true

in view of the substantial variation between membership hours and
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credit hours for a given curriculum across the institutions in the

SYstem

4. Continue to base budget allocations on quarterly FTE figures. As

indicated above, under the current budgeting approach, the FTE

figures should provide a valid measure of workload throughout the

academic year. Given the magnitude of the quarterly variation in

FTEs, it is appropriate to base the annual budget figure allocations

on these quarterly figures.

5. Retain the current basis for calculating curriculum FTE enrollments

onthetraditisma. The current procedures'provide

implicit recognition of the relatively higher costs of curriculum

over extension programs by basing the budget FTEs for curriculum

programs on the highest three quarterly enrollments rather than on a

four quarter average. Although detailed cost figures were not

obtained or developed during this study, interviews indicated that

the costs of curriculum instruction do in fact exceed those of

extension instruction. In the general agreement among the institu-

tional presidents that the FTE is the most appropriate basis for

determining costs of instruction, and the fact that the current

formula budgeting process does not accurately reflect actual costs of

instruction, changing the basis of calculating curriculum enrollments

would merely substitute one uncertain procedure for another. Sub-

stantive changes in the formula should only be undertaken to provide

a more accurate reflection of actual costs of instruction, as

included in a subsequent recommendation.

6. Develop a regular program for auditing enrollment figures and more

timely dissemination of the results of these audits to all institu-

tions in_theizatem. Given an FTE-based budgeting process, incen-

tives will remain at the institutional level to achieve a higher

share of systemwide FTE enrollments. Linking the quarterly census

date for calculating enrollments to the end of the drop/add period,

with an attendant combined audit of financial and enrollment data,

will help to alleviate these pressures. Widespread distribution of

each institution's audit results throughout the System as they become
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available will strengthen a self-policing system with appropriate

peer pressure to reduce abuses.

7.

The current budgeting system implicitly recognizes variations in

costs of instruction by providing differential funding across program

areas. However, the current funding levels do not reflect the varia-

tions in these instructional costs in an accurate manner, and tend,

in particular, to force occupational extension program delivery to

operate under particular stringencies. Explicit recognition of this

principle and adoption of appropriate revised budgeting procedures

should be considered by the Board of Community Colleges.

8. Conduct a detailed study of_actual costs of instruction and develop

revised budgeting formulas to incorporate these costs. This study

should measure the effects of variations in instructional programs,

institutional size, different location, etc. on instructional costs.

Particular attention should be devoted to assessing the marginal, or

incremental, changes in these costs due to changes in enrollment

levels over time. The results of these detailed analyses should be

incorporated into the formula budgeting process, with the assurance

that no institution's financial position would be adversely affected

by the introduction of the new allocation process.

C. Governance and Administration

The issues raised by the General Assembly in the area of effectiveness of

governance and administration involve several responsible parties in addition

to the State Board. Accordingly, recommendations are presented separately for

the several parties.

It is recommended that the General Assembly:

1. Maintain the present_ werall_governance and administrative structure

of the System.

2. Recoonize the need for strong leadership_bv the State Bo and the

particular relevance of this body for understanding and representing

- I Z.,1

ments for the highest quality educational and training program con-

sistent with the necessary budgetary constraints.
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3. Consider the kinds of authorities it is willing to delegate-, in

actuality, to the State Board, and then determine, through its

deliberations, if the structure of the_Btate Board should be amended

to assure meflectiaccalPliabnientQtargisle]ve AlgatedDaterGind

authority. In these deliberations, the General Assembly should be

sensitive to any negative aspects of politicization of the Board, to

the size of the Board for maximal operational effectiveness, and to

the need for representation among the members of those who understand

policy - making for the educational enterprise as well as those who may

capably represent the interests of the particular constituencies--the

citizens, the ccumnity, and business leaders, and those concerned

with the economic development of the Statethat the System and its

institutions serve.

4. Give ?art; cu consideration to the deleterious impact, on the

System as a whole, of the tradition of special allocations to indivi-

dual institutions by the General Assembly. The impact of the special

allocation tradition is generally perceived, at all levels of

governance and administration in the Community College System, as a

matter of putting individual institution interests over the needs of

the System, and as encouraging ascendancy of individual institutions

over the System as a whole. The recommended consideration is a

matter, for the General Assembly, of reaffirming the role that the

State Board and Department should in actuality assume in assuring the

equitable distribution of available funds, and the centralization,

toward State interests, of authority and control of educational

aspects by the most appropriate authority.

It is recannmxiedthat the State President and State Board:

1. Continue the focus on the priorities for the effective management of

the System through informed policy that is sensitive to the needs,

both for necessary resources for the institutions, and for the
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the operation a the local institutions. This may involve such

mechanisms and strategies as: studies to determine the long-range

needs that institutions must serve for the technological development

that maybe expected to occur in the future; studies to determine the
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condition, quality, and appropriateness of equipment used in

instruction and training; studies to determine the actual costs of

program operation; consideration of the educational programs not only

in terms of their quality but also if undesirable (fran affordability

standpoints) duplication of costly function exists among institutions

near one another, or if consortium arrangements may provide more cost

and quality effective solutions. The State Board should also seek to

establish, through a consensus with the other policy makers for and

operators of the institutions, the consequences as well as the impact

of regulatory procedures employed.

2. Consider ways in which the interactions between the State and local

boards maybe enhanced to mutual advantage. This may involve more

frequent personal contact, in appropriate forms, between members of

the two parties on matters of mutual concern, and particular advisory

roles for the chairpersons of the trustees association and for the

association of presidents.

3. Increase the on-site familiarity of the Department senior staff with

the local institutions, through appropriate forums, two-way travel,

Staff exchances and the like.

It is recommended that the Local Institutional Boards and Presidents:

1. continue the current styles of local oversight and management that

semtlassimunitiesasusral, but
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that may represent the needs of the System as a whole to the General
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institutions toward their collective improvement. This involves both

the canunication by the local institutions to the State Board and

Department of experience-based insights, and the recognition of the

need for the State Board to set limits on individual actions that

facilitate and assure the effective attainment of System goals and

objectives for the State as well as the institutions.

3. Continue_toncognize that a prim responsibility of the local boards

is to select and evaluate_the president. The president is their

agent not only for the proper management of the institution but also

for keeping them appropriately informed so that deliberate action,

rather simple review and approval, may be taken.
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D. Conversion of Technical Institutions to Cannunity College Status

Information possible to assemble under the time and cost constraints of

this study, as well as the complexity of the issues, preclude any sweeping

reoatmendation such as the conversion of all institutions to caummity college

status or the removal of this function front the established and approved

mission of the existing community colleges. Exploration of the more substan-

tive issues, however, leads to the following recommendations:

1.
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thei3encotLAmimmtAiumuLlistmdefcr institutions desiring to convert
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current_infoonatisaxequirementa. These requirements should spe-

cifically and explicitly place the burden of proof on the Applicant

institution to show that the occupational emphasis of the institu-

tion, and the quality of its vocational and technical curriculum

programs, would be enhanced rather than dixinished; that a college

parallel program of specific substance has been planned and designed,

and that the necessary instructional and instructional support

resources can be acquired; and that senior institutions in the

assigned geographic area generally endorse, by willingness to accept

transfer credit, the addition of the college parallel program.

2. The State Board should determine, and the Fiscal Research Division of

the North Carolina General Assembly should confirm, the probable net

increase in costs to the State that would accrue with conversion of

institutions to community college status. "Net Increase" is defined

as the difference in required suppowt based on expected FTE, and the

expected revenue to the General Fund that would be generated by

expected increase in revenue from tuition. The recommendation of the

State Board to the General. Assembly should take into consideration

and report the impact of this cost in its recommendation.

3.

not only for to

year, but for numbers of enrollees in the second year of studies.

The purpose of this recommendation is to assure that sufficient

numbers of second year students would be available in a reasonable

time to make second year required course offerings reasonable and

cost effective.
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4.

5.

crate determination ofIbe value added to the System. No factual

basis is found for the assumption that a community college transfer

program threatens or unfairly competes with public or private senior

institutions; instead, the college transfer program, as constituted

in the System, offers unique opportunities not otherwise available

both to potential 4-year degree aspirants and to the vocational/tech-

nical program students for personal enrichment. However, attention

of the State Board should be directed not only to the interest of the

applicant institution in developing such a program, but also to the

current availability of such System programs in the general area of.

the applicant institution.
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Although the legitimacy of coununity needs for and support of par-

ticular vocational and technical programs cannot be refuted, same

vocational or technical programs are of significant expense to the

State. Particularly where several similar programs exist near one

another, and/or program enrollment in a particular institution is

grossly inadequate for operational cost recovery, consideration

should be given to the more reasonable costs and quality that could

accrue frau consortium presentation, or fran allocation of function

to a particular institution.

E. Tuition Charges for College Transfer Courses

In regard to tuition charges for college transfer courses, we recamend:

1.

immereely related to costs, should not be enacted. Uniform rates per

credit hour of instruction should be maintained. This is not only a

matter of operational difficulties that would be entailed, but also
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the need to prevent undue statu- differentials that would accrue and

that would deter vocational and technical students from participating

in courses also appropriate for their program.

2. The State Board should consider recommendations to the General

Assembly in regard to modest tuition increases. The burden of

current tuition costs is not perceived by many prospective students

or students as of much significance. Considerations of tuition

increase should, however, take into account total costs to the

student that are associated with attendance, and the potential impact

on educational opportunity and enrollment, as well as the potential

for increased General Fund revenue that might offset the costs of

more adequate funding of the System institutions.
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